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CHAIRMAN’S
FOREWORD
Seventeen Heads of State and Government, 46
.JOJTUFST TFWFO$FOUSBM#BOL(PWFSOPSTBOE 
EFMFHBUFTGSPNDPVOUSJFTUIFTFOVNCFSTBSF
OPUNFSFTUBUJTUJDTCVUBUFTUBNFOUUPUIF8*&'
'PVOEBUJPOTOJOFZFBSTPGTJODFSFFGGPSUBOEQSVEFOU
planning in connecting nations through business.
Convened in London, the 9th World Islamic Economic
'PSVN 8*&' XBTUIFmSTUFEJUJPOUPCFIFMEPVUTJEF
the Muslim World. Its unprecedented success reveals
that Muslims and non-Muslims are able to continue
collaborating in trade and to share responsibilities to
BDIJFWFBDPNNPOWJTJPOBQFBDFGVMBOEQSPTQFSPVT
world.
Themed “Changing World, New Relationships”, the
UI8*&'XBTTQFDJBMMZEFWJTFEUPPGGFSNBYJNVN
LOPXMFEHFFYDIBOHFBOESFMBUJPOTIJQCVJMEJOHBNPOH
government leaders, academicians and business
people. Conducted through a variety of formats, the
'PSVNTQBSLFESPCVTUEJTDVTTJPOTBCPVUDSBGUJOH
strategic policies, innovating business models,
4

GPSHJOHTUSBUFHJDQBSUOFSTIJQTBOEPUIFSLFZBSFBT
Important challenges and issues were addressed to
IFMQVTOBWJHBUFUISPVHIUIJTDPNQMFYXPSMEBTXF
strive to build a lasting and resilient global economy.
'VSUIFSNPSF UIF'PSVNBMTPCSPVHIUUPUIFXPSMEUIF
.BSLFUQMBDFPG$SFBUJWF"SUTGFTUJWBM .0$"GFTU *G

CVTJOFTTJTUIFIFBSUPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPO BSUJT
our soul. The 6th edition of the MOCAfest featured
39 artists of various disciplines and genres from
around the globe. The inﬂuence that the creative
industry has on the business world is undeniable.
Many of the world’s greatest inventions resulted
from collaboration between these two seemingly
contradictory industries. In addition, MOCAfest is also
BQPXFSGVMNFBOTUPTIBQFUIJOLJOHBOECFIBWJPVS 
especially among the young who will eventually
become the driving force of the world’s economy.
*XPVMEMJLFUPSFDPSEPVSTJODFSFBQQSFDJBUJPO
to the Government of the United Kingdom, the
Government of Malaysia, the co-operating
agencies, sponsors, partners, media, delegates and

FWFSZPOFXIPQMBZFEBSPMFJONBLJOHUIF'PSVNB
NFBOJOHGVMDPOHSFHBUJPO5IFUI8*&'XBTJOEFFE
BCSFBLUISPVHIBCPME JNNFOTFMFBQGPSXBSEJO
advancing collaboration between the Muslim and
non-Muslim World.
5IFUISFFEBZ'PSVNNBZIBWFFOEFE CVUJUT
impact will continue to beneﬁt the world. This report
EPDVNFOUTUIFLFZJOTJHIUTBOEJEFBTHFOFSBUFEBU
UIF'PSVN8FIPQFUIBUUIJTQVCMJDBUJPOXJMMTFSWF
as a useful guide for business planning and decision
NBLJOHJOUIFGVUVSF

Tun Musa Hitam
$IBJSNBO 8*&''PVOEBUJPO
5

5IFUI8*&'XBTBOIJTUPSJDPOFUIBUQSPEVDFENBOZVOJRVFTUPSJFT
It inspired its attendees into spirited debate on issues relevant to the
21st century. In this fast-changing world, it is clear that there is a need
UPTFBSDIGPSBOFXGSBNFXPSLGPSUIFDPOUJOVBMMZFWPMWJOHFDPOPNJD
environment.

CHANGING
WORLD, NEW
RELATIONSHIPS
5IF'PSVNDBNFBUBUJNFPGVODFSUBJOUZBOEGSBHJMF
economies. Today, unemployment runs rampant, and
young people especially are growing increasingly
dissatisﬁed with the current state of affairs.
Society is also evolving and changing at an everJODSFBTJOHQBDF%FTQJUFUIFCMFBLBOBMZTJT UIFSF
FYJTUPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSUIFTBWWZCVTJOFTTQFSTPO 
.VTMJNBOEOPO.VTMJNBMJLF UPDBQJUBMJTFVQPO
and contribute to the community in both a ﬁnancial
and ethical sense. Islamic ﬁnance in particular has
tremendous potential and is on the cusp of blooming
into a global industry.

paralleled by a series of masterclasses and other
TQFDJBMQSPHSBNNFTTVDIBTUIF#SJUJTI#VTJOFTT
1BWJMJPOBOEUIF#VTJOFTT/FUXPSLJOH-VODI 
XIJDIBMMPXFEEFMFHBUFTUPTFFLOFXQBSUOFSTIJQT
and associations. There was also the arts festival
MOCAfest, which provided a creative and cultural
counterpoint to the rest of the event.
This report condenses the wide-ranging topics into
four central issues and provides a coherent summary
PGUIFFWFOUTPGUIF'PSVN

1SFTFOUBUJPOTEFMJWFSFECZFYQFSUTJOUIFJSmFMETBOE
JOEFQUIEJTDVTTJPOTPODVSSFOULFZJTTVFTXFSF
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“There are three records we hold as of today. Record
1 is that there are 2700 registered participants, which
beats our past record. Second, related to that is that
the fact that 128 counties are represented – again,
another record. And third, it is here that I can say that
we are proud that for the ﬁrst time such a big number
of heads of government and of states grace this
occasion. The WIEF has indeed arrived.”

THE 9TH WIEF
OPENING
SESSION
The Opening Session of the 9th WIEF began with an unprecedented
sight for the Forum—17 Heads of State and Government and other
national representatives seated together in one room. Nearly all major
Islamic territories were present, along with two from non-Islamic
countries—including the host, the United Kingdom. This strong line-up
of world leaders is an indicator of political regard for the Forum and its
increasing inﬂuence on the international stage.
Each leader presented their ideas on the state of the global economy
and how Islamic powers can play their part. Many of them agreed on
TFWFSBMMJOFTPGUIPVHIU HFOFSBMMZSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFUISFBETPGUIF'PSVN
emphasising the importance of economic development and international
cooperation; the need for greater public-private partnership; the problem
of the rich-poor divide; and an increased focus on youth employment and
the role of women.
The UK Government and the city of London, in particular, were also
MBVEFEGPSJODSFBTJOHJUTQBSUJDJQBUJPOJO*TMBNJDmOBODF NBSLJOHUIFTUBSU
of greater interaction between Western and Islamic economies.
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Remarks by H.E. Dr Ahmad Mohamed Ali, President
of the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and Honorary
Fellow of the WIEF Foundation
Dr Ahmad said that to secure a collective peace and
prosperity, the Islamic World must focus on building
an economically collaborative relationship between
BEWBODFEBOEEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT'VSUIFSNPSF 
UIFTFDPVOUSJFTNVTUBMTPCVJMENVUVBMCBOLTPGUSVTU
and cooperation, and ensure that the role of private
JOWFTUNFOUJOEFWFMPQNFOUJTNBJOTUSFBNFE*%#
member countries, he noted, have the necessary
human capital, ﬁnancial infrastructure and
institutions to contribute to this process.

Welcoming remarks by the Hon Tun Musa Hitam,
Chairman of the WIEF Foundation
Tun Musa greeted the audience by celebrating the
IJTUPSJDOBUVSFPGUIFUI8*&'*UXBTUIFMBSHFTU
'PSVNUIVTGBS IFTBJE BOEIBEBSFDPSECSFBLJOH
2,700 registered participants, 128 participating
countries and 17 Heads of State and Government and
representatives in attendance.
With the support of a high-powered team of ofﬁcials,
UIFUI8*&'JO-POEPOXBTBMTPVOQSFDFEFOUFEGPS
being the ﬁrst in the organisation’s history to be held
outside the Islamic World.
5IF8*&''PVOEBUJPO$IBJSNBOFNQIBTJTFE 
IPXFWFS UIBUUIF'PSVNTTDPQFXFOUCFZPOEUIF
BOOVBMDPOGFSFODFJUXBTBMTPSFTQPOTJCMFGPSBO
increasingly popular series of special programmes
that represented women, youth, education and small
and medium enterprises.

The Muslim World cannot afford to ignore this
SFTQPOTJCJMJUZFTQFDJBMMZXIFOPOFUIJSEPGJUT
population remain mired in deep poverty and
unemployment remains high among youth and
XPNFO5IF*%#UIFSFGPSFSFNBJOTGPDVTFEPO
sustainable development and the eradication of
FYUSFNFQPWFSUZCZ TBJE%S"INBE BOEUIJT
DPNNJUNFOUXJMMCFSFBMJTFECZUIF*%#TNFNCFS
countries.
Even as progress is being made, however, Dr
"INBEDBVUJPOFEUIBUBMMTUBLFIPMEFSTNVTUFOTVSF
that the real economy and the ﬁnancial economy
EPOPUCFDPNFEJTDPOOFDUFE5IF*%#XJMMBTTJTU
efforts to reﬁne the global ﬁnancial system, which
should include introducing ﬁnancial and investment
practices that respond to the needs of society.
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Dr Ahmad said that the ultimate focus should be
on people, and that all efforts should prioritise the
DSFBUJPOPGBIVNBOFDPOPNZ*OUIJTDPOUFYU UIF
8*&'JTBSFMFWBOUQMBUGPSNBTJUCVJMUUSVTUBOE
QSPNPUFEUIFLJOEPGCVTJOFTTDPMMBCPSBUJPOUIBU
CFOFmUTBMMTUBLFIPMEFST

Al-Nisa, verse 32 showed that Islam provided for
female employment. Early Islamic history is also a
record of the economic empowerment of women, as
it shows they owned and inherited property, were
politically active, entered legal contracts and pursued
LOPXMFEHF

26%. These companies typically had less debt and
IFBMUIJFSBUUJUVEFTUPSJTL BOEXFSFNPSFGPDVTFEPO
sustainable growth than short-term proﬁt-hunting.
These companies were also more sustainable, more
MJLFMZUPQSPUFDUUIFFOWJSPONFOU BOEEFNPOTUSBUFE
good governance and improved access to healthcare.

“Together we can build a better future where no one
is left behind.”

Dato’ Sri Najib listed three elements that boost the
SPMFPGXPNFOJOUIFHMPCBMFDPOPNZ

Opening Address by the Hon Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib
Tun Abdul Razak, Prime Minister of Malaysia and
Patron of the WIEF Foundation

'JSTUJTXPNFOTJODSFBTFEBDDFTTUPFEVDBUJPO
&EVDBUFEXPNFOBSFMFTTMJLFMZUPEJFJODIJMECJSUI 
BOEBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPTFOEUIFJSDIJMESFOUPTDIPPM 
raise healthy families and be more productive in their
PXOSJHIU"DDPSEJOHUPUIF8PSME#BOL GPSFWFSZ
1% increase in female participation in secondary
education, a country’s annual per capital income
growth rate increases by 0.3%. The Qur’an and the
)BEJUIBMTPNBLFJUDMFBSUIBUUIFBDRVJTJUJPOPG
LOPXMFEHFJTBOIPOPVSBCMFQVSTVJUGPSBMM

Prime Minister Najib said that these three elements
PGFEVDBUJPO XPSLGPSDFQBSUJDJQBUJPOBOEDPSQPSBUF
diversity form a doorway to a better future not just for
the women they target, but for everyone.

The Prime Minister noted that even against the
DPNQMFYCBDLESPQPGDIBMMFOHFTGBDJOHUIFNPEFSO
world economy, it is clear that women belong to the
heart of the global struggle for growth.

“On education, employment, and corporate diversity,
Islamic nations are already showing leadership… It is
my belief that this is neither contrary to our faith nor
to our traditions; that instead, it honours the founding
principles of Islam.”

He cited studies showing that economies are
healthier when women are empowered to
QBSUJDJQBUFNPSFGVMMZUIFZCPPTUUIFXPSLGPSDFBOE
have a positive impact on education, health and
development, leading ultimately to a rebalancing
of growth. In OECD countries, female labour
participation is positively correlated to increased
(%1 XIJMFTJYPGUIFUFONPTUDPNQFUJUJWFFDPOPNJFT
JOUIFXPSMEBSFBMTPUIFUPQNPTUFRVBM

Prime Minister Najib also called for an assessment
PGUIFRVBMJUZPGDBSFFSTUIBUXPNFODPVMEBDDFTT
$VSSFOUMZUIFZBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPEPVOQBJEXPSLBOE
have informal jobs, and they typically earn 70-90%
less than men. The Malaysian Government, he said,
PGGFSTUBYSFEVDUJPOTUPDPNQBOJFTUIBUFNQMPZ
XPNFOBGUFSUIFZIBWFUBLFODBSFFSCSFBLT BOEJT
using the country’s role as a hub of Islamic ﬁnance to
provide career opportunities for Muslim women.

The Prime Minister said that Islamic nations are
already showing leadership by giving women central
roles in their economic futures, thus proving a
founding principle of Islam. In the Qur’an, Surah

'JOBMMZ HFOEFSEJWFSTJUZJODPSQPSBUFNBOBHFNFOU
must be ensured. A Credit Suisse study found that
from 2006 and 2012, large corporations with female
board members outperformed those without by
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#FTJEFTJODSFBTJOHEJBMPHVFJODMVEJOHJOUFSGBJUI
EJBMPHVFUPJEFOUJGZDPNNPOBMJUJFT BLFZBQQSPBDI
to managing global challenges collectively is for the
Western and Islamic Worlds to deploy their ﬁnancial
resources in a complementary manner. In this regard,
*TMBNJDmOBODFIBTUIFQPUFOUJBMUPUBLFBMFBEJOH
role on the global stage.
4VMUBO)BTTBOBM#PMLJBIOPUFEUIBU*TMBNJDmOBODF
is worth US$1.8 trillion and reached a phenomenal
growth rate of 12.5% by the end of 2013. Islamic
ﬁnance is thus a potential global force for positive
DIBOHF BOENVTUBMPOHTJEFDPOWFOUJPOBMCBOLJOH
BOEmOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTFNCSBDFUIFQSJODJQMFTPG
moral responsibility and social justice.
#ZNBJOUBJOJOHUIFNPNFOUVNPGJUTHSPXUIBOECZ
JOWFTUJOHJOLFZBSFBTTVDIBTBHSJDVMUVSBMSFTFBSDI 
UFDIOPMPHZBOEFYQBOEJOHQSPEVDUJPOGBDJMJUJFT 
Islamic ﬁnance can help serve the needs of the global
community. Therefore, he said, it is incumbent on
.VTMJNDPVOUSJFTUPXPSLUPHFUIFSUPCSJOH*TMBNJD
mOBODFUPUIFGPSFGSPOUPGUIFHMPCBMNBSLFU

Secondly, women must be allowed to parlay their
education into employment. In this regard, the Prime
Minister said that the Muslim World is failing to
LFFQVQUIF8PSME#BOLSFQPSUFEUIBUPGUIF
CPUUPNSBOLJOHOBUJPOTGPSGFNBMFQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIF
XPSLGPSDFBSF.VTMJNNBKPSJUZDPVOUSJFT
(MPCBMMZ KVTUPGDPNQBOJFTIBEFRVBMPQQPSUVOJUZ
policies in 2013, up from 64% in 2008. Legislative
DIBOHFJTOPUUIFPOMZSFRVJSFNFOUHPWFSONFOUT
and businesses must collaborate in facilitating this
QSPDFTT TVDIBTCZQSPWJEJOHDIJMEDBSFGPSXPSLJOH
XPNFOXIJDITUJMMGPSNTBDSVDJBMJOWJTJCMFXBMM
between many women and employment. In Malaysia,
IFBEEFE CVTJOFTTFTBSFCFJOHBTLFEUPQSPWJEFUIJT
facility even as the options of community childcare
and encouraging men to play a greater role are
FYQMPSFE

Millions of Muslims, His Majesty added, continue to
live in the West today as contributing members of
society.

Islam has a long history of participation in the
EFWFMPQNFOUPG&VSPQF*OUIBUDPOUFYU )JT.BKFTUZ
TBJE UIFOVSUVSJOHPGUIF*TMBNJDmOBODFJOEVTUSZ
TPUIBUJUSFBDIFTJUTGVMMQPUFOUJBMDBOCFUIF
OFYUDIBQUFSJOUIFTUPSZPGIPX*TMBNDPOUJOVFTUP
contribute to the West and the wider world.

H.M. Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin
Waddaulah of Brunei Darussalam
His Majesty pointed out an inherent irony in the
NPEFSOHMPCBMSFBMJUZEFTQJUFBDPOUJOVFEEJWJTJPO
between the West and Islamic countries, both
sides ﬁnd themselves facing the same challenges.
These include a growing rich-poor divide, increased
unemployment among the youth, and a growing strain
on natural resources.
Neither side can surmount these problems on its own;
thus the answer must lie in crafting a collaborative
response rooted in mutual trust and understanding.
This, he said, would not be unprecedented, as history
TIPXTUIBUUIF*TMBNJD8PSMEIBTMPOHDPFYJTUFE
harmoniously with other peoples and civilisations.

“Islamic ﬁnance should play a role in promoting
SMEs by bringing together ethically responsible
investors, businessmen and women who aspire to
make a difference in their communities.”
H.M. King Abdullah II ibn Al Hussein of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
His Majesty warned against conceiving of
HMPCBMJTBUJPOJOUFSNTPGVOJGPSNJUZCFTUQSBDUJDFT
TIPVMEOPUMFBEUPTMBWJTITJOHMFNJOEFEUIJOLJOH
UPUIFFYDMVTJPOPGEJWFSTJUZ0OUIFDPOUSBSZ 
partnerships must beneﬁt all participants, or else they
are not partnerships at all, and there is a need for the
world’s Muslims to share in global productivity and
prosperity through fresh ties and business methods in
a new era of inclusive growth.
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In this regard, His Majesty reafﬁrmed Jordan’s
commitment to the spirit and processes of reform.
*O GPSFYBNQMF UIF,JOHEPNJOUSPEVDFEOFX
TVLVLSFMBUFEMFHJTMBUJPOEFTJHOFEUPTFSWFBTB
GSBNFXPSLGPSUIFGVUVSFHSPXUIPG*TMBNJDmOBODF
by providing new mechanisms to fund government,
SMEs and other enterprises, as well as to help
alleviate poverty.
Jordan remains a safe haven for both her people
and her partners despite global crises and regional
UVSNPJM BOEXJMMDPOUJOVFUPMFWFSBHFPOLFZ
strengths, particularly her talented, educated, techsavvy and globally-aware people.

This, he said, would be possible only if economic
vehicles of all sizes, ranging from small and medium
enterprises to massive global alliances, apply
UIFNTFMWFTUPJUTBDIJFWFNFOUBOEQBSUJDVMBSMZ
towards the needs and aspirations of young men and
women who are “the heart and the power” of our
collective future.
His Majesty observed that this new focus is vital
to the Middle East region, which faces turbulence
as well as great hope and a wide vista of new
opportunities. Cooperation, he said, is the solution
to ongoing regional conﬂict, but even as nations
strive to address difﬁculties such as the Syrian
tragedy and the Palestinian yearning for peace and
self-determination, the Middle East must also begin
building a better future for its many peoples.
Jordan, King Abdullah said, is already in the midst of
this endeavour and recognises that the single mostQPXFSGVMQSFSFRVJTJUFUPUIFDSFBUJPOPGJODMVTJWF
HSPXUIBOEFNQMPZNFOUJTUIFFYJTUFODFPGHFOVJOF
partnerships that draw together the strengths of the
private sector, the public sector and civil society. The
doors of opportunity must be opened, he said, and
NPSFJNQPSUBOUMZUIFZNVTUCFLFQUPQFO
In this, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan recognises
UIBU*TMBNJDmOBODFBOECBOLJOHQMBZBDFOUSBMSPMF
JOUIFXBLFPGUIFHMPCBMmOBODJBMDSJTJT *TMBNJD
CBOLJOHIBTBMSFBEZQSPWFONPSFSFTJMJFOUUIBO
conventional methods. However, there remains
massive untapped potential in the industry even
within the Middle East itself.
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Jordan also occupies a strategic geographical
QPTJUJPO IFTBJE QSPWJEJOH&BTU8FTUMJOLTUPUIF(VMG
as well as the Middle East and North Africa regions.
The Kingdom possesses a regulatory environment
with attractive incentives such as economic
development zones, industrial estates, free zones and
more.
'SPNBHMPCBMQFSTQFDUJWF )JT.BKFTUZDBMMFEGPSUIF
continuing recognition of the creative drive and of
UIFGPSXBSEMPPLJOHFOUFSQSJTFTUIBUDPOTUJUVUFUIF
*TMBNJDFDPOPNJDXPSMEUPEBZ#JMMJPOTPGQFPQMF IF
said, of every faith and region, stand to beneﬁt from
new and stronger partnerships between the Muslim
and non-Muslim parts of the world.
“The business world must make it a priority to answer
the needs of young people everywhere, for jobs, good
jobs, secure futures and the opportunity to excel.”
H.E. Hamid Karzai, President of the Islamic Republic
of Afghanistan

In outlining the challenges of the global economy,
)JT&YDFMMFODZDBMMFEGPSBOFXSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
advanced and developing countries that is typiﬁed
by positive interdependence and the promotion of
mutual interests rather than aid-dependency and
costly borrowings.
To establish this new paradigm, he said, developed
economies must provide aid in the form of
infrastructure, human resource development, as
well as better and more accessible education and
technology. In return, the developed world would
IBWFBCJHHFSNBSLFUGPSUIFJSPXOHPPETBOE
TFSWJDFT BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ IJHIFSSBUFTPGHSPXUI
and employment in their own countries.

H.R.H. Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa of
the Kingdom of Bahrain
His Royal Highness observed that there are two
principal challenges facing the Muslim World
today. The ﬁrst concerns the fact that political
developments in the Middle East continue to receive
disproportionate global attention despite constituting
only one section of the Muslim World.
5IFSFNFEZ IFTBJE SFRVJSFTFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOU
through interdependence such that nations would
gain the opportunity to deliver “lasting, transformative
change and prosperity” to all strata of society
regardless of social, religious, national, ethnic or
other differences.

President Karzai said that in the resulting scenario,
the Muslim World would beneﬁt from having better
BDDFTTUPNBSLFUTXIJMFDPVOUSJFTUIBUGBDFEUIF
additional challenge of conﬂict would be given a way
to improve their own security.
He then described Afghanistan’s progress in the past
12 years, which has allowed the country to imagine
a brighter, safer and more prosperous future for its
people. However, for Afghanistan’s “transformation
EFDBEFwUPLJDLPGGTVDDFTTGVMMZ UISFFLFZBSFBT
SFRVJSFHSFBUFSGPDVT
'JSTUJTBHSJDVMUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUIPNFUP
of the country’s labour force, this sector must be
developed to increase its capacity and output.
Secondly, Afghanistan’s untapped natural resources
are worth trillions of dollars and can be used to help
UIFDPVOUSZDPNQFUFJOUIFHMPCBMNBSLFU$PNQBOJFT
from countries such as China, India and the UK have
already invested in this area but Afghanistan needs
the support of more international corporations in
PSEFSUPVOMPDLJUTOBUVSBMXFBMUI
'JOBMMZ )JT&YDFMMFODZTBJE IJTDPVOUSZDPOUJOVFT
UPSFRVJSFMPOHUFSNDPNNJUNFOUTJOUFSNTPG
mOBODJBMBJE"UUIF5PLZP$POGFSFODFPOUIF
Reconstruction of Afghanistan, donor countries
pledged US$16 billion in development aid until 2016.
Afghanistan, he said, would continue to need such
support in the difﬁcult transformative years ahead.
“Our vast and diversiﬁed reserves of mineral
resources, fertile terrain and strategic trade
routes can bring us and our future generations
unprecedented wealth and prosperity.”

*UJTFYBDUMZUIJTGPSNPGFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOUUIBU
is absolutely and fundamentally relevant to the world
UPEBZi(SPXUIJOPOFDPVOUSZ wUIF$SPXO1SJODF
said, “brings growth in others. It is a virtuous cycle.”
#VUIPXDBOTVDIDIBOHFCFJOJUJBUFEBOETVTUBJOFE 
5IFLFZ IFTBJE MJFTJOFDPOPNJDEJWFSTJmDBUJPO
as well as in investments in education and the
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EFWFMPQNFOUPGTLJMMT5IJTJTPGQBSUJDVMBSJNQPSUBODF
to the Middle East, which has one of the fastestgrowing youth populations in the world.

NBOEBUFUIBUGPSNTUIFCFESPDLPGJUTJODSFBTJOH
consumer acceptance and its integrity as an ethical
institution.

Prince Salman noted that the population swell has
FYFSUFEDPOTJEFSBCMFQSFTTVSFPOFNQMPZNFOU BOE
UIBUUIF"SBCXPSMEDPOTFRVFOUMZOFFETUPDSFBUF
over 100 million new jobs to meet the challenge. To
UIJTFOE IFTBJE UIF,JOHEPNPG#BISBJOSFNBJOT
committed to comprehensive social and economic
transformation embracing both high-multiplier-effect
industries as well as the sustained enhancement
of the private sector as the engine of growth and
productivity.

Prince Salman also lauded Malaysian Prime Minister
%BUP4SJ/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BLGPSIJTDPNNJUNFOU
to the empowerment of women, describing it as “very
brave and very appropriate”.

His Royal Highness emphasised the importance
of strong ﬁnancial institutions and regulatory
GSBNFXPSLTBTKPJOUMZGPSNJOHUIFGPVOEBUJPOTPG
the Kingdom’s programme, which is currently in its
fourth decade of implementation. Also important
is driving private-sector investment growth in a
WBSJFUZPGLFZTFDUPSTTVDIBTNBOVGBDUVSJOH 
petrochemicals, tourism and real estate, and
government infrastructure development in housing
and transportation.

“There is a need to bolster and standardise the
regulation of the [Islamic ﬁnancial services] industry
as it develops. This means ensuring a universality of
application to keep the industry attractive, reliable
and trusted, and able to meet the ever-growing
demand.”

At the same time, the sector must also prioritise
the development of new asset classes such as, for
FYBNQMF QSJWBUFFRVJUZ JOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOEMJRVJEJUZ
QSPEVDUT BOEBMTPJODSFBTFUIFTVQQMZPGFYJTUJOH
QSPEVDUT TVDIBTTVLVL UIBUDPOUJOVFEUPGBMMTIPSU
of demand.
His Royal Highness reiterated that, in all this, the
industry must preserve the spiritual and ethical
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)JT&YDFMMFODZDBMMFEGPSBMMQBSUJFTUPMFBSOGSPN
QBTUNJTUBLFTBOEUPFNCSBDFDIBOHF DJUJOH#PTOJB
)FS[FHPWJOBBTBQSJNFFYBNQMFPGUIFTVDDFTT
of this approach. European Muslims, he said, can
QMBZBLFZSPMFBTUIFJSHFPHSBQIJDBMBOEIJTUPSJDBM
FYQFSJFODFTDBOQSPWJEFMFTTPOTJONBOBHJOH
diversity and change for the beneﬁt of the rest of the
world.
“Muslims must engage in this battle and remain open
to dialogue. We must not be poisoned by bitterness
accumulated through centuries of economic
domination by the West.”

H.E. Bakir Izetbegovic, Member of the Presidency of
Bosnia and Herzegovina

President Jahjaga observed that it did not matter if
countries are geographically or strategically removed
GSPNFBDIPUIFSDSJTFTDBOOPMPOHFSCFDPOUBJOFE
within a single country alone; and indeed, the recent
economic downturn in Europe has demonstrated that
no individual country possesses a solution for itself
or others because, more often than not, the fates of
nations and their peoples are intertwined.
"TTVDI )FS&YDFMMFODZOPUFEUIBUUIFnPVSJTIJOH
of Kosovo is a lesson in the interdependence of the
NPEFSOXPSME&VSPQFTZPVOHFTUTUBUFIBTLOPXO
more years of division than of unity, and Southeastern
Europe as a whole has tasted destruction and
SFDPODJMJBUJPOJOFRVBMNFBTVSF/POFUIFMFTT 
the countries of the region have overcome their
difﬁculties in the past decade and have begun a
SFNBSLBCMFKPVSOFZUPHFUIFSUPXBSETQSPTQFSJUZ
Today, Kosovars no longer live in fear and
JOUJNJEBUJPO BOENPSFTPOPXUIBOBUBOZPUIFS
UJNFJOIJTUPSZOFXPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDPPQFSBUJPO
have come to the fore. Around the world, she said,
JODMVTJWFOFTTIBTUBLFODFOUSFTUBHF$PVOUSJFTBOE
peoples once divided or marginalised by repression,
prejudice or social convention are now stepping
GPSXBSEBOEUBLJOHUIFJSQMBDFTBUUIFUBCMF

Here, the Crown Prince drew attention to the
TFDPOENBJODIBMMFOHFGPSUIF.VTMJN8PSMEUIF
global Islamic ﬁnancial services sector has grown
tremendously, reaching more than US$1.2 trillion in
XPSUIUPEBZ POUIFCBDLPGSFHJPOBMBOEOBUJPOBM
development in Muslim nations as well as from the
increasing interest of international investors and
OPO.VTMJNJOWFTUPSTTFFLJOHFUIJDBMmOBODJBMBOE
investment products.
Prince Salman observed that for the sector to match
demand growth while ensuring the preservation
of its religious foundations, it must increasingly
strengthen and standardise its regulatory practices
while maintaining the independence of international
regulatory organisations such as the Accounting
BOE"VEJUJOH0SHBOJ[BUJPOGPS*TMBNJD'JOBODJBM
Institutions.

stance of reconciliation no matter how provocative
the situation might become.

H.E. Atifete Jahjaga, President of the Republic of
Kosovo
.BSLJOHUIF3FQVCMJDPG,PTPWPTSFQSFTFOUBUJPOBU
UIF8*&'GPSUIFmSTUUJNF )FS&YDFMMFODZMBVEFE
UIF'PSVNTSPMFBTBCSJEHFCVJMEFSBUBUJNFXIFO
prolonged economic and ﬁnancial uncertainty has left
no corner of the world unaffected.
)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUBTUIFHMPCBMFDPOPNZJT
being reframed and as countries struggle to ﬁnd
the best economic policies, the challenge for all
TUBLFIPMEFSTJTIPXUPEFWFMPQOFXSFMBUJPOTIJQT
FWFOBTUIFZQSFTFSWFFYJTUJOHBMMJBODFT*OUIJT
dynamic environment, the Islamic World can remain
truly relevant by merging the best of the Western
economic model with that of Islamic ﬁnance.
8IJMFUIFDPOTFOTVTXBTUIBUPQFOEJBMPHVFNBSLT
the way forward for all, President Izetbegovic
cautioned that Muslims must be especially cautious
UPBWPJEUIFUSBQTPGSBEJDBMJTN FYDMVTJPOBOE
isolation. Indeed, it would be best to anticipate
periods of misunderstanding and intolerance
between the West and Islam, and to adopt a ready

The challenges of the present world, she said,
SFRVJSFTFBDIDPVOUSZUPTUFQGPSXBSEBTBOFRVBM
and valued member of the global community; for it
was through this egalitarian spirit and the growing
interdependence of different economies and peoples
that the democratic world would ﬁnd new ways to
solve problems that it increasingly shared in common.
Today, she said, no country can hold itself immune to
ethnic and sectarian strife, the scarcity of resources,
discrimination and deprivation, or widening economic
JOFRVBMJUZCPUIXJUIJOQBSUJDVMBSDPVOUSJFTBTXFMMBT
between the developing and the developed worlds.

President Jahjaga reafﬁrmed Kosovo’s commitment to
the principles of multiculturalism, religious tolerance,
FRVBMSJHIUTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTXIFSFNFOBOE
JNQPSUBOUMZXPNFOBSFQSPWJEFEPQQPSUVOJUJFTUP
realise their full potential.
*OUIJTDPOOFDUJPO TIFTBJE UIF8PSME#BOLIBT
placed Kosovo in the top ﬁve of global business
reformers; and the region as a whole, given its young
BOEUBMFOUFEXPSLGPSDF BOJNQSPWJOHCVTJOFTT
climate and increasing opportunities for investment.
With its long-standing tradition of religious and
cultural diversity and a new foundation of peace and
TUBCJMJUZ ,PTPWPJTFBHFSUPUBLFQBSUJOUIFQSPDFTT
of global economic renewal.
)FS&YDFMMFODZOPUFEUIBUTPDJFUJFTJOUSBOTJUJPO
cannot remain dependent on foreign aid indeﬁnitely.
Such societies must strive towards economic
cooperation for common beneﬁt and the collective
goal of economic interdependence in which none
CFOFmUTBUUIFFYQFOTFPGBOZPUIFS

“The answer to our joint success is inclusion because
through it, every country will be invited to shoulder
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the responsibilities and, above all, to interconnect
our economies in search of new ways to resolve the
crisis that each and every country faces.”
H.E. Md. Abdul Hamid, President of the People’s
Republic of Bangladesh

President Abdul Hamid said that the third area
PGPQQPSUVOJUZDMJNBUFDIBOHFJTFTQFDJBMMZ
JNQPSUBOUUP#BOHMBEFTI"TBnPPEQMBJODPVOUSZ
that would suffer large-scale ﬂooding if ocean levels
SPTFCZKVTUPOFNFUSF #BOHMBEFTIVOEFSTUBOETUIF
JNQPSUBODFPGTUSJLJOHBCBMBODFCFUXFFOHSPXUIBOE
environmental protection.
)JT&YDFMMFODZTVHHFTUFEUIBUDPNQBOJFTGSPN
the Islamic community can help to set the tone for
this area of the global agenda, as they are guided
by Islamic principles that align with the idea of
sustainability.
“Companies need to make a choice. Should
they pursue growth alone or also be a catalyst
for facilitating equality and sustainability? Can
companies from the Islamic World step in, inspired by
the true teachings of Islam, and set the path for the
rest of the world?”
H.E. Abdelilah Benkirane, Prime Minister of the
Kingdom of Morocco

H.E. Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan

)JT&YDFMMFODZOPUFEUIBU JOUIFMJHIUPGQSFWBJMJOH
economic and political uncertainties, there are three
areas that provide opportunities for positive change.
5IFmSTUJTUIFEFNPDSBUJTBUJPOPGGSFFNBSLFUT 
although President Abdul Hamid emphasised that this
NVTUCFDPVQMFEXJUIFOTVSJOHUIBUNBSLFUBDDFTT
SFNBJOTFRVJUBCMFBOEJODMVTJWF.VDIPGUIJTXPVME
rest on whether businesses choose to be pro-people
rather than solely proﬁt-oriented. In turn, a positive
development would have a spill-over effect on the
political landscape.
5IFTFDPOELFZBSFBPGDPODFSOJTUFDIOPMPHZ
Although evidence of the breadth and speed of
technological change can be seen everywhere, those
who fall on the wrong side of the digital divide must
OPUCFJHOPSFE)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUFWFSZPOF
must be given the tools of education and access so
that they can enjoy the technology dividend.
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FYQSFTTUIJTEFTJSF XIFUIFSQFBDFGVMPSWJPMFOU UIFSF 5IFXPSMEIBTDPOUJOVFEJOFYPSBCMZPOJUTKPVSOFZ
from the Industrial to the Knowledge Age, and
JTBMXBZTPOMZPOFHPBMJONJOEUPFYBDUDIBOHF
technological progress and economic globalisation
)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUIJTPXODPVOUSZJTJOBQFSJPE IBWFFYQBOEFEXPSMEUSBEFUPUIFCFOFmUPGNBOZ
CVU)JT&YDFMMFODZXBSOFEUIBUUIFTFTBNFGPSDFT
PGUSBOTJUJPOCVU VOMJLFTPNFPUIFSDPVOUSJFTJOUIF
of change have also had adverse impacts within
SFHJPO XIFOQFPQMFUPPLUPUIFTUSFFUTBGFXZFBST
and across nations. Much, he said, must be done to
ago, the leaders of Morocco responded by changing
redress the imbalance.
the Constitution to ensure a more representative
government and democratic process. These steps
The Prime Minister observed that, since the turn of
brought gradual change and allowed Morocco to
avoid the political and social unrest other countries in the millennium, global wealth had more than doubled
UPBOFXIJTUPSJDBMIJHIPG64USJMMJPOCVU BU
UIFSFHJPOFYQFSJFODFE
the same time, in many countries of Asia and Africa
5IJTTUBCJMJUZJTUIFLFZUPQSPHSFTT BOE.PSPDDP IF BCTPMVUFQPWFSUZJODSFBTFEXIJMFJOFRVBMJUJFTIBWF
widened even within the developed world. The bottom
said, remains in a race to ensure justice and good
governance for its people. The youth are being called half of the global population, he said, possess only 1%
of global wealth while the richest 10% own 86%, and
UPTFFLKPCTUIBUDPVMEMFBEUIFNUPCFUUFSDBSFFS
JOEFFEUIFUPQJTJODPOUSPMPGOFBSMZIBMG  PG
QSPTQFDUT UPMPPLGPSTLJMMFEFNQMPZNFOUJOUIF$JWJM
the world’s wealth.
Service, and not to settle for dead-end options. The
DPVOUSZJTBMTPXPSLJOHIBSEUPCSJOHBCPVUTPDJBM
Prime Minister Sharif identiﬁed three underlying
CBMBODFBOEFRVJMJCSJVNGPSUPPMPOHUIFTUSPOHBOE
DBVTFTUPUIJTQFSTJTUFOUJOFRVBMJUZmSTUMZ 
the loudest had their way, and it is now time that the
national and subnational governments as well as
marginalised have their voices heard.
international development institutions have not acted
effectively enough to ensure that global wealth is
Stability also means not just mutual understanding
within the country but also a desire to promote global FWFOMZEJTUSJCVUFE4FDPOEMZ mOBODJBMNBSLFUTBSF
insufﬁciently regulated and far too large a segment of
QFBDFBNPOHDPVOUSJFT)JT&YDFMMFODZRVPUFEUIF
the global population remain marginalised from these
Qur’an that said, “We have been created in different
services. Thirdly, the free movement of trade remains
USJCFTUPXPSLJODPPQFSBUJPOw<4VSBIAl-Hujurat, 13.]
DPOmOFEUPHPPETBOETFSWJDFTFYDMVEJOHMBCPVS UIVT
FYQMPJUJOHBOEFYBDFSCBUJOHMBSHFXBHFWBSJBUJPOTJO
“We believe in reform within the framework of
different parts of the world.
stability.”

The Arab world is currently facing major challenges,
TBJE1SJNF.JOJTUFS"CEFMJMBI#FOLJSBOFJOIJT
speech. He described the Arab Spring as a social
phenomenon that proved people and nations wanted
SFGPSNQFPQMFXFSFmHIUJOHGPSUIFTBNFGSFFEPNT
and liberties they saw afforded to their counterparts
in other countries, and were inspired by the
prosperity they saw there. Regardless of how people

'VSUIFSNPSF BTDPVOUSJFTIBWFCFDPNFJODSFBTJOHMZ
connected to and reliant on the global ﬁnancial
and economic environment, they have increasingly
TUPPEBUSJTLPGDPNNPOTZTUFNJDWVMOFSBCJMJUJFT5IF
global economic crisis of 2008, he said, provided a
DMFBSFYBNQMFPGIPXQSPCMFNTJOPOFQBSUPGUIF
XPSMEDPVMETQSFBERVJDLMZUPBOPUIFSXJUIBNQMJmFE
DPOTFRVFODFT
As such, the Muslim World must be prepared to begin
long-term processes of social change and economic
development that contribute to the global economy
XIJMFBWPJEJOHJUTLOPXOQJUGBMMT*OPSEFSUPEPTP 
leaders must identify the chief factors inhibiting
HSPXUIXIJMFBMTPMFBSOJOHGSPNUIFFYQFSJFODFTPG
others.
As it was, the Muslim World has a population
PGCJMMJPOKVTUVOEFSBRVBSUFSPGUIFHMPCBM
QPQVMBUJPOBOENPSFUIBONJMMJPOBSFBHFE
below 24. However, the Muslim World’s combined
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GDP at US$6.6 trillion accounts for only 8% of global
GDP while its average per capita GDP of US$4,900
JTTMJHIUMZMFTTUIBOIBMGUIFHMPCBMBWFSBHF&YQPSUT
stand at only 14% of the global total.
Prime Minister Sharif outlined ﬁve transition
processes that Muslim nations must engage in to
CSFBLCFZPOEUIFTUBUVTRVPmSTU OBUJPOTNVTU
rebalance their responsible use of natural resources
BOEGPDVTFRVBMMZPOIVNBODBQJUBMEFWFMPQNFOU
BOETDJFOUJmDBEWBODFNFOUPOMZPGUIFXPSMET
scientiﬁc papers are currently being produced in
.VTMJNDPVOUSJFTXIFSFBT BDDPSEJOHUP&VSPQFBO
FTUJNBUFT UIBUmHVSFXBTBMNPTUJOUIF.JEEMF
Ages.

WJHJMBOUFTQFDJBMMZJOUXPDFOUSBMNBUUFSTJEFOUJGZJOH
areas for closer cooperation and anticipating
continuing threats to global ﬁnance.
#FTJEFTUIFTFFTTFOUJBMMZNBDSPFDPOPNJDQSPCMFNT 
there also remains common, yet unresolved, issues.
These are the challenges of coping with the threat
of climate change, the growth of Islamic ﬁnance
JOTUJUVUJPOT EFBMJOHXJUIJOBEFRVBUFJOGSBTUSVDUVSF 
supporting the role of women in the economy and
society, and energising SMEs and small farms, on
which many livelihoods are still dependent.

'VSUIFSNPSF XJUIBGPDVTPOmOEJOHTPMVUJPOTGPS
better cooperation and mitigating threats to global
ﬁnancial sectors, security in an ever-changing
landscape can be achieved.

to provide basic foodstuffs for those in need, to
contribute to programmes aimed at increasing
agricultural products, and for cooperation in similar
initiatives. The State of Kuwait has itself contributed
US$100 million to the fund.

“Progress has been made in many areas but much
needs to be done. Together with our rich resources,
vibrant energies and unﬂagging determination, we
can open new avenues of progress and prosperity
not only for Muslim communities but also for the
international community.”

Through initiatives such as this, he said, the State
of Kuwait continues to reafﬁrm its dedication and
commitment to the progress and development of
Muslim countries, contributing to programmes that
are crucial for the progress of the Muslim World.

H.E. Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,
First Deputy Prime Minister of the State of Kuwait

“We need to push forward the wheel of
development.”

Secondly, Muslim nations must evolve from being
passive consumers of economic goods and services
to active producers while, thirdly, economies
EFQFOEFOUPOUIFFYQMPJUBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
BOEDIFBQMBCPVSNBSLFUTNVTUTFFLOFXXBZTUP
promote private sector economic leadership and
value-added processes.
'PVSUIMZ .VTMJNDPVOUSJFTNVTUFOTVSFUIBUUIF
economic beneﬁts they gain are spread wider and
NPSFFRVJUBCMZBNPOHUIFJSQFPQMFTWJBJODMVTJWFBOE
collaborative growth models; and, ﬁnally, there must
be a greater focus on transparent and merit-based
governance with emphasis on performance and
service delivery.
)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOSFWPMVUJPO
IBTFYQPTFEUIFXPSMETQFPQMFUPHMPCBMCFODINBSLT
in development and living standards, but Muslims
should not shy away from cooperating with the rest
of the world, especially when shared problems and
DIBMMFOHFTSFRVJSFTIBSFETPMVUJPOT/PSFHJPOJOUIF
world can sustain progress in isolation, he said, and
we must therefore reject divisive ideologies to pursue
a common human destiny.
“Economic pursuit in this world should not be viewed
as a zero-sum game, which inevitably will promote
antagonism and destructive competition. Allah has
bestowed provisions for all mankind.”

)JT&YDFMMFODZBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUUIFMJTUPG
problems runs long, and that we live in a world that
is constantly evolving and an environment that is
DPOUJOVPVTMZTIJGUJOH5IFDFOUSBMRVFTUJPOJTIPX
DPVOUSJFTDBOXPSLTUSBUFHJDBMMZUPHFUIFSUPFOTVSF
that none lose sight of progress in the coming years.

H.E. Dr Boediono, Vice President of the Republic of
Indonesia

Given such ﬂuid settings riddled with uncertainties,
%S#PFEJPOPTBJE XFOFFEUPNBJOUBJOPVSGPDVTPO
UIFQSJPSJUZPGQSPCMFNTXFUBDLMF)JT&YDFMMFODZ
MJLFOFEJUUPBiNFOVwPGNBOZGPPEDIPJDFTXF
DBOOPUUBDLMFFWFSZUIJOHBOEBSFUIVTPCMJHFEUPQJDL
only a few.

In a global economy that remains vulnerable and
VODFSUBJO UIFSFJTBOPWFSBSDIJOHRVFTUJPOPG
NBJOUBJOJOHBOEFOTVSJOHTFDVSJUZ5IFLFZUPUIJT )JT
&YDFMMFODZTBJE JTBOFFEGPSBMMDPVOUSJFTUPSFNBJO

)JT&YDFMMFODZTUSFTTFEUIBUJGFBDIDPVOUSZQVMMTJUT
resources and determination together, new avenues
of progress and prosperity can be opened not only
for Muslim communities but also for the world.
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)JT&YDFMMFODZQPJOUFEPVUUIBUUIF*TMBNJD8PSME
faces many challenges that encompass both the
cultural and economic spheres. These include the
MBDLPGFEVDBUJPO JMMJUFSBDZ IJHIMFWFMTPGQPWFSUZ 
BTMPXEPXOJOFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOU MBDLPG
healthcare and an ever-increasing population. To
counter these challenges, cooperation is needed
among Muslim countries to raise the standards of
living of the people. Partnerships should be built and
government agencies empowered. The private sector
should also be roped in to ﬁnd solutions to these
challenges.
*OLFFQJOHXJUIUIF4UBUFPG,VXBJUTTVQQPSUPG
Muslim nations, the country has championed the
WJTJPOBOEBNCJUJPOPGUIF'PSVNBOEXJMMDPOUJOVF
to do so as it provides a platform for the countries to
XPSLUPHFUIFS$PNCJOJOHUIFmOBODJBM IVNBOBOE
OBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTPGUIFDPVOUSJFTJTLFZUPFMFWBUJOH
the lives of the people.
%VSJOHUIFUI8*&' XIJDI,VXBJUIPTUFE BGVOEUP
ensure decent standards of living in Muslim countries
was established and launched. The initiative was

H.E. Ali Babacan, Deputy Prime Minister of the
Republic of Turkey
)JT&YDFMMFODZOPUFEUIBUUIFQBTUZFBSTIBWFTFFO
NBOZUBMLTBCPVUUSBEFBOEDVSSFODZXBSTBTXFMMBT
protectionism. This, he believed, formed the biggest
barrier to economic recovery. Indeed, OECD analyses
have shown that every US$1 in trade protection
leads to a drop of US$0.66 in global GDP, while a
tariff revenue increase of US$1 can result in a fall of
64JOFYQPSUTBOE64JOXPSMEJODPNF
$JUJOHUIJT .S#BCBDBOOPUFEUIBUUIFFYQFSJFODFPG
the global economic crisis has shown the world that
effective international collaboration is the only way
to overcome such challenges. The free movement
of goods, people and capital are the essential
components of achieving greater prosperity and
wealth.
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)FTBJEUIBUUIF3FQVCMJDPG5VSLFZIBTBMXBZT
promoted free trade and the free movement of people
and capital, and has signed numerous agreements
XJUIJUTOFJHICPVSTUPBCPMJTIWJTBSFRVJSFNFOUTBOE
to promote free trade.
The country’s economic transformation over the past
decade has tripled its GDP, reduced its inﬂation to
sustainable levels and, today, its public debt deﬁcit
JTBGSBDUJPOPGXIBUJUXBTQSFWJPVTMZ&YQPSUTIBWF
increased from US$36 billion to US$153 billion while
the Republic’s ﬁnancial sector has gained a strong
degree of resilience.
)JT&YDFMMFODZBUUSJCVUFEFDPOPNJDHSPXUIMBSHFMZUP
the role played by the private sector, as well as that of
UIF5VSLJTI(PWFSONFOUJOGBDJMJUBUJOHUIFFTUBCMJTIJOH
of necessary socioeconomic conditions to help
private enterprise ﬂourish.
Since 2009, the Government has put in place targeted
labour policies such as apprenticeships and practical
and vocational training programmes. The Government
IBTBMTPXPSLFEUPXBSETSFEVDJOHDPTUTPGFOUSZJOUP
UIFMBCPVSNBSLFUGPSZPVOHQFPQMFBOEXPNFO8JUI
this, total employment in the country has increased by
6 million.

FDPOPNJDHSPXUITIPVMEOPUDPNFBUUIFFYQFOTFPG
GVUVSFMJWJOHDPOEJUJPOT BOEUIBUTUBLFIPMEFSTNVTU
FNQIBTJTFUIFFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOTFRVFODFTPGBMM
growth policies under consideration.
While recognising that there have been positive signs
in the gradual recovery of the US, Japanese and
&VSPQFBOmOBODJBMTZTUFNT )JT&YDFMMFODZDBMMFEPO
the world’s economies to bring a collective focus to
sustainable growth.
“We believe that economic interdependency is the
best way for sustainable peace. If countries spend
more on each other, this also brings stability in
international relations.”
H.E. Dr Rowsch N. Shaways, Deputy Prime Minister
of the Republic of Iraq
"MUIPVHIUIFXPSMEDPOUJOVFTUPNBLFTUSPOH
economic, scientiﬁc and technological progress, His
&YDFMMFODZPCTFSWFEUIBUUIFBUUFOEBOUTPDJBMBOE
QPMJUJDBMDIBOHFTSFRVJSFBSFOFXFEDPNNJUNFOUUP
EJBMPHVFBOETIBSFEFYQFSJFODFTJOUIFGPSNVMBUJPOPG
common visions.

)JT&YDFMMFODZIJHIMJHIUFEUIFGBDUUIBUBMNPTUIBMGPG
these were women and noted that while this was a
relatively new phenomenon for the country, the rising
MBCPVSNBSLFUQBSUJDJQBUJPOSBUFGPSXPNFODPOUJOVFT
to bring new elements of productivity to the country.

The third area, he said, was that of environmental
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ)JT&YDFMMFODZTUSFTTFEUIBUQSFTFOU
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How these relationships are pursued would
increasingly deﬁne one’s path towards integration
and unity, and it affects both individual states
engaging bilaterally as well as regional groupings
such as the European Union. Globalisation, he said,
has transformed the world into a single coherent
entity in which unimpeded trade, the free ﬂow
of capital and labour, and great technological
BEWBODFNFOUQBSUJDVMBSMZJOUIFmFMEPG
DPNNVOJDBUJPOTQSPWJEFBTUSPOHNPUJWBUJPOGPS
further integration.
)PXFWFS )JT&YDFMMFODZBMTPBGmSNFETFWFSBM
negative ﬁndings of the United Nations Conference
PO5SBEFBOE%FWFMPQNFOUHMPCBMFDPOPNJDHSPXUI
remains slow, resulting in too little employment and
XBHFTUPPEFQSFTTFEUPBMMFWJBUFQPWFSUZJOFRVBMJUJFT
between the developed and developing world
continue to widen; employment and income insecurity
are spreading; and agricultural productivity has not
JNQSPWFEJOUIFMFBTUEFWFMPQFEDPVOUSJFTBUMFBTU
half of which are producing less than they did a
decade previously.

for sustainable social and economic growth and
prosperity.
“We consider cooperation between the public and
private sectors, nationally and internationally, to be
essential in strengthening partnerships and ties that
will enable integration of economies of developing
countries with the global economy.”
H.E. Asset Issekeshev, Deputy Prime Minister of the
Republic of Kazakhstan
)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUUIF3FQVCMJD,B[BLITUBOIBT
been a pioneer in the introduction of Islamic ﬁnancial
instruments within the Commonwealth of Independent
4UBUFT $*4 BEEJOHUIBUFGGPSUTXPVMEDPOUJOVFUP
be made to build a solid basis for the development of
Islamic ﬁnancial products along with conventional
CBOLJOH

)JT&YDFMMFODZTBJEUIBUEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFTXPVME
UIFSFGPSFDPOUJOVFUPSFRVJSFFYQFSUJTFJOUFDIOPMPHZ 
information, training and capacity building as well
as international investment and development in all
TFDUPSTBOEUIFZXPVMESFRVJSFJUGPSTPNFUJNF
to come. At the same time, these countries should
also increase their participation in the international
arena, which would enable wider participation in
development as well as better integration into the
global economic and ﬁnancial environments.

/FWFSUIFMFTT.S#BCBDBOXBSOFEUIBUXIJMFHSPXUI
is encouraging, leaders must focus on sustainability
JOUISFFQBSUJDVMBSBSFBT'JSTU mOBODJBMTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
NVTUCFCBTFEOPUFYDMVTJWFMZPODVSSFOUHSPXUICVU
GVUVSFFDPOPNJDJNQBDUBTXFMM SBJTJOHUIFRVFTUJPO
of whether the costs of ﬁnancial growth should be
borne by the Government through increased public
EFCU'VSUIFSNPSF XBTHSPXUIBDDPNQBOJFECZSJTJOH
JOnBUJPOBTXFMMBTJODSFBTFESJTLUPUIFmOBODJBM
TFDUPS BOEEJEJUBMTPJODSFBTFIPVTFIPMEEFCU 

)JT&YDFMMFODZUIFOESFXBUUFOUJPOUPTPDJBM
sustainability, and called on nations to ensure that
economic growth was accompanied by job-creation,
poverty-reduction and improvements to education
and healthcare.

and the strength of a nation’s commitment to these
principles inﬂuences its economic, social and cultural
development.

Dr Shaways emphasised that economic cooperation
at all levels, both within countries and beyond, is
UIFLFZUPCSJOHJOHUIFXPSMEDMPTFS'VSUIFSNPSF 
at a time when terrorism has become a worrying
international phenomenon, the resolve to cooperate
BOEJNQSPWFSFMBUJPOTQBSUJDVMBSMZJOUIFTIBSJOHPG
LOPXMFEHF UFDIOPMPHZBOEEFWFMPQNFOUQPTTFTTFT
added urgency and impetus.
Dr Shaways celebrated the strengthening of
trade and cultural relations and partnerships,
saying that such ties should transcend local and
OBUJPOBMEJGGFSFODFTGPSUIFTBLFPGHMPCBMQFBDF 
prosperity and the common good of humanity. Such
relationships, he added, are liberal, diverse and free;

)JT&YDFMMFODZDBMMFEPOBMMDPVOUSJFTUPSFNBJO
constantly informed of the potential available in
partner-nations and to utilise them for mutual beneﬁt.
He also echoed the sentiments of Malaysian Prime
.JOJTUFS%BUP4SJ/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL BGmSNJOH
UIFFNQPXFSNFOUPG.VTMJNXPNFOJOUIFRVFTU

The Republic, he said, has put into place speciﬁc
MBXTBOEMBVODIFEBO*TMBNJDCBOLBOEJOTVSBODF
company, as well as an Islamic ﬁnance department
XJUIJOJUT$FOUSBM#BOL5IVT UPHFUIFSXJUIJUT
TUSBUFHJDMPDBUJPOBTBHBUFXBZUPUIFNBSLFUTPGUIF
$*4 $FOUSBM"TJBBOE8FTUFSO$IJOB ,B[BLITUBOJT
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set to position itself as a regional centre for Islamic
CBOLJOH

particularly between those of the Muslim and nonMuslim Worlds.

)JT&YDFMMFODZXBTQMFBTFEUPBOOPVODFUIBUUIF
3FQVCMJDIBTFYQFSJFODFENVDIQSPHSFTTJOUIF
past four years. It has opened 600 new production
facilities in priority industries and has decreased
unemployment to 5% via the creation of an additional
600,000 jobs.

#FSNVEBTMPOHQFSJPEPGQPMJUJDBMBOEFDPOPNJD
stability, said Premier Cannonier, is due to the sheer
EFUFSNJOBUJPOPGJUTDJUJ[FOTUIFJTMBOETUBOETUIJSE
CFIJOE-POEPOBOE/FX:PSLJOUIFBSFBPGJOTVSBODF 
SFJOTVSBODFBOEJOTVSBODFMJOLFETFDVSJUJFT 
PDDVQZJOHPGUIFHMPCBMSFJOTVSBODFNBSLFU 
and is home to 1,200 international companies with
combined licences worth US$450 billion.

5IF3FQVCMJDPG,B[BLITUBOXPVMEOPXFNCBSL
on plans for growth and the attraction of foreign
JOWFTUNFOUJOUPUIFDPVOUSZTLFZTFDUPSTPGOBUVSBM
SFTPVSDFFYQMPSBUJPOBOEQSPEVDUJPO UIFDIFNJDBM
and petrochemical industries, metallurgy, food
processing, transport and logistics, and energy and
DMFBOFOFSHZ)JT&YDFMMFODZPVUMJOFEUIF3FQVCMJDT
strategies to increase competition for investment as
well as the development of 12 oil and gas deposits
BOEPUIFSLFZSFTPVSDFTTVDIBTHPME JSPOPSFBOE
copper.

"TTVDI BXFBMUIPGJOUFMMFDUVBMDBQJUBM
particularly legal, ﬁnancial and regulatory
FYQFSUJTFJTDPODFOUSBUFEJO#FSNVEB BOEUIF
island’s government continues to maintain the
highest standards of transparency, governance
BOE0&$%DPNQMJBODFGPSMPXUBYKVSJTEJDUJPOT
Premier Cannonier noted that the month after the
8*&' #FSNVEBXPVMEIPTUUIF*-4$POWFSHFODF
Conference, assembling the world’s top insurance
TFDVSJUJFTQSPGFTTJPOBMTUIJOLFST JOWFTUPST MFBEFST 
TQPOTPSTBOEBEWJTPSTJOJUTDPOUJOVJOHFGGPSUTUP
forge new international partnerships.

5IF3FQVCMJDPG,B[BLITUBO IFTBJE JTGBTUCFDPNJOH
a premier location for business. Indeed, the United
Nations Conference of Trade and Development has
SBOLFEUIFDPVOUSZUIJOUFSNTPGGPSFJHOEJSFDU
investment and as second-largest among transition
FDPOPNJFT*UXBTBMTPSBOLFECZ&SOTU:PVOHBT
the ﬁfth fastest-developing country in 2013, up from
12th in 2012.
)JT&YDFMMFODZFYQSFTTFEDFSUBJOUZUIBUUIJT
dynamic development would continue unabated and
highlighted the Government’s aim to attract more than
US$150 billion in industrial development by 2020. As
such, he invited business partners, small as well as
MBSHF UPUBLFQBSUJOUIF.VTMJN3FQVCMJDTFGGPSUTUP
build its strengths and realise its goal of becoming a
SFHJPOBMDFOUSFGPS*TMBNJDCBOLJOH
Islamic ﬁnance, he added, is a great asset for the
common beneﬁt of all countries.
“I hope this (Islamic ﬁnance) will successfully evolve
further and help in changing our world into a better
place.”
H.E. Craig Cannonier, Premier of Bermuda
Noting that the centre of global economic activity had
TIJGUFEPWFSUIFQBTUTFWFSBMEFDBEFT )JT&YDFMMFODZ
observed that new poles of growth and vitality
have emerged, presenting opportunities to build
new friendships and strengthen old relationships,
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access to major cities such as London, Washington
%$ 5PSPOUPBOE/FX:PSLBNFSFUXPIPVSTBXBZ
CZBJS*UIBTBMTPEFWFMPQFEFYQFSUJTFJOUPVSJTNBOE
mOBODJBMTFSWJDFT UIF#FSNVEBEPMMBSJTUJFEUPUIF
64EPMMBS XIJMFQSFTFSWJOHBIJHITUBOEBSEPGMJWJOH
for its 60,000 inhabitants.

#FSNVEB IFTBJE TIBSFTGVOEBNFOUBMWBMVFT
with the global Islamic community and, indeed,
JUXBTPOUIFTFWBMVFTUIBU#FSNVEBCVJMUJUTUJFT
UPUIFXPSMEBUMBSHF)JT&YDFMMFODZTQPLFPGIJT
nation’s commitment to honouring and respecting
relationships, its family-oriented society, and his own
vision for absolute justice and mutual respect through
inclusive and comprehensive social and economic
FRVJUZ
While the island is one of the most remote on Earth,
it has also actively embraced others throughout
JUTIJTUPSZ)JT&YDFMMFODZIJHIMJHIUFEGVSUIFS
DPNNPOBMJUJFTTIBSFECZCPUI#FSNVEBBOEUIF
Islamic World, particularly those of the spirit of
enterprise and innovation, and the willingness to
SFTIBQFBOESFJOWFOUPOFTFMGUPCVJMEFYQFSUJTFBOE
CSFBLEPXOCBSSJFST
5PEBZ IFTBJE UIFJTMBOEPG#FSNVEBJTiPOFPGUIF
most beautiful” in the world. It is strategically located
between North America and Europe, providing easy

The Rt Hon David Cameron, Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom
The Prime Minister articulated his dream that London
should grow into the most inclusive capital in the
world and a centre for Islamic ﬁnance in the West.
London, he said, was a perfect choice for the 9th
8*&'HJWFOUIFDJUZTIJTUPSZBTBmOBODJBMDFOUSF
The United Kingdom’s longstanding commitment
to openness, he added, has been the result of a
constant preparedness for change and evolution,
allowing all to embrace new investments and new
ways of doing business. Even now the metropolis is
continuing to innovate and will launch the world’s
mSTU4PDJBM4UPDL&YDIBOHF FOBCMJOHJOWFTUPSTUP
measure their ﬁnancial as well as social returns.
'PS.S$BNFSPO IPXFWFS UIFDIPJDFPG-POEPOBT
an international Islamic ﬁnancial service provider has
NVDIXJEFSJNQMJDBUJPOTUIFDJUZQSPWJEFTBDDFTTUP
 mOBODJBMTFSWJDFTKPCTJO#SJTUPMBOE(MBTHPX
 JO-FFET .BODIFTUFSBOE#JSNJOHIBNBOE
almost 35,000 in Edinburgh; in turn establishing a
TUSPOHOBUJPOXJEFCBDLCPOFPOXIJDIJOWFTUPSTDBO
depend.

)JT&YDFMMFODZSFBGmSNFEIJTOBUJPOTDPNNJUNFOUUP
the highest international ﬁnancial services standards
XIJMFNJOJNJTJOHCVSFBVDSBDZBOENBYJNJTJOH
investor protection and conﬁdentiality. As such,
#FSNVEBXPVMEDPOUJOVFUPEFWFMPQJOUPBQSFNJFS
KVSJTEJDUJPOGPSTVLVLBOE4IBSJBIDPNQMJBOUGVOETBT
XFMMBTQSJWBUFFRVJUZGVOET

The Prime Minister said that the United Kingdom
possesses a wealth of human resources including
a concentration of intellectual capital and some
of the ﬁnest tertiary education institutions in the
world. It also has language and professional service
FYQFSUJTF BTUSBUFHJDUJNF[POFCSJEHJOHCPUI"TJB
and North America, a long-standing commitment to
GSFFUSBEF BOEHFOFSBUJPOTPGFYQFSJFODFJOmOBODF 
construction and manufacturing.

1SFNJFS$BOOPOJFSBMTPOPUFEUIBU#FSNVEBJT
IPNFUPUIFmSTU64JTTVFETVLVL (&$BQJUBM
4VLVL BOEFOKPZTBIJHIMFWFMPGUSVTUXJUImOBODJBM
QBSUOFSTTVDIBTUIF(VMG$PSQPSBUF$PVODJMB
relationship of more than a 100 years’ standing. He
said that the island is conﬁdent that its openness and
professionalism would help it grow as a hub for the
HMPCBM5BLBGVMBOE3FUBLBGVMJOEVTUSJFT

Mr Cameron stressed that the UK’s evolution
is constantly progressing, and Her Majesty’s
(PWFSONFOUJOUFOETUPUBLFTQFDJmDBDUJPOTUP
aid this process. This includes the reduction of
DPSQPSBUFUBYUP UIFMPXFTUJOUIF(HSPVQJOH 
TMBTIJOHUIFUJNFJUUPPLUPTUBSUBOFXCVTJOFTT BOE
streamlining legislation with a view to minimising
bureaucracy.

“Like the Islamic community, we share the same
fundamental values of trust, transparency, integrity
and fairness, which have deﬁned our relationships
and business success.”

Indeed, he estimated that UK businesses have
already saved £1 billion as a result of these initiatives,
and Ernst and Young has named the country “the best
place in the world for new entrepreneurs” with its
improved access to credit, investment and property.
#FTJEFTTVQQPSUJOHJOWFTUNFOUJONBKPSSFHJPOBM
JOGSBTUSVDUVSF TVDIBTUIF$SPTTSBJMTDIFNF UIF6,
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BMTPSFNBJOTmSNMZEFEJDBUFEUPHSPXJOHJUTFYQFSUJTF
JO*TMBNJDmOBODJBMTFSWJDFT5PEBZ NPSFCBOLTJOUIF
UK are Shariah-compliant than anywhere else in the
West, and there are 25 legal ﬁrms and 16 universities
with specialisations in Islamic ﬁnance.

Moreover, Her Majesty’s Government has removed
EPVCMFUBYBUJPOPO*TMBNJDNPSUHBHFTBOEFYUFOEFE
UBYSFMJFGPOUIFNGPSDPNQBOJFTBTXFMMBT
JOEJWJEVBMT*UIBTBMTPUBLFOTUFQTUPFOTVSFUIBUOP
.VTMJNJO#SJUBJOXPVMECFFYDMVEFEGSPNBDDFTTUP
student loans or start-up business ﬁnancing on the
grounds of religion.
5IF1SJNF.JOJTUFSBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUPUIFS
DPVOUSJFTBSFUBLJOHiBEJGGFSFOUBQQSPBDIwBOEUIBU
their instincts “sometimes incline towards pulling up
UIFESBXCSJEHFwCVUUIJT IFTBJE XBTBNJTUBLFUIF
6OJUFE,JOHEPNXPVMEOPUNBLF
The world was changing and the UK must be ready
to transform into a ﬁrst-class destination for trade
and investment at a time when Islamic ﬁnance was
HSPXJOHGBTUFSUIBODPOWFOUJPOBMCBOLJOH8IJMF
.VTMJNJOWFTUPSTIBWFBMSFBEZNBEFLFZJOWFTUNFOUT
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JOUIF6,TVDIBT5IF4IBSE #BUUFSTFB1PXFS
Station, and the Arsenal and Manchester City football
DMVCTUIFDPVOUSZDBOOPUSFTUPOJUTMBVSFMT
Mr Cameron said that three important steps were
SFRVJSFEGPSUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPNUPBDIJFWFJUTGVMM
QPUFOUJBMJUNVTUCFUIFmSTUTPWFSFJHODPVOUSZ
PVUTJEFUIF.VTMJN8PSMEUPJTTVFBO*TMBNJDCPOE
and would in fact do so in 2015 with a £200 million
TVLVL4FDPOEMZ UIF-POEPO4UPDL&YDIBOHF(SPVQ
plans to identify more business activities that were
Shariah-compliant while remaining focused on
greater transparency for investors. In this connection,
the Group intends to utilise the most advanced

UFDIOJRVFTBWBJMBCMFUPDSFBUFBOFX*TMBNJD.BSLFU
*OEFY
'JOBMMZ UIF6OJUFE,JOHEPNIBTCFFOUBLJOHQSPBDUJWF
measures to support business growth directly
within the Islamic World and has partnered with
UIF4IFMM'PVOEBUJPOUPFTUBCMJTIBbNJMMJPO
HSBOUQSPHSBNNFUPFOIBODFTLJMMTBOEmOBODF
small businesses in the Middle East and the Gulf.
'VSUIFSNPSF IFTBJE OFX$IFWFOJOH4DIPMBSTIJQT
have been created in the ﬁeld of Islamic ﬁnance for
BOEUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPNIBTCFFOXPSLJOH
XJUIUIF*TMBNJD%FWFMPQNFOU#BOLUPTVQQPSUHSFBUFS
participation of Arab women in business.

Mr Cameron also congratulated his Malaysian
DPVOUFSQBSU %BUP4SJ/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL GPSUIF
MBUUFSTQJPOFFSJOHXPSLJOFTUBCMJTIJOHUIF(MPCBM
Movement of Moderates to unite and inspire all those
BSPVOEUIFXPSMEXIPXFSFPQQPTFEUPFYUSFNJTN
“I want London to stand alongside Dubai and Kuala
Lumpur as one of the great capitals of Islamic ﬁnance
anywhere in the world. Now I know that words and
ambitions are all well and good. But what we need is
the leadership to make that a reality.”
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Section 1

%": 0$50#&3
MINISTERIAL PANEL: POLICY
FRAMEWORK FOR GROWTH
The Hon. Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed,
.JOJTUFSPG*OUFSOBUJPOBM5SBEF*OEVTUSZ 
Malaysia
)&*CSBIJN4BJG .JOJTUFSPG1MBOOJOH
International Cooperation, Jordan

ECONOMIC
GROWTH
In the wake of the recent global ﬁnancial crisis, people have questioned
what roles governments can or should play. The crisis reached around
the world, leading to bankruptcies and tough times for millions
of people. The same mistakes that led to it must not be repeated.
Governments can help to ensure this by putting forth new regulatory
measures for the banking industry. Islamic ﬁnance, with its rich history
of principles, can provide inspiration for regulatory bodies, whether from
Muslim or non-Muslim backgrounds.
Where do we go from here?
Concerning economic recovery and growth,
governments can help by creating conditions for
businesses to grow and thrive. During the CEO panel
entitled Doing Business in a Changing World it was
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OPUFEUIBUUIF6,(PWFSONFOUGPSFYBNQMF IBTDVU
red tape, eased some regulations, supported venture
DBQJUBMJTUT GBTUUSBDLFEWJTBBQQMJDBUJPOTGPSGPSFJHO
FOUSFQSFOFVSTBOEDVUDPSQPSBUFUBY"IFBMUIZ
business environment needs to be encouraged along
with good relationships, lasting friendships and ﬁrm

partnerships among countries, the public sector and
the private sector.

concerned. Some sessions discussed London’s place
in the future of Islamic ﬁnance.

Given that old economic certainties have been
turned on their head, it is tempting for investors to
CFHJOMPPLJOHNPSFDMPTFMZBUFNFSHJOHFDPOPNJFT
A panellist pointed out that this approach is not
XJUIPVUSJTL FTQFDJBMMZXJUIUIFiHPMESVTIwNFOUBMJUZ
that may goad the unwise into jumping onto the
OFYUiGBTUFTUHSPXJOHFDPOPNZw/BUJPOTXIPTF
GDPs are over-reliant on trade are susceptible to
FYUFSOBMFDPOPNJDUISFBUTBOEDIBOHFT"UUIF
same CEO panel session, it was also theorised that
UIFCJHXJOOFSTPWFSUIFOFYUZFBSTPSTPXJMMCF
established economies, such as the US and Germany,
that focus on value-added industries. There is still
much potential outside of that, however, especially in
Africa. Many African nations are now at the point that
$IJOBXBTZFBSTBHPPOUIFDVTQPGSBQJEHSPXUI
and development.

London has always been a hub of multiculturalism,
with over 15 million people visiting every year. UK is
XPSLJOHPOCFDPNJOHUIFmSTUOPO.VTMJNDPVOUSZUP
JTTVFBO*TMBNJDCPOE XPSUIbNJMMJPO *UIBTBMTP
launched a new £100 million fund for tech start-ups
from the Muslim World to set up in the city.

However, it would still be wise to spread investment
across the global economy. It is also important to
remain alert and responsive to worldwide economic
and industrial trends. Innovating and integrating
technology is called for, as well as being a nimble
and agile corporation capable of forming strong
partnerships.

Some of the contributions the Islamic World
has already made to the landscape of London
were pointed out. The Shard, an iconic 87-storey
TLZTDSBQFSMPDBUFEKVTUPGG-POEPO#SJEHF XBT
made possible by a consortium of Qatari investors,
BTJTUIFPOHPJOH$IFMTFB#BSSBDLTSFEFWFMPQNFOU
5IF#BUUFSTFB1PXFS4UBUJPO BmYUVSFPGUIFDJUZT
CBDLESPQ JTCFJOHUVSOFEJOUPBMVYVSZMFJTVSFBOE
SFTJEFOUJBMDFOUSFXJUIUIFCBDLJOHPG.BMBZTJBO
mSNT&Y$FM-POEPO UIFWFOVFPGUIF'PSVNJUTFMG JT
owned by an Abu Dhabi company. London is indeed
capitalising on the opportunities that the entire world
is offering.

An example for the world
5IFDJUZPG-POEPO UIFMPDBUJPOPGUIF'PSVN 
JTTFFLJOHUPCFBOFYFNQMBSPGTPNFPGUIFTF
strategies, especially where the Muslim World is

-POEPOJTBMTPMPPLJOHUPJODSFBTFUIFOVNCFSPG
CBOLTQSPWJEJOH*TMBNJDTFSWJDFT4IBSJBIDPNQMJBOU
NPSUHBHFTBOECBOLJOHTIPVMECFBOPQUJPOGPS
everyone who does business in London. There
BSFBMSFBEZ*TMBNJDCBOLTJOUIFDJUZ PWFS
*TMBNJDCPOETXPSUIbCJMMJPOPOUIF-POEPO4UPDL
&YDIBOHF BOEMBXmSNTUIBUPGGFS*TMBNJDmOBODJBM
services. The city is committed to becoming a
worldwide centre of Islamic ﬁnancial activity and the
NBSLFUJTFYQFDUFEUPHSPXFYQPOFOUJBMMZ
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%": 0$50#&3
MINISTERIAL PANEL: POLICY
FRAMEWORK FOR GROWTH
The Rt Hon. Lord Stephen Green, Minister
of State for Trade and Investment, United
Kingdom
H.E. Kamal bin Ahmed, Minister of
5SBOTQPSUBUJPO ,JOHEPNPG#BISBJO
H.E. Mehdi Jomaa, Minister of Industry,
Tunisia
.PEFSBUPS
.BSZBN/FNB[FF #SPBEDBTUFS+PVSOBMJTU 
United Kingdom

Financing start-ups in developing countries
The meteoric rise of some start-ups has seduced
many into attempting to follow in the footsteps of
BHMBNPSPVTTUPSZBOEJOUFSNTPGGVOEJOH UIFSF
is none more glamorous than venture capitalism.
However, in a masterclass on the options available to
a ﬂedgling startup, business-owners were cautioned
BHBJOTUUIFJSBMMVSF*UJTUIFNPTUFYQFOTJWFUZQFPG
GVOEJOHBWBJMBCMFBOEXPSLTJOMPOHDZDMFTXIJMF
TFFLJOHWFSZIJHIHSPXUImHVSFT
'VOESBJTJOHJTVTVBMMZRVJUFBDIBMMFOHFGPSBO
entrepreneur. Early-stage companies must be
prepared to be rejected. It is also not enough to
present solid plans and predictions to potential
JOWFTUPSTJOWFTUPSTXJMMMPPLDMPTFMZBUUIF
entrepreneur instead and will want to see enough
vision, drive and stamina to carry a business to
completion. Investors want someone they can trust.
Products and technology are important, but they don’t
sell themselves. Apple and Google are both driven by
QFPQMFXJUITUSPOHQFSTPOBMJUJFTXIPLOPXIPXUP
present their products.

“By the end of 2013,
Islamic ﬁnance will
have a growth rate of
12.5%”
H.M. Sultan Haji
)BTTBOBM#PMLJBI
Mu’izzaddin
Waddaulah, Sultan of
#SVOFJ%BSVTTBMBN

A good partnership
between entrepreneur
and investor
requires chemistry,
compatibility and a
shared understanding
of priorities. It is
important to consider
how the relationship
will grow and how
to communicate with
each other.

A good partnership between entrepreneur and
JOWFTUPSSFRVJSFTDIFNJTUSZ DPNQBUJCJMJUZBOEB
shared understanding of priorities. It is important to
consider how the relationship will grow and how to
communicate with each other.
"TJEFGSPNFRVJUZ UIFSFBSFNBOZPUIFSGPSNTPG
funding to consider. There are also grants that may
be issued by governments or other organisations,
as well as crowdfunding whereby money is raised
28
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GSPNUIFNBSLFU5IFDPODFQUPGDSPXEGVOEJOHIBT
been ongoing since Islam began, and among the
many crowdfunding models there are those which
are Shariah-compliant and based on the principle of
TIBSFESJTLTBOESFXBSET
5IFTQFBLFSTUSFTTFEUIBUVMUJNBUFMZ JUJTBMTP
important to remember that funding, while necessary,
is not an end unto itself. An entrepreneur should not
be over-obsessed with it; much can be achieved
before and during the search for funding.

OPODPNNVOJDBCMFEJTFBTFT /$%T 5IFTFBJMNFOUT
do not pass from person to person and they include
DBSEJPWBTDVMBSEJTFBTF TVDIBTIFBSUBUUBDLT 
DBODFS DISPOJDSFTQJSBUPSZEJTFBTF TVDIBTBTUINB 
and diabetes. Today, NCDs are at an all-time high
and show no sign of abating. They put huge stress
on healthcare systems around the world. Obesity, a
DPOEJUJPODMPTFMZMJOLFEUP/$%T JTFQJEFNJDJONBOZ
DPVOUSJFTBSPVOEUIFXPSME BTJTEJBCFUFT"TQFBLFS
noted that the latter is of particular interest to some
*TMBNJDOBUJPOT BTTJYPVUPGDPVOUSJFTXJUIUIF
highest prevalence of diabetes are in the Arab region.

FYQFDUBODJFTJODSFBTF QPQVMBUJPOTXJMMBHFBOE
UIFFMEFSMZBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPTVGGFSGSPN/$%TBOE
SFRVJSFNPSFJOWFTUNFOUJOUIFJSIFBMUIDBSF

If we don’t begin dealing with NCDs today, the
problem will be magniﬁed to possibly unsolvable
levels in the future. The health of a population
impacts directly on the economy of a nation, as a
DISPOJDBMMZJMMQFSTPOJTVOMJLFMZUPCFBCMFUPXPSL
BOEXJMMCFFYQFOTJWFUPUSFBU'VSUIFSNPSF BTMJGF

As countries develop, so too must their healthcare
systems, and it must be a sustainable solution.
Prevention, rather than treatment, is what should be
focused on, as in the long run it saves more money,
not to mention lives.

NCDs hit developing nations particularly hard, as
BTJOHMFQFSTPOXIPJTJMMJTMJLFMZUPEFOZBOFOUJSF
family income. There is less infrastructure available
to treat diseases, and NCDs also tend to be hidden,
misunderstood and under-accepted. Other social
GBDUPSTUPDPOTJEFSJODMVEFBMBDLPGFEVDBUJPO 
unemployment, the surrounding environment and
hygiene.

21st-century health challenges
The rapid advancement of technology has allowed
JODSFEJCMFCSFBLUISPVHITJONFEJDJOFCVUGPS
every health issue solved, new ones rear up. One
session was dedicated to the emerging challenge
PGIFBMUIDBSFJOUIFDPNJOHDFOUVSZUIBUQPTFECZ

%": 0$50#&3
CEO PANEL: DOING BUSINESS IN A CHANGING WORLD
%S3BMG%4QFUI $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS +BHVBS-BOE3PWFS 
United Kingdom

The problem must be dealt with at all levels, starting
with a nation’s leadership. Proposed methods
need political will to gain traction, and there needs
to be international cooperation, monitoring and
accountability.
"MBDLPGFEVDBUJPOJTBMTPBTJHOJmDBOUGBDUPS5IF
MBDLPGLOPXMFEHFBUUIFQBUJFOUMFWFMIBTNBOZ
DPNQPVOEJOHJTTVFTGPSFYBNQMF BOJMMJOGPSNFE
QFSTPONBZMFUUIFJSUSFBUNFOUMBQTFPSOPUTFFLJUJO
the ﬁrst place. It is particularly important to introduce
TVDIFEVDBUJPOBUUIFTDIPPMMFWFM UPNBYJNJTF
chances of prevention.

%": 0$50#&3
CEO PANEL: DOING BUSINESS IN A
CHANGING WORLD
,&:/05&"%%3&44#:
5IF3U)PO#BSPOFTT8BSTJ 
4FOJPS.JOJTUFSPG4UBUF 'PSFJHO
Commonwealth Ofﬁce, United Kingdom
Khalid A. Alireza, Vice Chairman, Xenel
Industries Ltd, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
.PEFSBUPS
+VMJFU.BOO #VTJOFTT$PSSFTQPOEFOU
$// 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
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A more generalised approach to awareness, such as
increased community engagements and partnerships
with NGOs and the private sector, will also be
beneﬁcial. It will encourage positive lifestyle changes
TVDIBTNPSFFYFSDJTF IFBMUIJFSEJFUTBOEBWPJEBODF
PGTNPLJOH XIJDIXJMMJOUVSOIFMQQSFWFOU/$%T
*UXJMMBMTPNBLFJUFBTJFSUPTPMJDJUWPMVOUFFSTBOE
donations dedicated to these diseases.

%": 0$50#&3
CEO PANEL: DOING BUSINESS IN A
CHANGING WORLD
5BO4SJ%BUP"[NBO#JO)K.PLIUBS 
Managing Director, Khazanah Nasional
#FSIBE .BMBZTJB
"EBN*TNBJM&CSBIJN $IJFG&YFDVUJWF
Ofﬁcer and Chief Investment Ofﬁcer, Oasis
$SFTDFOU 6, 4PVUI"GSJDB

It was suggested that a future solution may lie in
the globalisation of healthcare. Each country has its
rules and regulations, but medicine and treatment
are the same regardless of where a person lives.
International cooperation to allow free movement of
doctors and other medical personnel and supplies
can help many people around the world.
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The modern halal market
The global Muslim population is growing rapidly,
BOENBZCSFBLUIFUXPCJMMJPONBSLJOUIFDPNJOH
HFOFSBUJPO8IFOUIBUIBQQFOT UIFIBMBMGPPENBSLFU
alone could be worth over US$2 trillion.
It is usually thought that Shariah compliance is the
be-all and end-all for a halal product. While these
factors are certainly important, failing to consider
PUIFSPQQPSUVOJUJFTXJMMCFBNJTUBLF
In a session on promoting growth in the industry,
UIFTQFBLFSQPJOUFEPVUUIBUUIFIBMBMNBSLFU MJLF
BOZPUIFSNBSLFU JTTVCKFDUUPTVQQMZBOEEFNBOE
$POTJEFSmSTUUIFNPEFSOEBZIBMBMDPOTVNFS
demographic studies indicate that some 40% of the
halal business community consists of those under 25
years of age. These consumers are spread all over
the world, ranging from Africa and the Middle East to
Southeast Asia. The increasing global connectivity
means that these consumers are more closely
interconnected, and young Muslims today have
certain commonalities. The halal consumer today
tends to be moderate, well-educated and tech-savvy,
BOEJTMPPLJOHUPDPNCJOFNPEFSOMJGFBOEGBJUI
#FJOH4IBSJBIDPNQMJBOUJTOPUFOPVHIUPSFNBJO
DPNQFUJUJWFJOUPEBZTNBSLFUQSPEVDUTBMTPOFFE
UPCFEFTJSBCMF'PSFYBNQMF GPSGPPE GBDUPSTTVDI
as freshness, organic nature or environmentalfriendliness will be considered, as will convenience
BOERVBMJUZ5IFIBMBMJOEVTUSZOFFETUPNPWFUPXBSET
a more value-driven model which can meet consumer
preferences while not discounting the necessity of
Shariah compliance.
*OPSEFSGPSUIFIBMBMNBSLFUUPBDIJFWFJUTQPUFOUJBM
and truly open up internationally, there needs to
be a standardisation of values. This will give a
united, singular view that can be promoted, with
appropriate product labelling and branding, and give
the consumer more conﬁdence in a halal product.
To accomplish this, a basic deﬁnition of halal needs
UPCFBDDFQUFE*UXBTBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUUIJTNBZ
CFBUSJDLZQSPTQFDU HJWFOUIFJOUFOTJUZPGTDIPMBSMZ
debate and the cultural disparities that are sure
to arise in a global setting. Ideally, there will be
policies in place to protect what consumers want and
promote views on what they value.

%": 0$50#&3
YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND APPRENTICESHIP
4IBCJS3BOEBSFF$#& .PTBJD/BUJPOBM"EWJTPSZ
#PBSE 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
"OESFX8BSE %FWFMPQNFOU%JSFDUPS:PVUI#VTJOFTT
*OUFSOBUJPOBM :#* 6OJUFE,JOHEPN

“It was a great pleasure
to see such initiative
by your organisation to
promote halal tourism. I
thoroughly enjoyed the
whole WIEF programme.
I really appreciate that
you took your time and
effort to organise such a
massive forum. Everything
was of a high standard.
These activities provide
very valuable information
for global Islamic service
businesses such as
Crescent Tours and the
Halal Tourism industry as
they move to strengthen
services and expand
destinations.”
Enver Cebi,
General Manager,
Crescent Tours

5IFSFJTBMTPUIFOPO.VTMJNNBSLFUUPUIJOLPG
$POTJEFSLPTIFSGPPE XIJDIJTGPPEUIBUDPOGPSNT
UP+FXJTIEJFUBSZMBX5PEBZ PGLPTIFSNFBU
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TOP TIPS'03#&$0.*/(
A HALAL-FRIENDLY DESTINATION

%": 0$50#&3
YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND
APPRENTICESHIP
Vishnu Swaminathan, Country
%JSFDUPS*OEJB3FQSFTFOUBUJWF 
"TIPLB*OOPWBUPSTGPSUIF
Public, Republic of India

is consumed by non-Jews. People believe in the
OVUSJUJPOBMWBMVFBOEHPPEOFTTPGLPTIFSGPPE BOE
there is no reason that the halal industry cannot tap
JOUPBTJNJMBSOPOGBJUINBSLFU#FJOHBCMFUPBDIJFWF
UIJTXJMMUSVMZPQFOUIFIBMBMNBSLFUVQUPUIFXPSME
A masterclass highlighted another growing sector
PGUIFIBMBMJOEVTUSZUPVSJTN*O .VTMJNTTQFOU
US$131 billion on travel and tourism, and this ﬁgure
JTFYQFDUFEUPHSPXUP64CJMMJPOCZ*TMBNJD
nations in the Middle East and Southeast Asia are
the top destinations but other non-Muslim nations
TVDIBT(FSNBOZ 'SBODF UIF6,BOE#FMHJVNBSF
also popular. In fact, the tourism industries of some
non-Muslim nations such as Australia, Thailand,
Japan, Taiwan and New Zealand have recognised
this growing trend and are now actively targeting the
IBMBMNBSLFU"TTVDI .VTMJNDPVOUSJFTBSFJOEBOHFS
of becoming complacent and falling behind in their
DBQBCJMJUZUPQSPWJEFDPNQFMMJOHBOERVBMJUZIBMBM
friendly services.
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"TQFBLFSOPUFEUIFLFZFMFNFOUTPGIBMBMGSJFOEMZ
UPVSJTN4PNFBSFFTTFOUJBM TVDIBTXFMMNBSLFE
and accredited halal food and prayer facilities. Other
factors that are not completely necessary but are
still important are things such as purpose-designed
and segregated washrooms and Ramadan fasting
facilities. There are also less important issues such
as gender-segregated recreation facilities and
the absence of non-halal activities that, while not
essential, may still be of consideration to the Muslim
tourist.

NEED TO HAVE

GOOD TO HAVE

NICE TO HAVE

Salaat Facilities
Halal Food

Ablution Rooms
Ramadan fasting services

Segregated Facilities
No non-halal activities

TOP DESTINATIONS'03.64-*.53"7&Saudi Arabia
UAE
Kuwait
Qatar
Oman
Indonesia
Malaysia

Singapore
5VSLFZ
Iran
Germany
France
UK
Belgium

EMERGING TRENDS

*OUFSNTPGMPPLJOHBIFBE UIFTQFBLFSTBHSFFEUIBU
UIFNBSLFUTPG/PSUI"GSJDBBOE3VTTJBBSFSFMBUJWFMZ
untapped. Also, there has been a growing trend
of second- and third-generation Muslims living in
non-Islamic countries who are fuelling an interest in
historic and cultural tours of Muslim regions.
Increased demand from Russia
and North Africa

Non-majority Muslim nations
increasing their hold on the
NBSLFU

2nd and 3rd generation Muslims
driving demand for historical
tourism
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Section 2

%": 0$50#&3
TRANSFORMATIVE ARTS: PROMOTING A
POSITIVE IMAGE
Sheila Majid, Award-winning Singer, Malaysia
%": 0$50#&3
FINANCING OPTIONS FOR START-UP BUSINESSES
%BUP/PSIBMJN#JO:VOVT $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS .BMBZTJBO5FDIOPMPHZ%FWFMPQNFOU
$PSQPSBUJPO .5%$ .BMBZTJB

The Islamic ﬁnance sector is worth an estimated £1.2 trillion and is
growing faster than any other banking system. Certainly, there has
been a good start to the globalisation of Islamic ﬁnance but even if
there is a general consensus on a converging economy, there are some
unique challenges that stand in the way of the Islamic ﬁnancial industry
becoming truly global.

ISLAMIC FINANCE AND THE FUTURE
Globalisation and harmonisation
The Islamic ﬁnance community is highly fragmented
with differing rules and regulations across different
DPVOUSJFT5IJTXBTUIFLFZJTTVFGPSUXPEJGGFSFOU
CBOLFSTQBOFMTFTTJPOTPOUIFGVUVSFPGUIFJOEVTUSZ
Not only is there an issue of Shariah compliance,
which may have different interpretations, but there
BSFBMTPFMFNFOUTTVDIBTDFOUSBMCBOLSFHVMBUJPOT
BOEUBYMBXTUPDPOTJEFS*GBO*TMBNJDmOBODJBM
WFOUVSFJTUPCFVOEFSUBLFOCZQBSUJFTJOEJGGFSFOU
jurisdictions, approval must be met separately in
POFDPVOUSZBOEUIFOUIFPUIFSBQSPDFTTUIBUPOF
QBOFMMJTUGPVOEDPVMEUBLFNPOUIT
'PSUIFJOEVTUSZUPGVMmMJUTQPUFOUJBM UIF
IBSNPOJTBUJPOPGHMPCBMTUBOEBSETXJMMCFBLFZ
component along with increased international
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DPOOFDUJWJUZBOEMJOLBHFT5ISFFBSFBTPG
IBSNPOJTBUJPOIBWFCFFOIJHIMJHIUFEQSVEFOUJBM
standards, accounting standards and Shariah rulings.
Regulators need a single point of reference to
compare ﬁnancial transactions, and institutions
TVDIBTUIF*TMBNJD'JOBODJBM4FSWJDFT#PBSE *'4# 
BOE*OUFSOBUJPOBM*TMBNJD-JRVJEJUZ.BOBHFNFOU
**-. IBWFNBEFQSPHSFTTTPGBSJOBDIJFWJOHTVDI
consistency. They can be effective platforms and
represent great starting points for future international
cooperation. Clear regulations and global standards
OFFEUPCFJEFOUJmFE BOEFYJTUJOHCFTUQSBDUJDFT
OFFEUPCFLFQU
Many agreed that the biggest point of contention is
the interpretation of the Shariah. Scholarly debate
can be a thorny issue and there needs to be a

Zeyba Rahman, Senior Programme Ofﬁcer,
%PSJT%VLF'PVOEBUJPO 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG
America

GSBNFXPSLGPSUSBOTQBSFODZBOESBUJPOBMFUPCF
communicated. Compromise is essential for crossborder agreement and if Islamic countries can ﬁnd
a way to sort through their nationalism and accept
decisions made by other jurisdictions, this important
step can be made. The proposal of a sort of “Islamic
Ratings Agency” to rate a product based on Shariah
compliance is something that should be considered.

to start with its own employees before moving on
UPDVTUPNFST&BDINVTUFYQMBJOIPXJUTQSPEVDUT
reﬂect Islamic values and why Islamic ﬁnance is the
best option.
Islamic ﬁnance as an ethical alternative

*OUIFXBLFPGUIFHMPCBMmOBODJBMDSJTJT UIFSFIBT
CFFOBIFJHIUFOFEJOUFSFTUJOBMUFSOBUJWFCBOLJOH
Once these steps are implemented and the Islamic
NFUIPET5IFDPODFQUPGFUIJDBMCBOLJOHIBTCFFO
industry presents a united front, and combined with
gaining ground recently and Islamic ﬁnance, with
other steps such as the issuance of sovereign Islamic its strong focus on responsibility and sustainability,
bonds, panellists were hopeful that the private sector shares much common ground with it. It was
will become more conﬁdent in the industry and new
pointed out during the CEO Panel Doing Business
investments and partnerships will be more viable.
in a Changing World that many of the fundamental
principles of Islamic ﬁnance are already held by
Awareness and accessibility
religions and communities all over the world, and with
this commonality it is possible for Islamic ﬁnance to
Another issue of contention for Islamic ﬁnance is the
CFDPOTJEFSFECZBXJEFSBVEJFODF*TMBNJDCBOLJOH
relationship between the industry and its customers.
PSHBOJTBUJPOTOFFEUPCBMBODFQSPmUTBOESJTLT 
"TEJGmDVMUBTJUJTGPSCBOLFSTUPOFHPUJBUF*TMBNJD
which is important to shareholders, and must ensure
ﬁnance in its current state, customers have an even
that they are investing in an ethical and socially
UPVHIFSUJNF#PUI.VTMJNTBOEOPO.VTMJNTDBOmOE JNQPSUBOUXBZ*GFUIJDBMCBOLJOH XIJDIJTJUTFMGB
the system confusing and intimidating.
TJHOJmDBOUTFDUPS BOE*TMBNJDCBOLJOHDBOmOEBXBZ
UPXPSLUPHFUIFS UIFDPNCJOBUJPOPGUIFUXPXJMMBEE
*TMBNJDmOBODFOFFETUPCFTJNQMJmFEUPNBLFJUNPSF tremendous value to the international economy and
easily adopted by potential customers. Separate
present an attractive prospect to those of all faiths
CBOLTNJHIUPGGFSTFFNJOHMZEJGGFSFOUQSPEVDUT
BOECBDLHSPVOETFWFSZXIFSFJOUIFXPSME
which are nonetheless based on the same Shariah
principles. Some organisations have found success
Education and Islamic ﬁnance
simply by updating their terminology, switching
BXBZGSPNUIFUSBEJUJPOBM"SBCJDUFSNT0OFTQFBLFS
5IFSFJTDVSSFOUMZBMBDLPGIVNBODBQJUBMJOUIF
suggested that each organisation needs to accept
Islamic ﬁnance industry, and few institutions that
the responsibility of being educators, and each needs offer the relevant education. It is somewhat of a
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DIJDLFOBOEFHHTJUVBUJPOXJUISFMBUJWFMZGFXFS
*TMBNJDCBOLTBOEMJUUMFBXBSFOFTTPGUIFJOEVTUSZ
worldwide, there is less demand for talent and
hence less interest in study. However, there is
QMFOUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZGPSUIPTFXJUIBCBDLHSPVOEJO
DPOWFOUJPOBMCBOLJOHUPDPOWFSUUP*TMBNJDmOBODF JG
only they were given the motivation and means to do
so.
During a session on Islamic ﬁnance and education,
it was noted that despite the still-low levels of
awareness, the industry has made deﬁnite strides
JONPSFSFDFOUUJNFT'PSFYBNQMF UIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM
$FOUSFGPS&EVDBUJPOJO*TMBNJD'JOBODF */$&*' 
based in Malaysia, has seen its student body grow
GSPNUP TJODFJUTUBSUFETJYZFBSTBHP*UT
student body represents 80 countries, with 60%
enrolled online, so there is deﬁnitely burgeoning
interest.
$PMMBCPSBUJPOJTUIFLFZUPGPTUFSJOHJOUFSFTUBOE
BUUSBDUJOHUBMFOU&RVBMMZJNQPSUBOUJTGPTUFSJOH
relationships with major transnational corporations,

%": 0$50#&3
DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF HALAL
TOURISM
'B[BM#BIBSEFFO $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Crescentrating, Republic of Singapore
%": 0$50#&3
MEDIA STRATEGIES: COVERING THE
TRANSFORMING MENA REGION
Dr Hany Al Konayyesi, Manager of New
Output, Aljazeera English, State of Qatar

“I have found the meetings, the esteemed speakers and the
discussions with you and your distinguished guests—with
regard to the many complex and consequential regional issues—
to be extremely informative and insightful. Wishing you and the
Forum continued progress and prosperity, please accept my best
wishes and personal regards.”
H.M. King Abdullah II
King of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
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Enver Cebi, General Manager,
CrescentTours.com, United Kingdom

“Islamic ﬁnance
has grown rapidly
in recent years
and is currently
estimated at over
$1.2 trillion dollars
globally”
H.R.H. Prince
Salman bin Hamad
bin Isa Al Khalifa,
Crown Prince of
the Kingdom of
#BISBJO

government-to-government interaction and
partnerships between educational institutions. There
is also a need to focus on more than just business
BOEUPUBLFBMPOHMPPLBUQSPNPUJOHMJGFMPOHMFBSOJOH
and continuous professional development. It is also
important to focus on accreditation and professional
TUBOEBSETTPUIBUHSBEVBUFTDBOXPSLJONVMUJQMF
Shariah jurisdictions.
Non-Islamic nations can also capitalise on the
JOEVTUSZ0OFTQFBLFSVTFE"TUPO6OJWFSTJUZJOUIF
6OJUFE,JOHEPNBTBOFYBNQMFJUIBTSFDPHOJTFEUIF
ever-growing global demand for Shariah-compliant
transactions and trained graduates, and has begun
PGGFSJOHBOBSSBZPGSFMFWBOURVBMJmDBUJPOTBOE
courses. Top areas of research for the university
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include corporate governance, audit and compliance,
ethics, social responsibility and performance, Islamic
microﬁnance, human resources standards across
different Islamic nations and the development of
Shariah-compliant ﬁnancial products. It has also
made it mandatory for all undergraduates studying
JOUIFCVTJOFTTTDIPPMUPVOEFSUBLFBOJOUSPEVDUPSZ
module in Islamic ﬁnance and some of its basic
instruments.
Islamic ﬁnance is now an essential part of ﬁnancial
literacy and something that all students wishing to
XPSLJOmOBODFOFFEUPVOEFSTUBOE"DDPNQMJTIJOH
this will boost both supply and demand as graduates
will be able to demonstrate to major ﬁnancial
institutions that it is a vital, growing area.

5PTVQQPSUGVSUIFSEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFNBSLFU UIFSF
is a need for new institutions dedicated to Islamic
mOBODF"TQFBLFSTVHHFTUFEUIBUNVDIPGUIF
OFDFTTBSZJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOEUIJOLJOHFYJTUTJUJT
just a matter of connecting the dots, although this can
be easier said than done. Continued partnerships and
collaboration will get the ball rolling.
Islamic ﬁnance is still an emerging and often
VOEFSEFWFMPQFENBSLFU"MUIPVHINVDIQSPHSFTTJT
CFJOHNBEF JUXJMMUBLFUJNFGPSUIFNBSLFU BTXFMM
as the education systems that support it, to grow to
maturity and realise its potential.

%": 0$50#&3
GLOBAL PHILANTHROPY: INVESTING IN THE
FUTURE
*RCBM/PPS"MJ 4FOJPS"EWJTPS "HB,IBO
%FWFMPQNFOU/FUXPSL 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB

“The Forum itself was an
excellent showcase for
the potential of an ever
stronger relationship
between Islamic
investment, and global
cities such as London. I
listened with interest
to many of the plenary
discussions and breakout
meetings over the course
of the week, which I hope
will lead to many new
collaborations and projects
over the coming years
in the realm of Islamic
ﬁnance, an increasingly
pivotal sector in the
economy of London and UK
as a whole.”
Sir Edward Lister
Mayor’s Chief of Staff and
Deputy Mayor of London
Policy and Planning

$MBSF8PPEDSBGU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS &NJSBUFT
'PVOEBUJPO'PS:PVUI%FWFMPQNFOU 6OJUFE"SBC
Emirates
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th WIEF
GLOBAL
LEADERS

9

17

200 ROLE PLAYERS

2,700 DELEGATES

128
Countries

8
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MOUs AND
AGREEMENTS
VALUED

US$ 1.08 Billion
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Section 3

%": 0$50#&3
DESIGNING THE FUTURE: WHY DO WE
NEED SMART CITIES?

Technology is evolving at an incredible rate. The devices and platforms
that are integral to our lives are tremendously different to what we used
a few years ago, and a few years from now they will likely be just as
different. Each iteration brings with it new opportunities as much as
it does uncertainties, and it is impossible to foresee the future beyond
the short-term. To avoid being left behind and to capitalise on these
chances, the business person must carefully consider how to deploy
resources and to decide who and what to work with.

TECHNOLOGY
AND GLOBAL
CONNECTIVITY
Connecting the globe
Mobile technology has become ever more important
and far-reaching. While 2.6 billion people in the world
IBWFCBOLBDDPVOUT CJMMJPOIBWFNPCJMFQIPOFT
Mobile apps are an unprecedented force in the global
economy. The app economy has become incredibly
internationalised and it is common for developers
44

POUISFFEJGGFSFOUDPOUJOFOUTUPXPSLPOUIFTBNF
QSPKFDU5IJTOFFETUPCFVOJWFSTBMMZFNCSBDFE
closed-off systems such as the Chinese ﬁrewall are
not sustainable in today’s climate.
In a session entitled Developing Global Connectivity
through Digital Technology,UIFTQFBLFSBEWJTFE
BHBJOTUIBWJOHVOSFBMJTUJDFYQFDUBUJPOTBOE

BOUJDJQBUJOHFWFSZWFOUVSFUPCFBMBOENBSLHMPCBM
success to the tune of Google or Apple. It is far more
QSBHNBUJDUPIBWFSFBMJTUJDHPBMTCFTUJOUIFXPSME
may be out of reach, but best in the region may not
CF5IFBQQNBSLFU GPSFYBNQMF JTBDSPXEFEmFME 
but many similar apps can still succeed alongside
one another. This sort of competitiveness beneﬁts the
industry as a whole as it encourages creativity and
innovation.

Unfortunately, the Muslim World contributes a very
small amount to global online content, only some
5IFTQFBLFSDJUFE4JOHBQPSFBTBOFYBNQMF
the city state alone, with a population of just ﬁve
million, contributes 3% of global online content. Some
of the obstacles suggested to stand in the way of
EFWFMPQNFOUXFSFUIFMBDLPGMPOHUFSNQMBOOJOH 
resources, ﬁnancial investment, support and strong
branding.

The determination of success should not just be
on billion-dollar worth. Digital technology and its
innovation and application can solve real-world
QSPCMFNTGPSFYBNQMF JUNJHIUCFBUFYUNFTTBHJOH
service to help with the distribution of medicine
in remote areas of Africa. Technology is affecting
our lives more, and at younger ages than before,
BOEFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQTLJMMTNVTUCFDPNCJOFEXJUI
HPPEJEFBTBOEFGGFDUJWFNBSLFUJOHJGFGGFDUJWFBOE
sustainable progress is to be made.

Capitalising on opportunities online

During a different session, Muslim Internet users
were discussed in particular. The online Muslim
World consists of some 400 million individuals, 350
million of whom are also social-media users, and
QSPKFDUTDBUFSJOHUPUIFNNVTUDPOTJEFSTPNFVOJRVF
GBDUPST"OFYBNQMFPGTVDIBQSPKFDUJTTBMBNXPSME
com, a social media platform that aims to address
some of the problems Muslims encounter in other
OFUXPSLT TVDIBTJTTVFTPGQSJWBDZPSOVEJUZ 
Research has shown that there is a lot of overlap
between the values of Muslim Internet users and
Western and other non-Muslim ideals, but faith
identity remains a strong element.

A panel session discussed the use of online
NBSLFUJOHJOUPEBZT*OUFSOFUEPNJOBUFEXPSME
The customer-retailer relationship has undergone
a massive paradigm shift since the advent of the
EJHJUBMBHF#Z PGUIFXPSMEXJMMCFEJHJUBMMZ
connected and have access to a global plethora of
POMJOFNBSLFUQMBDFT
5IFEBZTBSFMPOHHPOFXIFOUIFCSJDLBOENPSUBS
store was the focus and the online presence an
afterthought. It was pointed out that in fact, potential
customers and clients for nearly any industry are
NPSFMJLFMZUPRVFTUJPOUIFMFHJUJNBDZPGBCVTJOFTT
JGJUTXFCTJUFJTQPPSMZQSFTFOUFEPSXPSTF OPO
FYJTUFOU"OPOMJOFQSFTFODFJTBUMFBTUBTJNQPSUBOU
as a physical one, and in many cases it is actually
more so. Today, it is perfectly viable to begin with
an online store, establishing your presence and
researching your demographics, before committing to
BCSJDLBOENPSUBSTIPQ
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4QFBLFSTIJHIMJHIUFEUIFDIBMMFOHFTUPTUBSUJOH
an online business, the ﬁrst being the high cost of
JOJUJBMTFUVQ5IFPOMJOFTIPQQJOHFYQFSJFODFJTB
very complete ecosystem that needs many different
FMFNFOUTXPSLJOHXFMMJOEJWJEVBMMZBOEUPHFUIFS
These include website design, user interface,
graphics and media such as photographs and videos.
0OMJOFNBSLFUJOH TVDIBTUBSHFUFEBEWFSUJTFNFOUT
and search engine optimisation, also needs separate
consideration.

Online retailing is not an entirely alien world,
however. Some face-to-face principles still apply,
such as customer relations and staff interactions.
It was noted that while it may be tempting to hide
behind the anonymity and distance of an online shop,
it is imperative to avoid this as customers will be
ESJWFOBXBZCZBOJNQFSTPOBMBOEDPMEFYQFSJFODF

The implementation of these elements sometimes
SFRVJSFTDPTUMZTQFDJBMJTUTTVDIBTEFWFMPQFST 
EFTJHOFSTBOEBSUJTUT BOEPOFDBOOPUTLJNQPOUIFTF
if one wants to entice casual browsers into being
paying customers. One’s products must be presented
JOBDPNQFMMJOHFOPVHIXBZUPNBLFVQGPSUIFMBDLPG
JOQFSTPOFYQFSJFODF
There is also the high cost of maintenance and
logistics, which involves, among other things,
warehousing and inventory management, payment
systems and delivery methods. An online shop’s
reputation hinges on being able to get a product to
a customer in a convenient and timely manner, and
the bottom line will be affected by the efﬁciency of
behind-the-scenes operations.
The incredible opportunities available to a savvy
online retailer were also highlighted. The most major
and obvious is the ability to reach out to the global
NBSLFUBOEBOJNNFBTVSBCMZXJEFDVTUPNFSCBTF
5IJTJTXPSUILFFQJOHJONJOEEVSJOHUIFQSPEVDU
EFTJHOTUBHFQSPEVDUTTIPVMECFTIBQFEUPIBWFB
wide appeal.
0OFTQFBLFSQPJOUFEPVUBQSPCMFNDPOmOFEUPMFTT
EFWFMPQFEDPVOUSJFTUIFMBDLPG*OUFSOFUQFOFUSBUJPO
This is not something a business can do much about,
PUIFSUIBOUPLFFQBOFZFPQFOGPSDIBODFTUP
DBQJUBMJTFPOUIFNBSLFUCZCFJOHBQJPOFFS

“I would like to thank you
and your Chairman for your
kind letter of appreciation
regarding our presence
and contribution at the
9th WIEF held in London
from 29 - 31 October 2013. I
personally and the rest of
our delegation found the
conference to be a great
gathering and an excellent
networking forum.”
Kamal bin Ahmed
Mohammed
Minister of Transportation,
"DUJOH$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
#BISBJO&DPOPNJD
%FWFMPQNFOU#PBSE

%": 0$50#&3
CENTRAL BANKERS PANEL: HARMONISING
GLOBAL STANDARDS ON ISLAMIC FINANCE
)&)BNPPE4BOHPVS"M;BEKBMJ 5IF&YFDVUJWF
1SFTJEFOU $FOUSBM#BOLPG0NBO 4VMUBOBUFPG
Oman
.PEFSBUPS
%S4BZE'BSPPL1I% (MPCBM)FBE*TMBNJD$BQJUBM
.BSLFUT 5IPNTPO3FVUFST 6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT

%": 0$50#&3
DESIGNING THE FUTURE: WHY DO WE NEED SMART CITIES?
/FJM.%FOBSJ 'PVOEFS /FJM.%FOBSJ"SDIJUFDUT*OD 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
+FTTF)POTB $P'PVOEFS 0QFO6SCBO 3FQVCMJDPG5VSLFZ
1SPG%S6XF,SVFHFS $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS "ULJOT1MD 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
"CEFM8BIFE&M8BLJM "XBSE8JOOJOH"SDIJUFDU 3FQVCMJDPG&HZQU
.PEFSBUPS
)B[FN(BMBM 1BSUOFS 4UBUF-PDBM(PWFSONFOU4FDUPS 1SJDFXBUFSIPVTF$PPQFST 
State of Qatar
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CENTRAL BANKERS PANEL: HARMONISING
GLOBAL STANDARDS ON ISLAMIC FINANCE
)&%S;FUJ"LIUBS"[J[ (PWFSOPS #BOL
/FHBSB.BMBZTJB 5IF$FOUSBM#BOLPG
.BMBZTJB 
1BVM'JTIFS %JSFDUPSPG.BSLFUT #BOLPG
England
)&.BMMBN4BOVTJ-BNJEP4BOVTJ $0/ 
(PWFSOPS $FOUSBM#BOLPG/JHFSJB 'FEFSBM
Republic of Nigeria

Some strategies were then discussed for speciﬁc
social media platforms.
t

H.E. Sultan bin Nasser Al Suwaidi, Governor,
$FOUSBM#BOLPGUIF6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT

t

Social media for business presence
One of the most important tools at the disposal of
any business is social media, and a session was
dedicated to advising on its use. Social media can
bring incredible publicity and goodwill but if poorly
managed it can fail to have any beneﬁt or even
IBWFBEFUSJNFOUBMFGGFDU5IFTQFBLFSMJLFOFE
TPDJBMNFEJBUPGBSNJOHTPXJOHTFFETUIBUXJMM
eventually bear fruit. Efforts made now can turn
JOUPDVTUPNFSTXFFLT NPOUIT PSFWFOZFBSTEPXO
UIFMJOF$VTUPNFSTOFFEUPHFUUPLOPXBOENPSF
JNQPSUBOUMZ MJLFBCVTJOFTTTPUIBUXIFOUIFZ
BSFSFBEZUPNBLFBQVSDIBTF UIFZXJMMHPUPUIBU
business ﬁrst.
Effective use of social media demands a deep
GBNJMJBSJUZXJUIUIFQMBUGPSNTBWBJMBCMF'BDFCPPL 
5XJUUFS -JOLFE*OBOEDPVOUMFTTPUIFSTFBDI
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PGUIFTFIBTEJGGFSFOUBVEJFODFTBOESFRVJSFT
EJGGFSFOUTUSBUFHJFTPGNBOBHFNFOUPGUFO BO
effective strategy is to manage several platforms
simultaneously. Regardless of the platform, each
QSFTFOUTBOBNQMFPQQPSUVOJUZUPFYUFOEUIFSFBDI
of a brand. Every repost, retweet and comment
publicises a business to a whole range of potential
customers and clients, practically free of charge.
5IFTQFBLFSBEWJTFEUIBUPOFBMTPOFFEFEUP
carefully consider what their content would consist
PGJUJTOPHPPEnPPEJOHDIBOOFMTXJUIQPTUTPG
little use. Content should fulﬁl the criteria of at least
POFPGUIFiUISFF&TwFOUFSUBJONFOU FEVDBUJPOPS
FNQPXFSNFOU"TPDJBMNFEJBNBSLFUFSDBOBMTP
VTFSFTPVSDFTTVDIBT'BDFCPPLUPGPSNUBSHFUFE
DPOOFDUJPOTCBTFEPOLFZXPSET HFPHSBQIJD
location, gender and age.

t

Facebook: A proﬁle should be ﬁlled out
completely and the company website clearly
EJTQMBZFE'BDFCPPLQBHFTBSFJOEFYFECZ
(PPHMF TPFOTVSFLFZTFBSDIUFSNTBSFJODMVEFE
in the “About” section. A cover photo should be
SFMFWBOUUPUIFCVTJOFTT"MTPOPUFUIBU'BDFCPPL
QPTUTNPWFRVJDLMZNPTUQFPQMF FWFOJG
signed up to a page, will not see each post, and
about 75% of the interaction of a particular post
happens during the ﬁrst ﬁve hours it is online. As
such, it is crucial to post at least once or twice a
day.
LinkedIn: All social media can be used to help
mOEFNQMPZNFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFT CVU-JOLFE*OJT
by far the best for this. In the summary, clearly
state the reasons why someone would want to
DPOOFDUXJUIUIFQFSTPOJORVFTUJPO*UJTIFMQGVM
to include a variety of media, such as pictures
and video, but they need to be relevant to what
UIFQFSTPOEPFT"TXJUI'BDFCPPLQBHFT UIF
QSPmMFXJMMCFJOEFYFECZ(PPHMF TPLFZTFBSDI
UFSNTTIPVMECFVTFE1PTUTPO-JOLFE*OTIPVME
occur about once a day.
Twitter: Twitter is one of the best tools for
NBLJOHOFXDPOOFDUJPOT8IJMFUIFSFBSFPOMZ
140 characters available in a tweet, one can still
DMFBSMZJMMVTUSBUFXIBUPOFEPFTUISPVHIMJOLT
UPQJDUVSFTBOEUFYU5XJUUFSNPWFTJODSFEJCMZ
RVJDLMZTPUIFSFTIPVMECFUXFFUTUISFFUPUFO
times a day.

Some tools to help manage multiple social media
BDUJWJUZJODMVEF)PPU4VJUF #VGGFSBOE4QSPVU4PDJBM
Collectively, they will allow management, scheduling,

BOEUIFBCJMJUZUPQPTUBOEUSBDLNFUSJDT%JGGFSFOU
accounts for personal and professional personas
were also suggested.
5IFTQFBLFSTUBUFEUIBUXIBUFWFSUIFQMBUGPSN JU
is important to be engaging by getting involved and
responding to comments and sharing other content.
This way, one will constantly be in the minds of
QPUFOUJBMDVTUPNFST4BMFTBOENBSLFUJOHQPTUTBSF
rarely shared by others, and under no circumstances
TIPVMEBNBSLFUFSTFOETBMFTNFTTBHFTEJSFDUMZ
UPBOJOEJWJEVBMTJOCPYJUJTBMNPTUBMXBZTQPPSMZ
received. Instead, social media should be used
to drive people to opt into email newsletters and
mailing lists. About 20% of posts can be reserved for
NBSLFUJOHBOETBMFTNFTTBHFT CVUJUJTJOBEWJTBCMFUP
go higher than this.
It is also important to diversify content, such as
CZVTJOHEJGGFSFOUGPSNBUTMJLFXSJUJOH QJDUVSFT 
podcasts and videos, and to ensure that branding
and messages are consistent. To facilitate this, it
JTJNQPSUBOUUPIBWFBDMFBSTUSBUFHZJOQMBDF'PS
FYBNQMF JUTIPVMECFFTUBCMJTIFEFBSMZPOIPXNVDI
content will be self-generated and how much will be
brought in from elsewhere. What sort of media will be
VTFE BOEIBTUIFNBSLFUFSDPOTJEFSFEMFBSOJOHIPX
UPUBLFUIFJSPXOQIPUPHSBQITBOENBLFWJEFPT 
Each business should set its own indicators of
success by deciding what it wants to achieve. One
DBOTFUUBSHFUTGPS GPSFYBNQMF OFXTMFUUFSTJHOVQT 
GPMMPXFST XFCTJUFIJUTPSiMJLFTw8IBUFWFSUIFZ
are, goals should be reasonable and strategies
re-evaluated if progress is not being made. Above
BMM UIFTQFBLFSBEWJTFEUIBUBNBSLFUFSTIPVMEQVU
themselves in the positions of their customers and
BTLXIBUUIFZXPVMEXBOUGSPNBCVTJOFTT
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The role of traditional journalism
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Although user-generated content and social media
dominates the Internet today, we should not forget
about news media and journalism. The media are
TUJMMLFZQMBZFSTJOTIBQJOHPVSQFSDFQUJPOTBOE
understanding of the world, and the strategies of a
news media outlet were the subject of a masterclass.
“Knowledge is power” is an adage that holds true
even today, and certain reports, images and videos
still have the power to spur the world into action.
5IFTQFBLFSBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUUIFSFBSFJODSFBTJOH
numbers of young people who do not see the
relevance of news, and noted that that was a
dangerous phenomenon and that choosing not to
be informed was a terrible decision. However, it is
not so much that they are completely deterred from
accessing the news but rather that they are choosing
UPEPTPJOBRVJDLFSBOENPSFDPOWFOJFOUXBZUIBO
before. It goes without saying that the majority of
news that they do access is through the Internet, as
opposed to print, television or radio.
*OPSEFSUPLFFQVQ UIFOFXTNVTUFWPMWFJOJUT
EFMJWFSZ5IFTQFBLFSPCTFSWFEUIBUXFIBWFUIF
capacity to stream on our smartphones reports that
10 years ago needed satellite dishes and van-loads of
FRVJQNFOU5PCFFGGFDUJWF BOFXTPVUMFUOPXOFFET
to provide complete coverage across a number of
media and social media platforms. Some of the most
DPNQFMMJOHSFQPSUTPGUIFMBTUZFBSSBDLFEVQNJMMJPOT
of retweets and YouTube views.
It was pointed out that despite the changing
circumstances, the core principles of journalism have
remained largely the same. A news media outlet must
remain true to values and ethics and be unafraid to
DIBMMFOHFQPQVMBSPQJOJPO5IFTQFBLFSDPODMVEFE
by saying that it needs to be free of political agenda

%": 0$50#&3
BANKERS PANEL: INTERNATIONALISING ISLAMIC FINANCE
.V[BGGBS)JTIBN $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS .BZCBOL*TMBNJD)FBE .BZCBOL
(SPVQ*TMBNJD#BOLJOH .BMBZTJB
"NS"M.FOIBMJ )FBEPG*TMBNJD#BOLJOH "CV%IBCJ$PNNFSDJBM#BOL 6OJUFE
Arab Emirates
)BTBO"M+BCSJ $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 4&%$0$BQJUBM ,JOHEPNPG4BVEJ"SBCJB
"CEVMLBEFS5IPNBT 1SFTJEFOU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 4)"1&,OPXMFEHF
Services, State of Kuwait

Once or twice a day
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Three to ten times a day

Once a day

.PEFSBUPS
4BKJE+BWJE 'JOBODJBM4FDSFUBSZUPUIF5SFBTVSZ 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
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and must be able to cover a story from all angles
and provide the public with accurate and unbiased
JOGPSNBUJPOBOEDPOUFYU
Designing the city of the future
The cities of the world are incredibly diverse, from
those that are struggling to fulﬁl the basic needs
of citizens to massive population centres that are
HMPCBMFYBNQMFTPGDVMUVSFBOEUFDIOPMPHZ)PXEP
XFBQQSPBDIUIFGVUVSFPGUIFTFQPDLFUTPGIVNBO
civilisation, where culture, form, function and
UFDIOPMPHZDPOWFSHFUPQSPWJEFUIFCFTURVBMJUZPG
MJGFGPSJUTEFOJ[FOT )PXDBOXFCPPTUFDPOPNJD
QSPEVDUJWJUZJOBOJOUFSDPOOFDUFEXPSME 5IFTF
RVFTUJPOTBOENPSFXFSFSBJTFEBUBTFTTJPOFOUJUMFE
Designing the Future: Why Do We Need Smart Cities?
5IFPQFOJOHTQFBLFSTUBUFEUIBUDJUJFTBOEUIFBSFBT
UIFZPDDVQZDBOCFEFTDSJCFEJOPOFPGUISFFXBZT
greenﬁeld, where a previously undeveloped area
has been rapidly developed into a planned city;
retroﬁtted, where historic cities have developed over
time and have been retrospectively modernised by
mUUJOHOFXJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBSPVOEFYJTUJOHBSDIJUFDUVSF
BOEQMBOOJOHJOPSEFSUPLFFQVQXJUIUIFOFFETPG
modern society; and regenerated, where whole areas
that have become derelict, destroyed or abandoned
BSFUSBOTGPSNFEBOENPEFSOJTFE&BDIQPTFTVOJRVF
challenges and opportunities but there are some core
UIFNFTUIBUUIFTQFBLFSTCFMJFWFEXFSFSFMFWBOUUP
all.
'JSTU UIFSFJTUIFJNQPSUBODFPGDPOTJEFSJOHUIF
use of space in city planning. A city footprint can
be horizontal, where low-level buildings spread out
over a wide area, or vertical, consisting of many
high-rise buildings. A vertical footprint gives rise to
UIFTUBOEBSEJNBHFPGBIJHIUFDIDJUZ'PSBHJWFO
population, it covers a smaller area, which reduces
the need for and use of cars and other carbonproducing vehicles.
Second is the importance of engaging the public in
EFDJTJPONBLJOH$JUJ[FOTOFFEBWFOVFTUPDPNNFOU
and debate on proposed new developments. The
FWFOUTTVSSPVOEJOH5BLTJN(F[J1BSLJO5VSLFZMBTU
ZFBSBOEUIFQMBOTUPUVSOJUGSPNBOIJTUPSJDQBSL
JOUPBTIPQQJOHDFOUSFBSFFYBNQMFTPGUIFQVCMJD
actively challenging the intentions of the Government.
There have also been times when architects have
EFTJHOFECFBVUJGVMBOESFNBSLBCMFCVJMEJOHTUIBU
QSPWFEVOTVJUBCMFGPSUFOBOUT SFRVJSJOHTJHOJmDBOU
BEBQUBUJPOTBOEBMUFSBUJPOT#VJMEJOHQMBOOJOHNVTU
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reﬂect the needs of the people who will use it.
5IJSEJTUIFRVFTUJPOPGIPXUPVUJMJTFNPEFSO
technology. A greater integration of technology can
TJHOJmDBOUMZJNQSPWFRVBMJUZPGMJGF'PSFYBNQMF 
it can help older people to live independently by
monitoring their health and assisting with day-to-day
UBTLTBOENPCJMJUZ
0OFTQFBLFSOPUFEUIBUXFTIPVMECFDBVUJPVTJOUIF
face of the potential for cities to fragment socially,
and there should be spaces and opportunities for
people to gather and bond. We should also be careful
not to become over-reliant on technology. A “smart”
city is not just about machines and devices, but about
its people. To be truly sustainable as “smart”, a city
needs to develop a creative and visionary population.
*UJTBMTPJNQPSUBOUUPEFWFMPQSFTJMJFOUCBDLVQ
systems; otherwise, more situations such as the 2012
FMFDUSJDJUZCMBDLPVUTJO*OEJBXJMMSFDVS
'PVSUIJTUIFJTTVFPGEFTJHOJOHUSBOTQPSUTZTUFNT
Many retroﬁtted cities, such as Los Angeles,
US, were not originally conceived with mass
transportation in mind and are thus facing issues
XJUIDPOHFTUJPO-POEPOJTBOFYBNQMFPGBDJUZ
that places importance on actively upgrading
USBOTQPSUBUJPOOFUXPSLT XJUIBIJHIUFDIOFX
railway being planned alongside a 19th-century
underground system. Authorities should be careful
not to blindly invest in major projects without
considering how to integrate them into seamless
JOUFSDPOOFDUFEOFUXPSLT
'JOBMMZ UIFSFJTBOFFEUPUBLFBIPMJTUJDBOE
TVTUBJOBCMFBQQSPBDI XIJDISFRVJSFTHPWFSONFOUT 
architects and planners to come together. This
approach should cover all aspects, from developing
vibrant cultural areas to developing sustainable
energy solutions and beyond.
The session concluded by observing that a city
UIBUDBOXPSLPVUUIFCFTUXBZUPEFBMXJUIUIFTF
FMFNFOUTXJMMNPWFUPXBSETiTFMGBDUVBMJTBUJPOw
holding clout on the international stage, hosting mega
events, attracting investment and drawing to it the
most talented people from across the globe.

5)&3&"3&5)3&&."*/5:1&40'CITIES
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DEVELOPING A SMART CITY
REQUIRES A HOLISTIC APPROACH
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“By 2020, 70% of the world’s
population will be digitally
connected.”
Mr Ebrahim Patel,
Chairman,
8*&':PVOH-FBEFST/FUXPSL
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THE FUTURE OF LONDON:
A SESSION WITH BORIS
JOHNSON, MAYOR OF LONDON
5IFTFDPOEEBZPGUIFUI8*&'CFHBOXJUI-POEPO
.BZPS#PSJT+PIOTPOTQFBLJOHJOBTFTTJPOFOUJUMFE
“Smart Cities”. He referred to the future of London
and how it is tied to the development of the city as
BIVCGPS*TMBNJDmOBODF"OVNCFSPG-POEPOTLFZ
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFQSPKFDUTXFSFCVJMUPOmOBODJBMCBDLJOH
from Muslim entities, and for this trend to continue
the city needs to become friendlier to Muslim
investors. He also supported the city’s receptiveness
UPJNNJHSBUJPO DJUJOHPQFOOFTTBTLFZUP-POEPOT
success.
London is committed to strengthening its presence in
*TMBNJDCBOLJOHBOEJOUFOETUPJODSFBTFJUTOVNCFS
PGCBOLTUIBUQSPWJEF*TMBNJDCBOLJOHTFSWJDFT5IJT 
-POEPO.BZPS#PSJT+PIOTPOTBJE XBTWFSZNVDIJO
line with Prime Minister David Cameron’s statement
the day before that the UK would be the ﬁrst country
outside the Muslim World to issue an Islamic bond.

BOE&Y$FM$FOUSFBSFBMMQSPKFDUTNBEFQPTTJCMFCZ
ﬁnanciers from Muslim nations. These projects and
NPSFBSFBMTPFYBNQMFTPGIPX-POEPOJTBIVCPG
multiculturalism. The city, Johnson said, is above all
open to talent and people who want to do business
GSPNBOZQBSUPGUIFXPSMEJUJTUIJTPQFOOFTTUIBUJT
the city’s secret to success.

%": 0$50#&3
FACE-TO-FACE: SMART CITIES
#PSJT+PIOTPO .BZPSPG-POEPO 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
.PEFSBUPS
Lauren Taylor, Presentor, Aljazeera English Channel,
United Kingdom

5IF.BZPSOPUFEUIBUUIF'PSVNDBNFBUBUJNFXIFO
economic cooperation with the Muslim World is
IBQQFOJOHBUBTDBMFQSFWJPVTMZVOIFBSEPG#FTJEFT
the Prime Minister’s initiative to issue a £200 million
Islamic bond, there will also be a £100 million fund to
encourage tech start-ups from the Muslim World to
NPWFUP#SJUBJO5IJTJTUPDPNQMFNFOUUIFFYJTUJOH
pool of over 40,000 tech companies in the country.
After all, London is a world leader in technology and
those who come to the country would ﬁnd amenities,
international cuisine, and even bicycles funded by
#BSDMBZT XIJDIIBTBHSFBUTIBSFIPMEJOHJOUIF
.JEEMF&BTU 

The recent global ﬁnancial crisis: Much has already
CFFOEPOFUPFOTVSFUIBUCBOLTBSFSFHVMBUFETPUIBU
such an event is not repeated. Islamic ﬁnance has
ﬁrm principles for the protection of assets.

Immigration: London is attempting to be as
accommodating as possible and the Home Ofﬁce is
trying to ensure that the immigration process is easy.
There is, however, the problem of illegal immigration,
London was not always so. In the late 8th century, at
BUJNFXIFO-POEPOXBTBO"OHMP4BYPOTFUUMFNFOU  which undermines people’s conﬁdence in the
#BHIEBEXBTUIFNPTUQPQVMPVTBOEQPXFSGVMDJUZJO (PWFSONFOUBOEMFBETUPFYQMPJUBUJPO%FTQJUFUIJT 
UIFXPSMEBOEXBTLOPXOGPSJUTUSBEJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT the city welcomes those with a genuine desire to do
business. Integration can be boosted further through
A gold dinar from 790CE, which can be found in the
the common use of the English language, which is
#SJUJTI.VTFVN EFQJDUTUIFSVMFSPG.FSDJB ,JOH
already the language of business.
Offa, on one side and the Shahadah on the other. The
,JOHLOFXIJTQFPQMFXPVMEnPVSJTICZUSBEJOHXJUI
The use of other languages: The study of Mandarin
the Muslim World, which then led commerce.
and Arabic should be further encouraged, and the
Mayor’s ofﬁce has already established a prize for the
It was with this in mind that the Mayor called for
best performance in Arabic by a London school pupil.
-POEPOUPNJSSPSUIBUTBNFBNCJUJPOXJUINPSF
CBOLTUIBOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT NPSFNVTFVNTUIBO
Student entry into the ﬁeld of Islamic ﬁnance:
Paris and more rainfall than Rome, he hoped that
*OUFSFTUFETUVEFOUTTIPVMEDIFDLPOMJOFUPmOEPVU
London will one day become a centre for Islamic
how to get involved. There already are a number of
ﬁnance.
mOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTXJUIFYQFSUJTFJOUIFJOEVTUSZBOE
it would be to their advantage to invest in developing
A subsequent question-and-answer session touched
TLJMMTBOELOPXMFEHFJOUIFmFME
on a number of topics. Here’s what the Mayor had to
say on some of the issues raised:
London properties: 'FBSTPG-POEPOIPNFTCFJOH
Islamic ﬁnance in London: The city should be strong
bought over by overseas investors are inﬂated as
in the industry and people should be able to access
this only affects 6% of the city’s properties, the same
Shariah-compliant services such as mortgages
rate recorded in 1990. That level of conﬁdence allows
BOECBOLJOH5IFNBSLFUJTBDIJFWJOHPOMZPGJUT
for the building of thousands of affordable homes for
QPUFOUJBMBOEJUDBOHSPXFYQPOFOUJBMMZ
Londoners, which creates a win-win situation.

Islamic investment has already made an impact
PO-POEPOUIF&NJSBUFT"JS-JOF JFUIF5IBNFT
DBCMFDBS UIF4IBSE UIF#BUUFSTFB1PXFS4UBUJPO

%": 0$50#&3
CAPITALISING THE ONLINE MARKET
Mohamed Geraldez, Entrepreneur,
*OWFTUPS.PUJWBUJPOBM4QFBLFS 6OJUFE
States of America
/FEJN,BZB %FQVUZ$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
0GmDFS 4BMBNXPSME 3FQVCMJDPG5VSLFZ
Rabia Zargarpur, President and Creative
%JSFDUPS "XBSEXJOOJOH'BTIJPO
#SBOE 3BCJB; 6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT
+FGG-ZOO $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Seedrs, United Kingdom
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.PEFSBUPS
&CSBIJN1BUFM $IBJSNBO 8*&':PVOH
-FBEFST/FUXPSL

“It was my distinct pleasure to welcome a record number of delegates to our city for such
a prestigious event. I hope that you were able to experience all that London has to offer
investors and business leaders during your time here. I look forward to London’s continued
strengthening partnership with the Islamic World and wish you all the very best with the
organisation of the 2014 Forum in Dubai.”
#PSJT+PIOTPO
.BZPSPG-POEPO BGUFSUIFDMPTFPGUIFUI8*&'
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DEVELOPING GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY THROUGH
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

Section 4

#PC4DIVLBJ (MPCBM)FBEPG.PCJMF5FDIOPMPHZ 
Thomson Reuters, United States of America
%VODBO$MBSL0#& $IBJSNBO #%" $IJOB -JNJUFE 
People’s Republic of China
%BUVL#BEMJTIBN(IB[BMJ $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
.VMUJNFEJB%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPO .%F$ 
Malaysia
.PEFSBUPS
1SPG%BWJE(BOO$#& 7JDF1SFTJEFOU %FWFMPQNFOU
BOE*OOPWBUJPO *NQFSJBM$PMMFHF-POEPO 6OJUFE
Kingdom

Sometimes, it is easy to forget that behind the façade of ﬁnance, numbers and dollars involved in business,
the human element lies at the heart of it all. We must not be blinded by the pursuit of billion-dollar revenue and
EJTDPVOUUIFWBMVFPGQIJMBOUISPQZ FRVBMJUZBOETPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ

Ethics aside, working to improve the human condition often affects
businesses in a positive way. After all, human capital is one of the key
elements of any economy—often, it is the best investment to make both
ﬁnancially and morally.

HUMAN CAPITAL, EDUCATION
AND INCLUSIVITY
Youth unemployment
The attitudes surrounding youth unemployment
today tend to be depressing and negative, which is
VOEFSTUBOEBCMFHJWFOTPNFPGUIFGBDUTBSFDFOU
report found that about 75 million people aged 18 to
XFSFOFJUIFSXPSLJOHOPSTUVEZJOH BOENPTUPG
UIFNXFSFGSPNEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT0OFFYUSFNF
FYBNQMFJT,FOZBPGUIFUPZFBSPMETJOUIF
DPVOUSZ BDDPVOUJOHGPSPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO OFBSMZ
two thirds have never held a job.
Issues of job creation surely contribute to these
TUBUJTUJDTCVUVOFNQMPZFEZPVUIBMTPMBDLTPNF
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GVOEBNFOUBMTLJMMTTVDIBTDSJUJDBMUIJOLJOHBOE
self-respect. Hence, although there is no shortage
of young graduates, many still struggle to attain
employment.
%VSJOHBNBTUFSDMBTTPOUIFTVCKFDU BTQFBLFS
noted that a more optimistic appraisal reveals some
interesting solutions and opportunities. One such
QSPQPTFETPMVUJPOXBTUPMPPLUPXBSETUIFHSPXJOH
FYQBOTJPOPGUIFJOGPSNBMFDPOPNZ0WFSUXP
billion people worldwide are involved in localised
FDPOPNJDOFUXPSLT4FDUPSTTVDIBTNJDSPmOBODF
IBWFFNFSHFEGSPNUIFTFOFUXPSLT QSFTFOUJOH
tremendous untapped potential.

An approach that is particularly effective in
developing countries is to focus on the teaching
PGTFMGTVTUBJOJOHTLJMMTBOEPOQSPNPUJOH
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQJOTNBMMDPNNVOJUJFT5IFTQFBLFS
XFOUPOUPSFMBUFFYQFSJFODFTXJUIUIF4""5)
-JWFMJIPPET:PVUI&NQMPZNFOU1SPHSBNNF#BTFEJO
India, it speciﬁcally targets young people who live
in slums. The programme offers job placements and
support through community assessment, counselling,
NFOUPSTIJQ QSBDUJDBMFYQPTVSFBOEmOBODJBMMJOLBHFT
*UBMTPEFWFMPQTLFZTLJMMTTVDIBTBQQSPQSJBUFTVCKFDU
LOPXMFEHF &OHMJTIMBOHVBHFQSPmDJFODZ XPSL
SFBEJOFTTBOEVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFNBSLFU0OFPG
the programme’s success stories concerns a boy who
MFGUTDIPPMBUBZPVOHBHFBOEDPVMECBSFMZTQFBL
&OHMJTI)FJTOPXBDPOmEFOU&OHMJTITQFBLFSBOE
has a business process outsourcing job in his rural
WJMMBHF"OPUIFSFYBNQMFJTBXPNBOXIPQPTTFTTFE
MJUUMFUFDIOJDBMLOPXMFEHFCVUOPXVTFTBUBCMFU
computer to help an organisation collate social data
from villages.

of low-interest loans. It also assists young people
JOEFWFMPQJOHUIFJSFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQTLJMMTBOE
realising innovative business ideas. According to
the organisation’s reports, once these youths are
supported in setting up their own businesses, they in
turn hire an average of 3.4 employees each. This is
concrete proof of a sustainable and lasting solution.
There is a need to consider each unemployed person
BTBOJOEJWJEVBMXJUIBVOJRVFTUPSZ8FOFFEUP
empathise with them, as they desperately need
jobs but their chances of ﬁnding employment are
vanishingly low because everyone in their community
is also unemployed. These are the communities that
beneﬁt the most from the starting of small businesses
as they will have a very pronounced effect that can
help to generate sustained employment.

These demonstrate how it is possible to instil a
growth of conﬁdence and employability in just a few
months. Notably, both of these individuals resisted
the urge to move to a big city and instead stayed
BOEXPSLFEXJUIJOUIFJSPXODPNNVOJUJFT'PDVTJOH
on rural poverty alleviation reduces rural-urban
migration and can create a snowball effect that
FODPVSBHFTPUIFSTJOUPXPSL
"OPUIFSTQFBLFSFMBCPSBUFEPOBOPSHBOJTBUJPOUIBU
EPFTTJNJMBSXPSL:PVUI#VTJOFTT*OUFSOBUJPOBM
offers training, mentor support and the allocation
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SPECIAL KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY
5IF)PO5VO"CEVMMBI)K"INBE#BEBXJ 'PVOEFS1BUSPOPGUIF
8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE'PSNFS1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG.BMBZTJB

Although the details are different for developed
nations, the core principles stay the same. Mosaic
is a UK-based charity that, as with the previous
FYBNQMFT BJNTUPSBJTFBTQJSBUJPOTBOEEFWFMPQ
TLJMMTBOEDPOmEFODFJOZPVOHQFPQMF*UMPPLTUP
engage them into seriously considering business and
entrepreneurship as career choices. The organisation
targets those of school age, particularly those who
MBDLBXBSFOFTTPGUIFXPSLJOHXPSME.PTBJDUIFO
attempts to bridge the gap between the education
TZTUFNBOEXPSLJOHFOWJSPONFOUCZQSPWJEJOH
relatable role models and access to professional
OFUXPSLT
It was agreed that no matter the community, it is vital
to distinguish between a handout and a hand up. Job
creation isn’t just about giving someone employment.
It is far more sustainable in the long-term to empower
that person into being able to create employment,
whether for themselves or for others.
Promoting transnational education
As the world evolves, so too must educational
institutions. The education sector cannot be seen as
an assembly line churning out potential employees.
Instead, it must offer a more complete ecosystem
for lifelong learning. Education should also be
considered more of an art than a science and needs
to focus more holistically on the body, mind and soul.
During a session that discussed the future of
FEVDBUJPOXPSMEXJEF TQFBLFSTEJTDVTTFEUIF
history of Arabic education. The Arab world has a
EJTUJOHVJTIFEIJTUPSZPGIJHIFSFEVDBUJPOEBUJOHCBDL
to the 7th and 8th centuries. The madrasa system was
also a product of this time and is still considered an
institutional model for many countries and peoples.
There is also a rich history of information and cultural
FYDIBOHFXJUI&VSPQFBODJWJMJTBUJPOT

In more recent times, however, the Arab world
has fallen behind. In 1963, there were only 13 Arab
universities, and although that number has risen to
PWFS UIFSFJTTUJMMBMPOHXBZUPHP'PSJOTUBODF 
there is a clear need to increase commitment to
TDJFODFBOESFTFBSDIMBTUZFBS "SBCVOJWFSTJUJFT
contributed only 5% to scientiﬁc growth.
'VSUIFSNPSF FWFSZZFBSUIF"SBCXPSMEMPTFTUFOTPG
UIPVTBOETPGJUTCFTUTUVEFOUTPGUIPTFXIPHP
abroad for their studies never return home. Possible
reasons include their home countries having fewer
GSFFEPNT BMFTTUISJWJOHTPDJBMMJGFBOEBMBDLPG
employment opportunities. These are some of the
same reasons that contributed to the rise of the Arab
Spring that started at the end of 2010.

Daud Vicary Abdullah,
1SFTJEFOU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
Ofﬁcer, International Centre for
&EVDBUJPOJO*TMBNJD'JOBODF
*/$&*' .BMBZTJB
Prof. Dame Julia King, Vice
Chancellor, Aston University,
United Kingdom
Prof. Dato’ Dr Azmi Omar,
Director General, Islamic
Research and Training Institute
*35* *TMBNJD%FWFMPQNFOU
#BOL ,JOHEPNPG4BVEJ"SBCJB

"TQFBLFSQPJOUFEPVUUIBUBMUIPVHI8FTUFSO
universities are considered the current standard
for education worldwide, Islamic education
cannot simply engage in mimicry. There should be
BSFBQQSBJTBMPG*TMBNJDIFSJUBHFBOEUFYUT BOE
UIFTFTIPVMECFVTFEBTTPVSDFTPGLOPXMFEHFBOE
inspiration for the future.
Arab countries also need to do more to attract foreign
students. There needs to be more engagement with
universities all over the world to increase the ﬂow
of ideas and students. Collaboration is vital for the
future of the education sector.
"OPUIFSRVFTUJPOSBJTFEXBTUIBUXJUINJMMJPO
students currently in Arab universities, are there
FOPVHIKPCTBWBJMBCMFGPSUIFNXIFOUIFZHSBEVBUF 
"MBDLPGFNQMPZNFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFTDBOMFBEUP
many other socioeconomic problems, and Arab
nations must open up new ﬁelds of interest in their
economies. Education should always be considered
together with increased employability.

%": 0$50#&3
ISLAMIC CAPITAL MARKET AND INFRASTRUCTURE
%S.BTTPVE+BOFLFI %JSFDUPS )FBEPG*TMBNJD$BQJUBM
.BSLFUT #BOLPG-POEPOBOEUIF.JEEMF&BTU1MD 
United Kingdom
8BMJE4BSJFEEJOF "TTJTUBOU(FOFSBM.BOBHFS)FBEPG
*TMBNJD'JOBODF 4VNJUPNP.JUTVJ#BOLJOH$PSQPSBUJPO
&VSPQF-UE 4.#$& 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
(JMMJBO8BMNTMFZ )FBEPG'JYFE*ODPNF1SPEVDUT 
-POEPO4UPDL&YDIBOHF 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
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SOCIAL MEDIA: OPENING BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN
Andrea Vahl, Social Media Consultant,
www.AndreaVahl.com, United States of
America

%": 0$50#&3
ISLAMIC FINANCE: EMPOWERING WOMEN IN BUSINESS
/JHFM%FOJTPO %JSFDUPS )FBEPG.BSLFUTBOE8FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU 
#BOLPG-POEPOBOEUIF.JEEMF&BTU1MD 6OJUFE,JOHEPN

FEVDBUJPO BGGFDUJOH GPSFYBNQMF DPVSTFDPOUFOU
publishers in the print industry and others. The forum
discussed the possibility that MOOCs might disrupt
the ‘middle band’ of universities worldwide, putting
UIFSPMFTPGUIFUSBEJUJPOBMUFBDIJOHTUBGGBUSJTL0OF
suggestion to deal with this is to promote the concept
PGiCMFOEFEMFBSOJOHw XIJDIJTUPVTFBNJYUVSF
of MOOCs, conventional teaching and recognised
accreditation.

The session then turned to the discussion of online
courses, a more recent development in education.
.BTTJWFMZ0QFO0OMJOF$PVSTFXBSF .00$ JT
delivered on an online platform in a virtual setting,
with classes and lectures being delivered by
professors in a university environment. MOOCs
present a tremendous opportunity for students from
BMMXBMLTPGMJGFBMMPWFSUIFXPSME FTQFDJBMMZUIPTF
who would otherwise have difﬁculty accessing higher
education.
"MUIPVHIUIF.00$NBSLFUIBTTFFOESBNBUJDSFDFOU
growth, it cannot rest on its laurels. Emphasis must
be placed on producing graduates who demonstrate
UIFOFDFTTBSZTLJMMTFUUIBUFOIBODFTFNQMPZBCJMJUZ
.00$QSPWJEFSTBMTPOFFEUPTFFLBDDSFEJUBUJPO 
which will prolong the sector’s sustainability and
enhance its credibility to potential students and
employers.
5IFTQFBLFSOPUFEUIBUUIFNFUFPSJDSJTFJOUIF
QPQVMBSJUZPG.00$TIBTTQBSLFEGFBSTUIBUJUXJMM
EJTSVQUUIFNBSLFUGPSNPSFUSBEJUJPOBMBWFOVFTPG
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"TJTPGUFOUIFDBTF DPMMBCPSBUJPOJTUIFLFZGPSUIF
industry to ﬂourish. There needs to be an evolution
in the way companies within the education sector
compete. A more holistic approach will beneﬁt
everybody.
Empowering women in business

“80% of global
consumer
spending is done
by women.”
Ms Azeemeh
Zaheer, Head
of Institutional
Relationships,
(BUFIPVTF#BOL 
UK

Women’s empowerment has been a developing-world
consideration for some time. We have moved from
debating whether or not there is an issue, to debating
IPXUPTPMWFUIFJTTVF5IFSFJTTUJMMBTFSJPVTMBDL
of women in senior business positions, whether as
PXOFST FOUSFQSFOFVSTPSTFOJPSFYFDVUJWFT5IJT
topic was discussed in three separate sessions,
dealing with the use of social media by women
entrepreneurs, how to empower women in the
business world and their increase how to presence in
the corporate world.
4PDJBMJTTVFTBOEUIPTFPGFRVBMJUZBTJEF XPNFOJO
the global economy remain an underused resource.
A nation cannot afford to marginalise up to half of its
QSPEVDUJWFXPSLGPSDF#PPTUJOHUIFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPG
XPNFOXJMMCFBLFZGBDUPSGPSGVUVSFHSPXUI BTBO
JODMVTJWFMBCPVSNBSLFUXJMMJOUVSOIBWFBQPTJUJWF
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PROMOTING TRANSNATIONAL
EDUCATION
Ali Aslan Gümüsay, Doctoral Scholar,
6OJWFSTJUZPG0YGPSEBOE$IBJSNBOPG
;BIOSÊEFS/FUXPSL (FSNBOZ

effect on GDP. Job creation and inclusion are very
DMPTFMZMJOLFE

.PEFSBUPS
5JN(PSF0#& %JSFDUPS (MPCBM/FUXPSLT
Communities, University of London, United
Kingdom

The tension between maintaining the dignity of
BDBSFFSBOEMPPLJOHBGUFSBGBNJMZJTTUJMMEFFQMZ
embedded in cultures all over the globe. It might
be difﬁcult to manage but there are ways around
JUGPSFYBNQMF SVOOJOHBTNBMMCVTJOFTTDBOBMMPX
nFYJCMFXPSLJOHIPVST PSDPSQPSBUJPOTDBOJNQMFNFOU
progressive policies such as setting a target
percentage for the participation of women in middle
UPUPQNBOBHFNFOU5IFJNQPSUBOUUIJOHJTUPLFFQ
XPNFOJOUIFXPSLQMBDF
5IFSFJTBMTPBOFFEUPLFFQFWFSZPOFUBMLJOHBCPVU
the issue, no matter who they are or where they come
from. Men need to be included in the discussion, as
there is little point in preaching to the converted.
The few women in leadership roles, especially those
in the corporate world, also have a responsibility.
4PNFBSFUPPLFFOUPGPDVTPODVSSFOUmOBODJBMT
XIFOUIFZOFFEUPUBMLBCPVUUIFJTTVFTUIBUXJMM
shape the future. To be agents of change, they must
NBLFCPMEEFDJTJPOT TUBSUXJUINBOZTNBMMDIBOHFT
BOEBTLVODPNGPSUBCMFRVFTUJPOT#VTJOFTTFTOFFE
UPCFBTLFEUPFYQMBJOXIZUIFZEPOUIBWFEJWFSTJUZ
policies, particularly for gender.
0OFBSFBUIBUTFFNTUPIBWFBQSPOPVODFEFRVBMJTJOH
presence is technology. Most of the richest women
entrepreneurs are involved in this ﬁeld. Technology
is helping women’s empowerment by giving them
PQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEBMMPXJOHUIFNUPUBLFDPOUSPMPG
businesses. Also of note is that social media is very
much a woman’s world, too, and in fact its use among
women is higher than that among men.
5IFMBDLPGXPNFOJOUIFXPSLQMBDFDBOCF
BEESFTTFEJOUXPNBJOXBZTmSTU FEVDBUJPOBOE
training; and second, access to ﬁnance. It is essential
to put more money into women’s mentoring and
training, as well as education for girls still in school.
There also needs to be more funding for ways to
allow women to access SME microﬁnance and
formal ﬁnancial services. Ultimately, the true enemy
of inclusivity is cultural inertia, and we need to set in
motion a society-wide change in attitude.

%": 0$50#&3
PROMOTING GROWTH IN THE HALAL INDUSTRY
%S*NSBO,BVTBS 'PVOEFS )BMBM'PPE'FTUJWBM 
United Kingdom

“2.5 billion people worldwide (and millions
of small businesses) lacked access to formal
ﬁnancial services.”
-PSE.JDIBFM8BMUPO#BUFT
million jobs will be needed by 2020 in order to
satisfy demand. It is through creating jobs and the
resulting growth that the need for aid will eventually
EJNJOJTI#VTJOFTTFTBOEHPWFSONFOUTBOEUIFJS
QBSUOFSTIJQTXJMMJODSFBTJOHMZOFFEUPQMBZBDFOUSBM
role.
Another area that should be recognised as
JNQPSUBOUJGOPUUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUDIBOOFMGPS
growth is that of microﬁnance options for SMEs, and
POFTFTTJPOXBTEFEJDBUFEUPUIJTTVCKFDU'PSFJHOBJE
was discussed as not sustainable, but microﬁnance
is as it gives SMEs the opportunity to ﬁnd success
and to transform into larger corporations. More
development in leadership and entrepreneurship
training for SMEs was called for, along with similar
programmes for young entrepreneurs. This will create
positive change and growth, and it will be possible to
DPOWFSUGVOEJOHJOUPSFBMFRVJUZ

%": 0$50#&3
PROMOTING TRANSNATIONAL
EDUCATION
Prof. Sultan T. Abu-Orabi,
Secretary General, Association
of Arab Universities, Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan
Sehreen Noor Ali, Head of
#VTJOFTT%FWFMPQNFOU /PPEMF
Education, United States of
America
%BUVL%S*S;BJOJ6KBOH 4FDSFUBSZ
General II, Ministry of Education,
Malaysia

0OFPGUIFTQFBLFSTTUBUFEUIBUUIFJOGPSNBM
nature of many SMEs is a real issue in developing

Microﬁnance and social enterprise
International aid saves millions of lives each year but
aid programmes must continue to evolve because
they cannot alleviate poverty by themselves. In
the MENA region alone, up to an estimated 100
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Modern philanthropy has three attributes.
First, it requires resources and leadership
of a type that delivers vision, scope,
scale and long-term commitment. Money
is needed but leadership is essential.
Secondly, philanthropy needs to take a
systemic approach. Thirdly, a philanthropist
needs to have leverage—both in terms of
other philanthropists and markets.

countries. Up to 2.5 billion people and millions
PGCVTJOFTTFTXPSMEXJEFMBDLBDDFTTUPGPSNBM
ﬁnancial services. There is a need to create an
ecosystem for microﬁnance and to promote it to
TNBMMCVTJOFTTFT5IFTQFBLFSTVHHFTUFEUIBU
some of these businesses may be reluctant to
formalise their operations because of bureaucratic
processes and the need to deal with related laws
and regulations, and went on to say that authorities
DBOIFMQCZTUSFBNMJOJOHQSPDFTTFTBOENBLJOHJU
easier to register businesses. Assistance should
BMTPCFPGGFSFEUPUIPTFXIPOFFEJUUPJMMJUFSBUF
JOEJWJEVBMT GPSFYBNQMF*UJTBMTPJNQPSUBOUUP
educate business owners on the process by helping
them understand the language and terminology of the
industry. Going through these steps will allow SMEs
to access avenues of ﬁnance that would otherwise
be unavailable.
The rich-poor divide is another area that social
enterprise can help deal with, although it needs
public participation to both mobilise and build
UIFBXBSFOFTTSFRVJSFEUPFGGFDUDIBOHF1VCMJD
participation has proven time and again to be the
driver behind economic growth and the resulting
social mobility. Initiatives to help young people go
POUPIJHIFSFEVDBUJPOTIPVMEBMTPCFMPPLFEJOUP"
TQFBLFSOPUFEUIBUFWFOPOFQFSTPOUBLJOHBEWBOUBHF
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PGTVDIBOPQQPSUVOJUZCZ GPSFYBNQMF HPJOHUP
VOJWFSTJUZDBODIBOHFUIFFDPOPNJDTPGBOFOUJSF
family and raise it out of poverty.
It was also concluded that the private sector will
BMTPCFBLFZQBSUJOESJWJOHTPDJPFDPOPNJDHSPXUI
and lifting countries out of the cycle of poverty. This
BQQMJFTFTQFDJBMMZUPFNFSHJOHNBSLFUT BOENPSF

%": 0$50#&3
WOMEN IN THE CORPORATE WORLD
)FMFOB.PSSJTTFZ$#& $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Newton Investment Management Ltd, United Kingdom
4BNJB#PVDIBSFC (FOFSBM.BOBHFS 5IF$PDB$PMB
&YQPSU$PSQPSBUJPO.PSPDDP&RVBUPSJBM"GSJDB 
Kingdom of Morocco
1IJMJTJXF..UIFUIXB $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
/BUJPOBM&NQPXFSNFOU'VOE 3FQVCMJDPG4PVUI
Africa
"[FFNFI;BIFFS )FBEPG*OTUJUVUJPOBM3FMBUJPOTIJQT
7JDF1SFTJEFOU 8FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU (BUFIPVTF#BOL 
United Kingdom
.PEFSBUPS
%BUP%S/PSSBFTBI.PIBNBE $IBJSNBO 8*&'
#VTJOFTTXPNFO/FUXPSL
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GLOBAL HEALTH CHALLENGES: STEMMING THE RISE
OF NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
%S4NJTIB"HBSXBM $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS (MPCBM
)FBMUI#SJEHF 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
%BUVL%S/PPS)JTIBN"CEVMMBI %JSFDUPS(FOFSBM 
Ministry of Health, Malaysia
Dr Omar Saleh, EHA Coordinator, World Health
0SHBOJ[BUPO 8)0 'FEFSBM3FQVCMJDPG4PNBMJB
%S:PVTFG4IBIJO $IJFG%JTFBTF1SFWFOUJPO$POUSPM 
)FBMUI%FQBSUNFOU 6OJUFE/BUJPOT3FMJFGBOE8PSLT
"HFODZ 6/38" )BTIFNJUF,JOHEPNPG+PSEBO
.PEFSBUPS
1SPG%BWJE8BMLFS %FQVUZ$IJFG.FEJDBM0GmDFS
England, Department of Health, United Kingdom

must be done to interact with entrepreneurs and to
ﬁnd out what they need.

Without a robust private sector, development will be
very hard to achieve.

Philanthropy and investment in the future

The venture philanthropy model applies principles
similar to those of venture capitalism, and stresses
the need to address a cause permanently. They
DBOEPUIJTCZVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFJSNBSLFUBOE
DPNNVOJUJFT5IFTQFBLFSBMTPSFMBUFEFYQFSJFODFT
in focusing on one particular sector and not
PWFSFYUFOEJOH BOEFWBMVBUJOHUIFMPOHUFSNJNQBDU
of efforts and ensuring that they have a sustainable
JNQBDU*OUIFDPOUFYUPGQIJMBOUISPQZ JUDBOCFSJHIU
UPUSFBUJUMJLFBCVTJOFTTBTMPOHBTJUJTSVOXJUIBO
underpinning principle of compassion.

"HBJOTUUIFCBDLESPQPGBHMPCBMFDPOPNJDDSJTJT 
many hesitate to give to charitable organisations.
The challenge is to galvanise the middle class and
FNFSHJOHFDPOPNJFTUPHJWFCBDLUPTPDJFUZ8IBU
does philanthropy mean today and what is the role of
UIFNPEFSOQIJMBOUISPQJTU
5IF64JTBOFYBNQMFPGIPXQIJMBOUISPQZDBO
shape a society. Although charity is a part of all
values, faiths and traditions, it is the US that has the
most organised structure for philanthropy. Private
philanthropy has had a huge impact on US society
BOEIBTNBEFMJWFTCFUUFSUISPVHIJOOPWBUJPO'PS
FYBNQMF NPTUNBKPS"NFSJDBOVOJWFSTJUJFTBSF
supported through philanthropy.

"RVFTUJPOXBTSBJTFEBCPVUUIFEFTJSFGPSBOPOZNJUZ
and accountability, of which there is increasing
EFNBOEGSPNZPVOHQFPQMFJOQBSUJDVMBS"TQFBLFS
suggested that the desire for anonymity was
motivated by humility. The idea of a ratings agency for
the philanthropy industry was mentioned.

The uniting power of the arts
The arts serve a great purpose and have the ability to
NPWFQFPQMFBOENBLFUIFNSFnFDU5IFBSUTBMMPX
VTUPCFQSPWPLFEBOEUPCFQSPWPDBUJWF BOEBSUJTUT
can also be social commentators. The arts can bring
together different cultures and present a positive
JNBHFUISPVHIXPSLJOHUPHFUIFS
5IF'FT'FTUJWBMPG8PSME4BDSFE.VTJDBOEJUT
associated forum, held in Morocco every year, is
BOPUIFSFYBNQMF*UJTBDPMMBCPSBUJPOPGNBOZBSUJTUT
and the forum is a very important grassroots platform
that brings together many young people who do
JOTQJSJOHXPSL*UBUUSBDUTBCPVUIBMGBNJMMJPOWJTJUPST
over nine days. Coverage of the event is stretched out
BDSPTTUIFXPSME FYQPTJOHDVMUVSFUPOFXBVEJFODFT 
and bringing with it positive impressions and a
chance to communicate with even greater numbers.
"QPQVMBSTJOHFSTQPLFBCPVUUIFQPXFSPGNVTJD 
and about how it was universal and transcended
differences. An artist has an opportunity to lead
CZFYBNQMF BOEIBTUPCFDBSFGVMBCPVUIPXUIFZ
represent themselves as they hold a lot of sway over
their fans. Muslim artists should also not feel as if
they represent their entire nation or religion, and that
UIFWBMVFTUIBUUIFZFYQPVOEDBOCFSFMFWBOUUPBMM
5IFBSUTBSFBOPUIFSGPSNPGFYQSFTTJPOPGQFPQMFT
views on wider social and political issues, especially
among young people who often have strong opinions.
Artists and their inﬂuence can be found within
hotbeds of social issues and their presence at the
GSPOUMJOFTDBOIFMQEFBMXJUIDPNQMFYNBUUFST5IF
right piece of music or imagery can move people to
BDUJPO5IJTJTUIFQPXFSPGNVTJDBOEDVMUVSFJUDBO
ﬂow over and around boundaries, go beyond words
and connect us all emotionally.

.PEFSOQIJMBOUISPQZIBTUISFFBUUSJCVUFT'JSTU 
JUSFRVJSFTSFTPVSDFTBOEMFBEFSTIJQPGBUZQF
that delivers vision, scope, scale and long-term
commitment. Money is needed but leadership is
FTTFOUJBM4FDPOEMZ QIJMBOUISPQZOFFETUPUBLFB
systemic approach. Thirdly, a philanthropist needs to
IBWFMFWFSBHFCPUIJOUFSNTPGPUIFSQIJMBOUISPQJTUT
BOENBSLFUT.PEFSOQIJMBOUISPQZNVTUUBLFPO
an issue and consider it at a certain scale in order
to have an impact. Governments have realised
that philanthropists cannot deliver alone and more
private-public partnerships are needed. No single
FOUJUZIBTUIFSFTPVSDFTUPXPSLBMPOFUPBMMFWJBUF
QPWFSUZPSUPNBLFTPDJBMTFSWJDFTBGGPSEBCMF
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FACE-TO-FACE
WITH TONY
FERNANDES

%": 0$50#&3
EXPLORING MICROFINANCE IN SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
,&:/05&"%%3&44#:
5IF3U)PO-PSE.JDIBFM8BMUPO#BUFT 
Member of Parliament for Langbaurgh,
United Kingdom

On the third day of the 9th WIEF, there was a special
session centred around Tan Sri Tony Fernandes, one
of the most well-known and successful businessmen
in Asia. Most famously, he brought the no-frills,
budget airline AirAsia from a state of failure to
becoming a hugely proﬁtable entity that made waves
around the world.

1BOFMMJTUT
Raheel Mohammed, Director, Maslaha,
United Kingdom
+BDRVFMJOF.VOB.VTJJUXB 'PVOEFS
and Managing Partner, Hoja Law Group,
Republic of Rwanda

The session was moderated by Nisha Pillai, a news
BODIPSXJUI##$8PSME/FXTi8IBUDBO*TBZ
BCPVU5POZ wTIFTUBSUFEPGGXJUIi)FTUIFCPTTPG
"JS"TJB XFBMMLOPXUIBU)FTB57TUBS BQSFTFOUFS
on The Apprentice Asia. He owns a football club, but
was that a vanity project or did it have a business
BQQMJDBUJPO w

(PSJT.VTUBRJN 1SFTJEFOUBOE'PVOEFS 
"THBS.VEB'PVOEBUJPO 3FQVCMJDPG
Indonesia
Taa Wongbe, Managing Partner, The
Khana Group for West Africa, Republic of
Liberia
Carlos Pierre, Portfolio Manager, Strategic
Initiatives, KIVA, United States of America

She conducted an in-depth conversation with Mr
'FSOBOEFT JOWJUJOHUIFBVEJFODFUPDPNFGPSXBSE
XJUIUIFJSPXORVFTUJPOTUISPVHIPVUUIFTFTTJPO

How do you get a mad, audacious business
proposition off the ground? How did you get started,
and in 2001, when the airline industry looked pretty
awful?
There’s a ﬁne line between brilliance and stupidity,
and it’s very narrow. I was in the music business, and
had been for the better part of 15 years. I got tired
PGUIFQJSBDZy*XFOUVQUPNZCPTTBOERVJUynFX
CBDLGSPN/FX:PSLUP-POEPO OPULOPXJOHXIBU*
was going to do. And then I saw Stelios Haji-Ioannou
PG&BTZ+FUPO57 UBMLJOHBCPVU&BTZ+FUBOEDSJUJDJTJOH
#SJUJTI"JSXBZTBOETUBUFPXOFEBJSMJOFT*UIPVHIUJU
sounded interesting, so I went down to Luton Airport
BOETBXQFPQMFnZJOHUP#BSDFMPOBGPSFJHIUQPVOET 
1BSJTGPSTJYy*XFOUCBDLUIFOFYUEBZ CPVHIUB
video camera and ﬁlmed everything. And I thought
that since everyone had stolen music for the last few
years, I’d steal this airline concept. And that was it.
To cut a long story short, we bought an airline called
AirAsia from a big Malaysian conglomerate. We
signed it on September 8th 2001 and three days later
IBQQFOFE8FMDPNFUPUIFBWJBUJPOXPSME
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So was that entirely a disaster for you, or was there
a silver lining?
There was a silver lining, as the price of planes
collapsed and we could afford better than we
originally hoped. And we’ve just grown from there.
So it’s a kind of weird luck, then?
:FT:PVOFFEMVDL XJUIPVUBEPVCU
AirAsia was in pretty dire condition when you
bought it. You turned it around quite quickly; did you
always know that you would be able to do that, did
you have a business plan?
8FMM UIFCVTJOFTTQMBOXBTWFSZTJNQMF*LOFX
people wanted to ﬂy cheaply. If you want to start a
business, you have to create a product that people
want. If I could halve the price of travelling…
everyone wants to ﬂy, everyone wants to travel. After
UIBUJUXBTKVTUBMPUPGIBSEXPSLBOEQFSTFWFSBODF
It is a tough industry.

So what would you say to people who might have
some audacious idea lurking at the back of their
brain, just waiting to unleash it and get up the nerve
to do it?
8FMM UIFmSTUUIJOHJTUPEPJU%POUBTLGPSBEWJDF
because everyone will tell you not to do it. And I
BMXBZTUFMMQFPQMFXFMM ZPVPOMZIBWFPOFMJGF:PV
EPOUXBOUUPTJUUIFSFBUmGUZmWFBOETBZ*XJTI*EJE
it. It’s too late then. You’ve got to do it. If you fail, you
fail. At least you can say “I tried.” And so my advice
to anyone is if you have an idea and if you want to do
JUUSZ#FDBVTFZPVDBOUSFXJOEZPVSMJGF
[audience member] AirAsia is a metaphor in
business branding. How did you come into the idea?
What does it take to think that way?
'JSTUPGBMM ZPVIBWFUPCF.BMBZTJBO#FDBVTFXF
CSFFEUIFNIBSE8FNBLFVTUIJOLIBSEFS-FF,VBO
:FXBTLFENFUIBURVFTUJPOIPXDPNFUIFSFTOP
5POZ'FSOBOEFTJO4JOHBQPSF *TBJEJUTCFDBVTF
*N.BMBZTJBO BOEIFEJEOULOPXIPXUPBOTXFS
UIBU*MPWFBDIBMMFOHF8FBMXBZTMJLFUPEPUIJOHT
that help people. And ﬂying really was just for the
SJDIPG.BMBZTJBOTnFX PG*OEPOFTJBOTnFX 

BOEBCPVUPG5IBJTnFX#VUOPX TJODF"JS"TJB 
everyone ﬂies.
1FPQMFUBMLBCPVUJOOPWBUJPOBOEIBWJOHJOOPWBUJWF
companies. You’ve got to create an environment for
innovation. At AirAsia we don’t have any ofﬁces. We
ESFTTEPXO*ESFTTFEVQUPEBZ CVUHFOFSBMMZ*MPPLB
lot worse than this. The reason is so that people don’t
GFFMBEJTUBODFCFUXFFOZPV*GNZTUBGGMPPLCFUUFS
UIBONF UIFZIBWFOPQSPCMFNTBTLJOHNFRVFTUJPOT
It causes me problems in Malaysian airports because
UIFZUIJOL*NBOJMMFHBMJNNJHSBOU#VUZPVLOPX XF
want to create an environment where people are not
BGSBJEPGUBLJOHDIBODFTBOEDSFBUJOHGBJMVSFy"U
AirAsia, anyone can come up with an idea and come
up to me with a suggestion. Everyone has my mobile
phone number.
What’s the last idea that came from the shop ﬂoor
or some unexpected source that you embraced and
turned into something that made a difference?
One of the guys who carried bags for us… just came
VQUPNFBOETBJEXFTIPVMECFTFSWJOHNFFNBNBL
on the plane. I thought it was a great idea. He’s
launching it, actually, it was his idea so now there’s a
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%": 0$50#&3
FACE TO FACE
5BO4SJ5POZ'FSOBOEFT (SPVQ$IJFG
&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS "JS"TJBBOE'PVOEFSPG
Tune Group, Malaysia
.PEFSBUPS
/JTIB1JMMBJ /FXT"ODIPS ##$8PSME
/FXT 6OJUFE,JOHEPN

*EFmOJUFMZUIJOLTP5IBUNBZOPUBQQMZUPFWFSZPOF
in this room, it just depends on the organisation
ZPVSFJO*UIJOLUIFGSFFOFTTIFMQFEBOPSHBOJTBUJPO
MJLFVTRVJDLMZ*UXPSLFEGPSVT JUBMMPXFEVTUPCF
unconventional.

Your biggest assets are the people in your company.
*LOPXJUTBXFMMVTFEUFSN CVU*SFBMMZUIJOLXFSF
very good at it. In the old days…I was cabin crew
once every two months, and I used to carry bags
FWFSZNPOUIBOEEPDIFDLJOPODFFWFSZUISFF
NPOUITy*EPOUUIJOLZPVDBOCFBOFGGFDUJWFMFBEFS
unless you’re prepared to go down on the ground and
LOPXFYBDUMZXIBUTHPJOHPO

"MTP UIFCPZDBSSZJOHCBHTXJUINFXBTTVQFS
TNBSU*TBJE)FZ XIZEPOUZPVBQQMZGPSUIFDBEFU
QJMPUQSPHSBNNF )FTBJEIFMFGUTDIPPMBU CVU
*TBJEJUEPFTOUNBUUFS )F IBEUIFIJHIFTUNBSLT
ever in the Malaysian ﬂying academy. And just three
XFFLTBHPIFCFDBNFBDBQUBJO4PZPVDBOJNBHJOF
JUZPVKPJOUPDBSSZCBHT BOETFWFOZFBSTMBUFSZPVSF
the captain of a brand-new Airbus. That’s how we’re
really good at developing people.
[audience member] How did you keep that sort of
culture going with such a huge organisation?
8FTUBSUFEXJUITUBGG BOE*LOFXFWFSZTJOHMF
name. I would say that still, with about 10,000 staff, I
LOPXBCPVU*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPLFFQUIJOHTTJNQMF 
BOEOPUMFUZPVSFHPHFUJOUIFXBZBOEUIJOLZPVBSF
NPSFJNQPSUBOUUIBOZPVBSF.ZCJHUBTLJTBMXBZT
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8FEPOUHJWFVQ#VUUIFSFDPNFTBQPJOUXIFSF
ZPVIBWFUPTBZUIJTJTOUHPJOHUPXPSL4PXFSF
not crazy enough to carry on doing it. In terms of
ZPVSmSTURVFTUJPO MFUNFUFMMZPV UPFWFSZPOFXIPT
starting a business, there is no substitute for hard
XPSL5IFSFBSFOPTIPSUDVUT5PPNBOZQFPQMFJO
"TJBMPPLGPSUIFTIPSUDVU5IFDPOOFDUJPO UIFFBTZ
deal, whatever. There is no shortcut. There is always
BOFMFNFOUPGMVDL CVUIBSEXPSLTUJMMJTUIFNPTU
important thing.
[audience member] Has your ﬂat, rather than
hierarchical management style helped you to expand
as fast as you could?

CJHCJMMCPBSEIJTOBNFJT,BNBMPGIJNFBUJOHUIJT
NFFNBNBL*UXBTBMMGSPNBDPOWFSTBUJPOXJUINF

One of my guys said that…we needed belt-loaders.
"OE*TBJEOP JUTUPPFYQFOTJWF 5IFO XIJMFDBSSZJOH
CBHT *BMNPTUCSPLFNZCBDLJOUIFQSPDFTT TP*TBJE
you’re right, we’ll go buy belt-loaders tomorrow. If
I didn’t, we would have had a union, I’m sure. Up to
now, for twelve years, we have 10,000 staff, we have
no unions.

business in a more aggressive way or do you just
leave it as it is?

[audience member] In a competitive environment
where you are succeeding, what advice would you
give to young entrepreneurs? How do we become the
Tony Fernandes of the next century?

DVUUJOHEPXOCVSFBVDSBDZ*EPOULOPXFWFSZPOFBT
intimately as I did when we had just two planes, but
we still are a family-led organisation. It can be done,
even if it’s a lot harder.
When you’ve had setbacks…how do you pick
yourself up? How do you reﬂect on it and move on?

8PX *EPOULOPXJGZPVXBOUUPCF CVUBTTVNJOH
you do...number one, have a business that people
want. Second thing is, surround yourself with good
QFPQMF%POUUBLFBEWJDFGSPNBOZPOFFMTF GPMMPX
your heart. Number three, don’t be afraid of failure.
/VNCFSGPVS JOWFTUJOCSBOEJOHBOENBSLFUJOH
There are too many great products that no-one’s
ever heard of. All the money’s spent on the product,

and they forget about telling people about it. At
AirAsia we were very brave, we went and sponsored
Manchester United. We were a little, tiny business
and we went and sponsored the biggest football club
in the world. It was very painful for me, because I
hate Manchester United, but that suddenly built our
brand.
Push the envelope; when we sponsored, we wanted
UPTQPOTPSUIFSFGFSFFTy "UmSTU *XBOUFEUPQVU
AirAsia.com on the red card. When Wayne Rooney
gets sent off, that picture gets seen everywhere in
the world. On the other side, it would say “now that
you’re suspended, have a holiday with AirAsia.”
*UIJOLBTBOFOUSFQSFOFVS HSFBUJEFBTDPNF CVU
in this world of so much noise and distractions…
NBSLFUJOHJTTPDSJUJDBM BOENBOZZPVOH
entrepreneurs fail because they don’t put enough
CVEHFUCFIJOECSBOEJOHBOENBSLFUJOH

…Some businesses spend too long worrying about
UIBUFHPBOEUBLJOHUPPMPOHUPTUBOEVQBOETBZXF
NBEFBNJTUBLF8FWFHPUOPJTTVF8FMMTUBOE
VQ XFMMDPSSFDUJUBOEDPNFCBDLUPmHIUBOPUIFS
EBZ:PVDBOOPUHPJOUPCVTJOFTTBOEOPUFYQFDUUP
NBLFNJTUBLFT8FXBOUQFPQMFUPUBLFSJTLT XF
want people to try. We don’t want them to fail all the
time, but if we don’t create the environment that you
DBOUUSZBOEUBLFSJTLT UIFOZPVMMOFWFSBMTPHPUP
#BOEVOHPSEPBMMUIFPUIFSUIJOHTUIBUXFEJE
[audience member] How much is luck, how much
is hard work and smart decisions? What is your
strategy when you see failure, do you go to your
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CLOSING
SESSION

)BNBE#VBNJN 1SFTJEFOU$&0PG%VCBJ
$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF*OEVTUSZ 6OJUFE
Arab Emirates
Alan Duncan, Minister of State for
International Development, United Kingdom
7PUFPG5IBOLT
5IF)PO5VO.VTB)JUBN $IBJSNBO 8*&'
'PVOEBUJPO

The 9th WIEF XBTBOIJTUPSJDPOFUIBUQSPEVDFENBOZVOJRVFTUPSJFT*UJOTQJSFEJUT
attendees into spirited debate on issues relevant to the 21st century. In this fastDIBOHJOHXPSME JUJTDMFBSUIBUUIFSFJTBOFFEUPTFBSDIGPSBOFXGSBNFXPSLGPSUIF
continually evolving economic environment.
9th WIEF London Statement
5IF'PSVNIJHIMJHIUFEUIFOFFEUPDPOTJEFSUIF
IVNBOFDPOPNZBTFRVBMMZJNQPSUBOUBTUIF
ﬁnancial economy. It is imperative that governments
and corporations restore trust and conﬁdence by
increasing levels of cooperation among jurisdictions
XIJMFSFUIJOLJOHUIFSFHVMBUJPOPGUIFHMPCBMmOBODJBM
system.
There is also a vital need to build new relationships
and promote greater mutual trust among partner
PSHBOJTBUJPOTBOEOBUJPOTBOEUPFYQBOEUIFSPMF
of the private sector in economic and human
development.
5IF'PSVNFOEPSTFEUIFSPMFPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPO
and reafﬁrmed the four principles upon which it was
CVJMU
t

Increasing participation of women across all
sectors of the economy and society,

t

Strengthening youth capabilities in leadership,
sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation,

t

4VQQPSUJOHFEVDBUJPO TLJMMTEFWFMPQNFOU 
capacity building and vocational training in the
OFXHMPCBMLOPXMFEHFFDPOPNZ BOE
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t

Promoting and supporting SME development as
the engine of global economic growth.

The choice of London as the location for the forum
reafﬁrmed the city’s continued importance in the
HMPCBMNBSLFUBOEUIFHSPXJOHSFBDIPG*TMBNJD
ﬁnance, even beyond the Muslim World. Everyone,
.VTMJNBOEOPO.VTMJNBMJLF XBTJOTQJSFECZUIF
opportunities to collaborate and develop the Islamic
ﬁnance industry. It has also been shown that there
is huge untapped potential in the halal food, lifestyle
BOEFEVDBUJPONBSLFUT
Dubai, in the United Arab Emirates, has been chosen
BTUIFWFOVFGPSUIFUI8*&'5IFMFBEFSTIJQPG
%VCBJJTGVMMZDPNNJUUFEUPUBLJOHQBSUJOBOEIPQFTUP
maintain the momentum of this year’s forum. Dubai is
strategically located halfway between Kuala Lumpur
to the east and London to the west.
The principality has world-class infrastructure and is
a major international force for trade, ﬁnance, logistics
and tourism. It is striving to become a leading centre
for the Islamic economy, and the UAE and Dubai
governments and business community are conﬁdent
UIBUUIFUI8*&'XJMMCFBGPSVNUPSFNFNCFS
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9TH WIEF
STATEMENT
5IFUI8PSME*TMBNJD&DPOPNJD'PSVN 8*&' UIFNFE“Changing
World, New Relationships” was held in London on 29-31 October
2013 at a time when the global economy remains fragile with high
VOFNQMPZNFOU SJTJOHFYQFDUBUJPOT BOETMPXHSPXUIMFBEJOHUP
increased demands for economic transformation.
5IF'PSVNXBTPQFOFEXJUIB,FZOPUF"EESFTTCZ
UIF)PO%BUP4SJ.PIE/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL UIF
1BUSPOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE1SJNF.JOJTUFS
of Malaysia; and Special Addresses by the Rt.
Hon. David Cameron, Prime Minister of the United
,JOHEPN).4VMUBO)BTTBOBM#PMLJBIPG#SVOFJ
H.M. King Abdullah II of Jordan; H.E. President Hamid
Karzai of Afghanistan; HRH Crown Prince Salman
CJO)BNBECJO*TB"M,IBMJGBPG#BISBJOBOEUIFJS
&YDFMMFODJFT#PTOJBL.FNCFSPGUIF1SFTJEFODZ
#BLJS*[FUCFHPWJDPG#PTOJBBOE)FS[FHPWJOB 
President Atifete Jahjaga of Kosovo, President Md.
"CEVM)BNJEPG#BOHMBEFTI )FBEPG(PWFSONFOU
"CEFMJMMBI#FOLJSBOFPG.PSPDDP 1SJNF.JOJTUFS
.VIBNNBE/BXB[4IBSJGPG1BLJTUBO 7JDF1SFTJEFOU
1SPG%S#PFEJPOPPG*OEPOFTJB %FQVUZ1SJNF
.JOJTUFS4IFJLI4BMFN"CEVM"[J["M4BVE"M4BCBIPG
,VXBJU %FQVUZ1SJNF.JOJTUFS"MJ#BCBDBOPG5VSLFZ 
Deputy Prime Minister Dr Rowsch Nuri Shaways
PG*SBR %FQVUZ1SJNF.JOJTUFS"TTFU*TTFLFTIFWPG
,B[BLITUBO 1SFNJFS$SBJH$BOOPOJFSPG#FSNVEBBOE
1SFTJEFOUPGUIF*TMBNJD%FWFMPQNFOU#BOL%S"INBE
Mohamed Ali.
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Also in attendance were the Hon. Tun Abdullah
"INBE#BEBXJ 'PVOEFS1BUSPOPGUIF8*&'
'PVOEBUJPOBOEGPSNFS1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG.BMBZTJB 
Lord Mayor Alderman Roger Gifford, Mayor of
-POEPO#PSJT+PIOTPO $IJFG&YFDVUJWFTPGMFBEJOH
DPSQPSBUJPOT LFZEFDJTJPONBLFST UIPVHIU
leaders, academia, civil society, women and young
entrepreneurs as well as representatives of the
creative arts.
5IFUI8*&' UIFmSTUUPCFIFMEPVUTJEFPGUIF
Muslim World, was historic in attracting 18 Heads of
4UBUFBOE(PWFSONFOU .JOJTUFST $FOUSBM#BOL
Governors and 2,700 delegates from 128 countries.

government’s commitment to open up new forms of
student loans and business start-up loans speciﬁcally
GPS#SJUJTI.VTMJNT
5IF'PSVNBQQSFDJBUFEUIFDBMMCZ)3)UIF1SJODF
of Wales for more sustainable and ethical business
practices and the protection of nature’s capital
SFTPVSDFT5IF'PSVNBMTPOPUFEUIF.BZPSPG
London’s afﬁrmation of London’s positioning as the
centre for Islamic ﬁnance in Europe.
&YQFSUQSFTFOUBUJPOTBOEDPOTUSVDUJWFEJTDVTTJPOT
XFSFIFMEPOLFZJTTVFTJODMVEJOHQPMJDZGSBNFXPSL
for economic growth, doing business in a changing
world, developing smart cities, harmonising global
standards for Islamic ﬁnance, capitalising on online
NBSLFUTBOEHMPCBMDPOOFDUJWJUZ QSPNPUJOH
transnational education, supporting greater women’s
presence in the corporate world and addressing
global health challenges.
5IF#SJUJTI#VTJOFTT1BWJMJPOPSHBOJTFECZUIF
UK Trade and Investment, and other programmes
QSPNPUJOHJOWFTUNFOUJO#PTOJBBOE)FS[FHPWJOB 
,PTPWP "GHIBOJTUBOBOE1BLJTUBOQSPWJEFEWBMVBCMF
opportunities for business.
The parallel programmes of Masterclasses,
Roundtables, Special Programmes, Sponsor
1SPHSBNNFT .0$"'FTUBOEUIF#VTJOFTT
/FUXPSLJOH#SFBLGBTUQSPWFEJNNFOTFMZQPQVMBSBOE
generated wide ranging dialogues on international
business and economic collaboration.
5IF'PSVNBHSFFEUIBUJOBGBTUDIBOHJOHXPSMEUIFSF
BSFNBKPSDIBMMFOHFT5IF'PSVNBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBU
the human economy matters as much as the ﬁnancial
economy and that the immediate imperative must be
to restore trust and conﬁdence with the emphasis on
sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth. This will
SFRVJSFNFBTVSFTUP
t

Reduce the economic gap by fostering greater
cooperation across economies,

t

&OIBODFNVUVBMUSVTUCZFYQBOEJOHDPMMBCPSBUJPO
across cultures and nations,

t

&YQBOEUIFSPMFPGUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPSJOFDPOPNJD
development and as a partner for comprehensive
human development, and

t

Reform governance of the global ﬁnancial
system.

5IF'PSVNFOEPSTFEUIFJNQPSUBOUSPMFQMBZFECZ
UIF8*&'JODPOUSJCVUJOHUPPWFSDPNJOHUIFBCPWF
challenges by focusing on building bridges through
CVTJOFTT BOESFBGmSNFEUIF8*&'TGPVS1JMMBSTJO
SFTQFDUPG
t

Increasing participation of women in all sectors
of the economy and society,

t

Strengthening youth capabilities in leadership,
sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation,

t

4VQQPSUJOHFEVDBUJPO TLJMMTEFWFMPQNFOU 
capacity building and vocational training in the
OFXHMPCBMLOPXMFEHFFDPOPNZ BOE

t

Promoting SME development as a driver of
growth and employment.

5IF'PSVNVSHFEUIF8*&'UPDPOUJOVFUPBMJHOJUT
programmes and activities in support of the above.
5IF'PSVNSFDPSEFEJUTBQQSFDJBUJPOUPUIF)PO
Prime Minister and the Government of Malaysia
as well as the Rt Hon. Prime Minister and the
Government of the United Kingdom for co-hosting
UIFUI8*&'JO-POEPOBOEGPSUIFXBSNIPTQJUBMJUZ
BDDPSEFEUPBMMQBSUJDJQBOUT8FBDLOPXMFEHFUIF
contribution and support of our Partners, Sponsors
and Role Players.
5IF'PSVNBHSFFEUPIPMEUIFUI8*&'PO
November 2014 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

5IF-FBEFSTDPNNFOEFEUIF8*&'BOEUIF6,
(PWFSONFOUGPSDPOWFOJOHUIFUI8*&'JO-POEPO
5IF'PSVNXFMDPNFEUIFTUBUFNFOUTNBEFCZUIF
Leaders. It recognised in particular the Malaysian
Prime Minister’s emphasis on women’s empowerment
BOEUIF#SJUJTI1SJNF.JOJTUFSTBOOPVODFNFOU
GPS#SJUBJOUPCFDPNFUIFmSTUTPWFSFJHOPVUTJEF
UIF.VTMJN8PSMEUPJTTVFBTVLVLBTXFMMBTIJT
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a corresponding melody whilst the third would play a
DPNQMFNFOUBSZTFRVFODFPGOPUFT

THE YIN AND YANG
0' CULTURE AND

COMMERCE

MOCAfest is both a cathartic and cerebral
FYQFSJFODFBUPOJDGPSUIFTPVMSFNJOEJOHVTBMM
PGXIBUJUNFBOTUPCFIVNBO&RVBMMZ JUBMFSUT
us that, for the arts to thrive, future support from
business and enterprise is essential.
Yasmin Khan-SheikhMPPLTCBDLPOUIFMFTTPOTBOE
highlights from last year’s MOCAfest.
“Holding a camera can be as dangerous as holding
a gun.” This potent message was among the many
OVHHFUTPGQBOFMEJBMPHVFUPFNFSHFGSPNUIF.BSLFU
1MBDFPG$SFBUJWF*EFBT .0$"GFTU XIJDIEFMJWFSFE
JUTTJYUIJUFSBUJPOBU&Y$FM-POEPOMBTU0DUPCFS4JODF
its inception, MOCAfest has been steadily developing
as a parallel strand of the annual World Islamic
&DPOPNJD'PSVN 8*&' BOJOJUJBUJWFTFUVQJO
TFFLJOHUPCVJMECSJEHFTUISPVHICVTJOFTT
5PTZOFSHJTFXJUIUBMLTPOFDPOPNJDT BUXPEBZ
showcase of performances from around the world
was devised to convey the impact of the creative
sector on the global economy whilst simultaneously
providing a springboard for new talent. Emerging
artists were brought together alongside established
practitioners from a range of genres spanning the
WJTVBMBSUT NVTJDBOEUIFTQPLFOXPSE SJHIUUISPVHI
to ﬁlm and photography.
"TFMFDUJPOPGWJTVBMBSUXBTNPVOUFEJOBOFYIJCJUJPO
titled “The Maze”. In this space I caught many
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DVSJPVTEFMFHBUFTEJQQJOHPVUPGUIFNBJO8*&'UBMLT
to ﬁnd solace amidst the alluring aesthetics of the
displays. Near a vibrantly coloured painting of a lush
MBOETDBQFCZ/BEJB+BOKVB *NFU-VDZ#PXEFO 
BEFMFHBUFXPSLJOHGPS4JHIUTBWFSTB6,CBTFE
JOUFSOBUJPOBMDIBSJUZ'PSIFS .0$"GFTUQSPWFEUP
be “a rare and much appreciated opportunity to
encounter diverse themes through different mediums
PGDSFBUJWFFYQSFTTJPOw

"OZDPODFSOUIBUUIFRVBMJUZPGBSUJTUJDQFSGPSNBODFT
NJHIUnVDUVBUFXBTTXJGUMZBMMFWJBUFEBUFTUBNFOU
to the curatorial perceptiveness of the production
team. It was a privilege to be introduced to unfamiliar
artists whose talent was on par with established
BDUTGSPNUIF6, XIPXFSFBMTPUBLJOHQBSU TVDIBT
4BJG"EBN 4JML3PBEBOEUIFFGGFSWFTDFOUIJQIPQ
group, Native Sun. The menu also included layers of
QIJMPTPQIJDBMQPFUJDNPOPMPHVFTGSPN.BSL(PO[BMFT
BOEQFOFUSBUJOHTQPLFOXPSEQJFDFTGSPN4VLJOB
Pilgrim.
%SBNBUJDGPPUBHFQSPKFDUFEBTTUBHFCBDLESPQT
included a short meditative ﬁlm by Aidah Rasheed,
the effect of which was transporting and
uplifting. And there were inventive strands of live
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO%VUDIDBMMJHSBQIFS2BTJN"SJG (FSNBO
WJTVBMBSUJTU5BTOJN#BHEBEJBOE64SFTJEFOU4BCB
#FSOBSETXFQUUIFTUBHFXJUISIZUINJDCSVTITUSPLFT
on canvas in tandem with different sets of musical
instruments played by others, culminating in a
QSPEVDUJPOPGVOJRVFXPSLTPGDPMMBCPSBUJWFBSU
"OPUIFSTVSQSJTFBDUUIBUTUJSSFEVTUPFYIJMBSBUJPO
XBTEFMJWFSFECZ;FTIBO#BHFXBEJ BEJTUJOHVJTIFE
Indian-American vocalist who is still in his 20s.
The young musician played the harmonium while
nBXMFTTMZNJYJOHBOENBUDIJOHmSTUDMBTTWPDBMT
"VEJFODFNFNCFSTDMFBSMZFOKPZFETPBLJOHVQUIF

natural dynamic that ﬂowed seamlessly among
musicians as they performed. We witnessed the
FWPMVUJPOPGVOFYQFDUFEEVFUTBOEUIFGPSHJOHPG
new bonds among performers who had been brought
together purely by MOCAfest. Who could resist
SFWFMMJOHJOUIFTQJSJUVBMKPZFWPLFECZHBMMPQJOH
QFSDVTTJPOJTU3BWJOEFSKJU4JOHI SFQSFTFOUJOH
UIF%JQMPNBUTPG%SVN BMPOHTJEFUIFNZTUJDBM
QMBZGVMOFTTPGHVJUBSJTUFYUSBPSEJOBJSF"TJG4JOBO 
Their attentiveness, positive energy and respect for
UIFJSGFMMPXQFSGPSNFSTTFUBTUSPOHFYBNQMFGPSBMM
others.
Je veux la changer!
“Je veux la changer”, meaning “I want change” is a
melodious catchphrase that continues to resonate
TJODF.0$"GFTUFOEFE*UXBTBCSJFG'SFODIMZSJD
TVOHJNQSPNQUVCZ8FTU"GSJDBOLPSBQMBZFS/'BMZ
Kouyaté and was a chorus echoed in unison by the
audience.
Thoughtful discussion on speciﬁcally where to effect
DIBOHFXBTUBDLMFEEVSJOHUIFEBZUJNFQMFOBSZUBMLT
&DLIBSE"INFE,SBVTFO B%BOJTIQIPUPHSBQIFS
who specialises in documenting Islamic architecture
across Europe, prompted a debate on the imperative
GPSWJTVBMDSFBUJWJUZJOUIFCVJMEJOHPGNPTRVFT5IF
FYFNQMBSTXFSFNPTRVFTUIBUIBECFFOEFTJHOFE
to embody a natural coherence with their local
landscapes.

Over two successive evenings, the venue was
brought to life through a mélange of artistic
performances on the grand stage. We were
treated to solo segments as well as group jamming
TFTTJPOTBOFXQIFOPNFOPOGPSNBOZXBUDIJOH
The scenario is hard to describe with proper justice
CVUHPFTTPNFUIJOHMJLFUIJTBOFOTFNCMFPGTPMP
JOTUSVNFOUBMJTUTDPMMFDUJWFMZUBLFUIFnPPS&OUFS
1BLJTUBOJFYQFSUNVTJDJBO3BLBF+BNJMPOUIFTJUBS 
GPMMPXFECZ"MHFSJBOPVEQMBZFS"CEFMLBEFS4BBEPVO
BOE"VTUSBMJBO+PFM$FSEPSDSBEMJOHBTIVSBOHJ[ B
USBEJUJPOBM1FSTJBOTUSJOHFEJOTUSVNFOU "MMUPPLUIFJS
turns in the spotlight before melding together into an
acoustic jam session. One player would intermittently
TUSVNTPNFIBSNPOJPVTDIPSETBOPUIFSXPVMEQMVDL
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i8FDPNFGSPNBMFHBDZPGTUPSZNBLFST wTBJE'VBE
/BIEJPGUIF3BEJDBM.JEEMF8BZJOLJDLTUBSUJOHUIF
ﬁlm discussion. Nahdi insisted that while ﬁlm had
UIFQPXFSUPDIBOHFNJOETFUT .VTMJNmMNNBLFST
should not necessarily feel obliged to be responsible
for community PR. “Creative professionals should not
GFFMUIFQSFTTVSFPGOFFEJOHUPmYQPMJUJDBMQSPCMFNT w
TBJE#PTOJBOmMNNBLFS"JEB#FHJD#VUUIBUEPFTOPU
mean shying away from difﬁcult issues or avoiding
our vulnerabilities in the medium of ﬁlm.
"MMBHSFFEUIBUUPDSFBUFBOFYDMVTJWFMZ.VTMJN
cinema label would be self-harming, though some
panellists argued that the world needed more good
mMNTBCPVUGBJUI BQMFBXBTNBEFUPSFTJTUEFQJDUJOH
DMJDIÏTTVDIBTDBNFMTSJEJOHJOUPUIFTVOTFU 0UIFST
TVHHFTUFEUIBUXFOFFEFEUPMPPLGPSNPSFJOOPWBUJWF
PQQPSUVOJUJFTUPUFMMTUPSJFT%POUGPSHFUUIFWBMVFPG
VTJOHIVNPVSCVU BCPWFBMM BMXBZTTFFLUPUFMMUIF
truth.
%VSJOHUIF2"TFTTJPO ,IBMJEB,IBOPGUIF"O
Nisa Society made the salient point that Muslim
DIJMESFOXFSFCFJOHEBNBHFECZBMBDLPGFYQPTVSF
to creativity out of fear, that it could lead to something
that might slip between the perceived margins of an
*TMBNJDGSBNFXPSL"NPOHPUIFSQSBDUJDBMJTTVFT
addressed were how and where creative Muslims
should collaborate. Aside from MOCAfest, there are
currently few tangible systems in place that enable
MJLFNJOEFE.VTMJNBSUJTUTUPDPOWFSHF5IJTJTXIFSF
the urgency of a dialogue between businesses and
DSFBUJWFQSPGFTTJPOBMTOFFETUPCFGFMUUIPTFXJUI
original ideas should be connected to those with the
money who can help bring creative ideas to fruition.
'B[JM*SXBO4PN UIFEJSFDUPSPG.0$"GFTU TIBSFEBO
BTUVUFBOBMZTJTUIBUDBQUVSFEUIFDSVYPGUIFNBUUFS
The world of business hinges on hierarchy
and formal structures while the arts open
VTUPOFXGPSNTPGFYQMPSBUJPOUIBUTQVSUIF
JNBHJOBUJPO#ZCSJOHJOHUIFUXPUPHFUIFSJO
the same space their strengths can diffuse
across, enabling each other to become even
stronger.
Endeavouring to increase the critical mass of
HSBTTSPPUTBSUJTUTJTOFDFTTBSZUPQSPHSFTT-JLFXJTF 
more professionals who understand how to navigate
through systems are needed within the main
infrastructure in order to help nurture talent from the
NBSHJOTBOEQVTIJUCBDLUPUIFDPSF
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Jolly good MOCAfellows
*OUIFSVOVQUP.0$"GFTU PSHBOJTFSTTFUVQBVOJRVF
JOJUJBUJWFUPIFMQEFWFMPQBSUJTUTCZFRVJQQJOHUIFN
XJUILFZCVTJOFTTTLJMMTUPTVTUBJOUIFJSQSBDUJDFT
well into the future. Ten aspiring international artists
were shortlisted in a competitive process to become
the 2013 cohort of MOCAfellows. Their dedication
XBTVOXBWFSJOHNBOZKPVSOFZFEGSPNBGBSUP
participate, self-subsidising their own travel costs,
BOEDBNFGSPN"VTUSBMJB 4JOHBQPSFBOE1BLJTUBO
as well as the United States, Germany and the
Netherlands.
5IFGFMMPXTIJQQSPHSBNNFUPPLQMBDFBUUIF,PCJ
Nasrul Centre near London’s famously multicultural
#SJDL-BOF5PQJDTFYQMPSFEJODMVEFEGVOESBJTJOH 
WBMVFQSPQPTJUJPOT NBSLFUJOH CSBOEJOH TPDJBMNFEJB
BOEOFUXPSLJOH
'BDJMJUBUFECZFTUFFNFEUIFBUSFQSBDUJUJPOFS)BTTBO
Mahamdallie, the interactive sessions were led
CZTFWFSBMFYQFSUHVFTUTQFBLFSTGSPNBDSPTTUIF
cultural sector. Grafﬁti artist Mohammed Ali, who
XPSLTVOEFSUIFQTFVEPOZNAerosol Arabic, inspired
participants with personal case studies of how he
had successfully established an online identity to
DPNQMFNFOUIJTDVUUJOHFEHFXPSLBU4PVM$JUZ"SUT
During a session I delivered on the value proposition,
*BTLFEQBSUJDJQBOUTUPOPUFXIZUIFJSXPSLXBT
important to themselves and then compare that with
BTFQBSBUFTUBDLPGQPTUJUOPUFTUIBUMJTUFEXIZUIFZ
UIPVHIUUIFJSXPSLXBTJNQPSUBOUUPothers. This
FYFSDJTFJTUSJDLJFSUIBOJUTPVOETCVUXPSUIEPJOH
as part of client segmentation. Understanding the
EJGGFSFOUTFUTPGWBMVFTIFMECZQBSUOFST TUBLFIPMEFST
and clients can help artists to decipher how to deliver
POBSBOHFPGVOJRVFFYQFDUBUJPOT
'VOEBNFOUBMUPOVSUVSJOHDMJFOUBOEQBSUOFS
relationships is the necessity to establish trust, which
can be done by establishing a compelling narrative
of the process through which artists create their
XPSLT(PPETUPSZUFMMJOHMJFTBUUIFIFBSUPGUIFWBMVF
QSPQPTJUJPO0OFPGNZGBWPVSJUFFYBNQMFTPGWBMVF
CBTFETUPSZUFMMJOHJT*OOPDFOUTi#JH,OJUwDBNQBJHO
UPSBJTFNPOFZGPS"HF6,NJOJIBUTLOJUUFECZSFBM
people are placed over the lids of branded fruit
smoothie bottles ready for customers to purchase, of
which 25p is donated to charity. The public was also
SBMMJFEUPDSFBUFWJSUVBMLOJUUFEIBUTPOMJOF BOEGPS
FWFSZIBUTIBSFEPO5XJUUFSPS'BDFCPPL QXPVME
be donated to Age UK. Tugging creatively at people’s

social values has proven to be an ethically strategic
method to win over new customers while cultivating
a fan base.
Abid Hussain of Arts Council England revealed that
UIFPWFSXIFMNJOHNBKPSJUZPGBSUJTUT  FBSOFE
MFTTUIBOb QFSBOOVNUISPVHIUIFJSBSUXPSL
alone, hence there was a need for artists to diversify
their income streams by developing commercial
QMBUGPSNTGPSUIFJSXPSL"QQMZJOHGPSHSBOUTGSPN
trusts and foundations is highly competitive, so
securing sponsorship from businesses can be a vital
MJGFMJOFGPSNBOZBSUJTUTBOEUIJTJTBMTPPGHSFBU
SFMFWBODFUPUIFFUIPTPG8*&'
The MOCAfellows programme culminated in
individual fellows producing detailed business plans
for implementation after the course. What were their
MPOHUFSNHPBMTBOEBTQJSBUJPOT ,FFQXBUDIJOHUIJT
space to ﬁnd out.
Future arts philanthropy?
Artists and MOCAfellows were able to rub shoulders
with a host of leading business delegates but there
was still some way to go towards transforming those
JOUFSBDUJPOTJOUPBGVMMZNVUVBMFYDIBOHF
i*UTUIF8*&'CVTJOFTTEFMFHBUFTXIPBSFDVSSFOUMZ
the main beneﬁciaries of the MOCAfest,” said
business consultant Arif Zaman. “Observing these
showcased artists has opened their minds to new
GPSNTPGUIJOLJOHBOEFYQSFTTJPO5IFOFYUTUFQJTUP
convert their appreciation into ﬁnancial support.”
There is ample potential for ﬁnancial support to
be tapped. During the forum, the Muslim Council
PG#SJUBJOMBVODIFEThe Muslim Pound, a report
FYQMPSJOHUIFFYUFOUUPXIJDIUIF#SJUJTI.VTMJN
population contributed to the UK economy. Top
ﬁndings revealed that there were over 10,000 Muslim

NJMMJPOBJSFTJOUIF6,BMPOF#SJUJTI.VTMJNTIBE
an estimated spending power of £20.5 billion and
were found to be the highest online charity givers
compared to donations from other religious groups
JOUIF6,#VUUPXIBUFYUFOUXFSFXFBMUIZ.VTMJN
individuals and businesses supporting artists through
QIJMBOUISPQZ 
While foreign business philanthropists from the
Middle East have funded major national museum
FYIJCJUJPOTJOUIF6, TVDIBTUIF+BNFFM(BMMFSZBU
UIF7JDUPSJBBOE"MCFSU.VTFVN MPDBM.VTMJNBSUJTUT
are still struggling to survive on their art alone. At the
'PSVNTPQFOJOH 6,1SJNF.JOJTUFS%BWJE$BNFSPO
BDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUi*TMBNJDmOBODFIBTIFMQFE
USBOTGPSN-POEPOTTLZMJOFCZmOBODJOHJOXIPMF
or part developments such as The Shard, Chelsea
#BSSBDLT )BSSPETBOEUIF0MZNQJD7JMMBHFw
Unsurprisingly, some delegates lamented that, from a
global perspective, the mainstream business sector is
under a false impression that the value of the Islamic
World is to be gauged only through the narrow prism
PGmOBODFBOEJOOPWBUJPO0OFXBZUPCSFBLUIJT
paradigm is through highlighting the potential cultural
WBMVFPGUIF%JBTQPSB XIJDIVMUJNBUFMZSFRVJSFTB
substantial increase of entrepreneurial investment in
grassroots art.
MOCAfest was part of the World Islamic Economic
Forum that took place at ExCel London,
29-31 October 2013.
[http://www.9thwief.org/mocafest.aspx]
The next MOCAfest will take place at the World
Islamic Economic Forum in Dubai, October 2014.
:BTNJO,IBO4IFJLIJTBO*OEFQFOEFOU$VSBUPS 
Producer and Cultural Advisor.
5XJUUFS!:BNJO@#-
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INTERNATIONAL FILM SHOWCASE
MOCAfest Filmmakers
5)&#00,0'53"7&-4
ROAD TO MECCA
%JSFDUPSGEORG MISCH
'&;$*5:0'4"*/54
%JSFDUPSMANSOOR SULEMAN
*.".*
%JSFDUPSKHALID SHAMIS

VISUAL ARTS AND INSTALLATION EXHIBITION
AHMED KRAUSENt1IPUPHSBQIFS %FONBSL
SABA BARNARDt7JTVBM"SUJTU 64"
MOHAMMED ALIt7JTVBM"SUJTU 6,
NOOR ISKANDARt1IPUPHSBQIFS 4JOHBQPSF
TASNIM BAGHDADIt7JTVBM"SUJTU (FSNBOZ
QASIM ARIF t7JTVBM"SUJTU /FUIFSMBOET
NADIA JANJUAt7JTVBM"SUJTU 64"
SORAYA SYEDt7JTVBM"SUJTU 6,
ELVIRA BOJADZICt7JTVBM"SUJTU #PTOJBBOE)FS[FHPWJOB
HOUSIN HOURMINt7JTVBM"SUJTU .BMBZTJB
MD FADLI YUSOFFt7JTVBM"SUJTU .BMBZTJB
SUHAIMI FADZIRt7JTVBM"SUJTU .BMBZTJB
MOHD NOOR MAHMUDt7JTVBM"SUJTU .BMBZTJB
FATIMAH CHIKt#BUJL"SUJTU .BMBZTJB

6th MOCAfest

4&-&$5*0/4'30.5)&*/4*()5'*-.
'&45*7"-"%.*44*0/4 
+0&/0#0%: ,)"/"
$)*-%3&/0'4"3"+&70
%JSFDUPSAIDA BEGIC
MATERIAL
%JSFDUPSCRAIG FRIEMOND
WADJDA
%JSFDUPSHAIFAA AL-MANSOUR
#30,&/$".&3"4
%JSFDUPSEMAD BURNAT
7"--&:0'4"*/54
%JSFDUPSMUSA SYEED
506#"
%JSFDUPSCHAI VASARHELY I
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PANEL DISCUSSION & WORKSHOPS
TRANSFORMATIVE ARTS
Promoting a Positive Image
SHEILA MAJIDt4JOHFS .BMBZTJB
ZEYBA RAHMANt"SU$PPSEJOBUPS 64"
THROUGH THE LENS
What Photography Can Teach Us about our World
AHMED KRAUSENt1IPUPHSBQIFS %FONBSL

STRINGS OF THE MUSLIM WORLD
Learning the Oud, Kora and Sitar
N’FALY KOUYATEt,PSB1MBZFS (VJOFB$POBLSZ
RAKAE JAMILt4JUBS1MBZFS 1BLJTUBO
JOEL CERDORt4IVSBOHJ[1MBZFS "VTUSBMJB
ABDELKADER SAADOUN t0VE1MBZFS "MHFSJB
CURATING THE FUTURE
Intergrating Ideas, Design, Arts and the World We Deserve
MARK GONZALESt1PFU 64"
ABID HUSSAINt"SU$PPSEJOBUPS 6,
MOHAMMED YAHYAt)JQ)PQ 6,
ELVIRA BOJADZICt7JTVBM"SUJTU #PTOJB
.PEFSBUPSZEYBA RAHMANt"SU$PPSEJOBUPS64"
TRANSLATIONS
Poetry for the Soul-A Millenia of Inspiration
MARK GONZALESt1PFU 64"
SUKINA PILGRIMt1PFU 6,
RAKAE JAMIL t4JUBS1MBZFS 1BLJTUBO
ZESHAN BAGEWADIt4JOHFS 64"
N’FALY KOUYATEt,PSB1MBZFS (VJOFB$POBLSZ
JAMAL RASLANt1PFU .BMBZTJB
ABDELKADER SAADOUNt0VE1MBZFS "MHFSJB
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UTILISING THE POWER OF PUBLIC ART
Learning from the Street Artist
MOHAMMED ALIt7JTVBM"SUJTU 6,
PERFORMANCES
SUKINA PILGRIMt1PFU 6,
RAKAE JAMIL t4JUBS1MBZFS 1BLJTUBO
JAMAL RASLANt1PFU .BMBZTJB
N’FALY KOUYATEt,PSB1MBZFS 
(VJOFB$POBLSZ
MARK GONZALESt1PFU 64"
TASLEEM FIRDAUSEEt1PFU 64"
RAVINDERJIT SINGHt1FSDVTTJPOJTU 
Malaysia
ASIF SINANt(VJUBSJTU 1BLJTUBO
JOEL CERDORt4IVSBOHJ[1MBZFS "VTUSBMJB
ZESHAN BAGEWADIt4JOHFS 64"
KILEMA CLEMENTSt.VTJDJBO .BEBHBTDBS
NATIVE SUNt)JQ)PQ 6,
SAIF ADAMt4JOHFS 6,
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9TH
WIEF EXPO

The 9th WIEF ExpoHSBOUFEIJHIMFWFMFYQPTVSFBTXFMMBTHPPEOFUXPSLJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT 
and aimed at providing a platform for leading industry players to showcase their products
BOETFSWJDFTBUUIF'PSVNTWBTUDPOHSFHBUJPOPGQPUFOUJBMCVTJOFTTQBSUOFST5IFFYIJCJUJPO
IBMMXBTMPDBUFEBUUIFHSPVOEMFWFMPG&Y$F--POEPOBOEXBTFRVJQQFEXJUICPPUITQBDFT
for corporations to entertain their guests in their own private area. It was an ideal avenue
GPSCVTJOFTTFYDIBOHFTBOEOFXQBSUOFSTIJQTXIJMFHJWJOHDPSQPSBUJPOTUIFGSFFEPNPGB
casual gathering among peers and prospective clients.
COMPANY NAME

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
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EXHIBITORS
PLC GROUP OF COMPANIES
BRAINY BUNCH INTERNATIONAL MONTESSORI BHD
LABUAN IBFC INC. SDN BHD
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS (PWC)
MOODY’S INVESTORS SERVICE
UNITED MALAYAN LAND BHD
BAHRAIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD
INDONESIA INVESTMENT PROMOTION CENTRE (IIPC) LONDON
BEEJUST
SALIHIN CONSULTING GROUP SDN BHD
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT LLP
OASIS CRESCENT ADVISORY SERVICE UK
JERSEY FINANCE LIMITED
ULTRA GLOBAL PRT
ISKANDAR INVESTMENT BHD
DUBAI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK (IDB)
FELDA GLOBAL VENTURES (FGV)
MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION MALAYSIA
MINISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY (MITI)
MALAYSIA
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
ACIBADEM HEALTHCARE GROUP
MAYBANK ISLAMIC BERHAD
BATTERSEA POWERSTATION DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
MINISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY (MITI)
MALAYSIA
MEDIA BOOTHS
BLOOMBERG
ALJAZEERA
THOMSON REUTERS

WEBSITE

www.plc-group.com
www.brainybunch.com
www.labuanibfc.com
www.pwc.com
www.moodys.com
www.umland.com.my
www.bahrainedb.com
www.beejust.com
www.salihin.com.my
nortonrosefulbright.com
www.oasiscrescent.com
www.jerseyﬁnance.je
www.ultraglobalprt.com
XXXJTLBOEBSJOWFTUNFOUDPN
www.dubaichamber.ae
www.isdb.org
www.feldaglobal.com
www.mohe.gov.my
www.matrade.gov.my
www.coca-cola.com
www.acibadem.com.tr
XXXNBZCBOLJTMBNJDDPNNZ
XXXCBUUFSTFBQPXFSTUBUJPODPVL
www.matrade.gov.my

www.bloomberg.com
www.aljazeera.net
www.thomsonreuters.com
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Maybank Islamic Berhad MOU Signing
Ceremony

9TH WIEF
MEMORANDUM
OF AGREEMENTS

.VSBCBIB*TMBNJD'JOBODJOH'BDJMJUZCFUXFFO-FNCBHB
5BCVOH)BKJBOE.BZCBOL*TMBNJD 4UBOEBSE$IBSUFSFE
4BBEJRBOE0$#$"M"NJO
* %BUVL1BEVLB*TNFF*TNBJM (SPVQ.%$&0
Lembaga Tabung Haji
** .S.V[BGGBS)JTIBN $&0.BZCBOL*TMBNJD)FBE 
(SPVQ*TMBNJD#BOLJOH .BZCBOL
*** 4ZFE"CEVM"[J[+BJMBOJ4ZFE,FDIJL %JSFDUPS$&0
0$#$"M"NJO
*7 .S8BTJN4BJm $&04UE$IBSUFSFE4BBEJR#BOL
#FSIBE
Valued at: USD362 Million (GBP225 Million)

I. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR TECHNOLOGY PROTOTYPING
AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE IN MALAYSIA
Brief Description:
5IF1BSUJFTTIBSFBEFTJSFUPXPSLKPJOUMZUPHFUIFSUPFYQMPSFUIFQPUFOUJBMUPFTUBCMJTIB
5FDIOPMPHZ1SPUPUZQJOHBOE%FWFMPQNFOU$FOUSF 51%$ JO.BMBZTJB5IFQSJNBSZGPDVTPGUIF
.P6JTUPFTUBCMJTIBGSBNFXPSLVOEFSXIJDIUIF1BSUJFTNBZDPMMFDUJWFMZFOHBHFBOEXPSL
together in pursuant to the TPDC.
Valued at:
RM65 Million (USD21 Million)
Representatives:
/"/0."-":4*"#&3)"%
1. Emeritus Professor Dato’ Ir. Dr. Zawawi Ismail, Chairman accompanied by
%S3F[BM,IBJSJ"INBE $&0/"/0."-":4*"#&3)"%

Ofﬁcial Launch of Maybank Islamic Asset Management by Signing of Plaque
Ceremony
3FQSFTFOUBUJWFT
*
%BUVL.PIBJZBOJ4IBNTVEJO $IBJSNBOPG.BZCBOL"TTFU.BOBHFNFOU(SPVQ#FSIBE#PBSEPG
%JSFDUPSPG.BZCBOL(SPVQ
** %BUVL"[JBO.PIE/PI $IBJSNBOPG.BZCBOL*TMBNJD"TTFU.BOBHFNFOU
*** .S/PS"[BNJO4BMMFI $&0PG.BZCBOL"TTFU.BOBHFNFOU(SPVQ#FSIBE
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#"&4:45&.41-$
.S+PIO#SPTOBO .BOBHJOH%JSFDUPSPG#"&4:45&.41-$ 4PVUI&BTU"TJB*OEJB
.S"MBO(BSXPPE (SPVQ#VTJOFTT%FWFMPQNFOU%JSFDUPS
ISIS INNOVATION LIMITED
5. Mr Terry Polard, ISIS Consultant of ISIS INNOVATION LIMITED
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II. THE COMPLETION OF PURCHASE FOR PHASE ONE OF THE LEASE IN THE
BUSINESS DISTRICT ZONE OF MEDINI, ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
Brief Description:
0O/PWFNCFS -FYUSFOE4EO#IE BTVCTJEJBSZPG6OJUFE.BMBZBO-BOE#IE 6.-BOE IBTTJHOFEUIF
-FBTF1VSDIBTF"HSFFNFOUXJUI.FEJOJ%FWFMPQNFOU4EO#IEBXIPMMZPXOFETVCTJEJBSZPG.FEJOJ*TLBOEBS
.BMBZTJB4EO#IE .*.4# 
5IFBHSFFNFOUJOWPMWFTUIFQVSDIBTFPGBGPVSQIBTF-FBTFXJUIBHSPTTnPPSBSFB ('" PGBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
NJMMJPOTRVBSFGFFUPWFSBDSFTPGQSJNFMBOEJOUIF#VTJOFTT%JTUSJDU;POFPG.FEJOJBUBDPOTJEFSBUJPOQSJDF
PGBQQSPYJNBUFMZ3.NJMMJPO
Valued at:
RM36.32 Million (USD12 Million)
Representatives:
UMLand
%BUVL4ZFE"INBE,IBMJE4ZFE.PIBNNFE %JSFDUPSPG6.-BOE
%BUP/H&OH5FF &YFDVUJWF%JSFDUPSPG6.-BOE
.FEJOJ*TLBOEBS.BMBZTJB4EO#IE
*S,IBJSJM"OXBS"INBE .BOBHJOH%JSFDUPSBOE$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFSPG.FEJOJ*TLBOEBS.BMBZTJB4EO#IE
5VBO)BKJ+BNJM)BKBS"CEVM.VUBMJC $IBJSNBOPG.FEJOJ*TLBOEBS.BMBZTJB4EO#IE

III. CLIXSTER MOBILE , NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE ORGANISATION OF MALAYSIA
(ANGKASA) AND HI-P INTERNATIONAL: TECHNICAL COLLABORATION TO DEVELOP,
MANUFACTURE & MARKET ANDROID SMARTPHONES WITH ISLAMIC CONTENTS &
APPLICATION
Brief Description:
0OUIFGPSNBUJPOPG26-5&$UPEFTJHO EFWFMPQBOENBSLFU"OESPJECBTFENPCJMFEFWJDFTXJUI*TMBNJDDFOUSJD
contents and applications as a product of Malaysia aimed principally to serve Muslim countries and communities.
Valued at:
RM1 Billion (USD315 Million)
Representatives:
1. Dato’ Dr Ir Megat Radzman, Chairman of CLIXSTER Mobile
.S+BTPO5BO 7JDF1SFTJEFOUPG$PSQPSBUF#VTJOFTT)*1*/5&3/"5*0/"3. Mr Shaharudin Mohammed, CEO of MYANGKASA Holdings
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V. LAUNCHING OF AUCMS TRENT PARK CAMPUS LONDON AND EXCHANGE OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN ACMS TRENT PARK SDN BHD AND EXIM BANK MALAYSIA
Brief Description:
"$.45SFOU1BSL4EO#IEIBTBDRVJSFEUIF5SFOU1BSL$BNQVTJO/PSUI-POEPOGSPNUIF.JEEMFTFY6OJWFSTJUZJO
+VMZUIJTZFBS*UTUIFmSTUPGGTIPSFDBNQVTGPS"MMJBO[F6OJWFSTJUZ$PMMFHFPG.FEJDBM4DJFODFT "6$.4 B
ZFBSPME.BMBZTJBOQSJWBUFVOJWFSTJUZDPMMFHFXFMMLOPXOGPSJUTNFEJDBMBOEBMMJFEIFBMUIQSPHSBNNFT5IJTOFX
DBNQVTXJMMTFSWFBTJUTJOUFSOBUJPOBMFEVDBUJPOBMIVCGPSBOVNCFSPG.BMBZTJBO6,QSPHSBNNFTBTXFMMBT
research activities for UK and Europe region.
5IJTbNJMMJPOJOWFTUNFOUJOWPMWJOHBDSFTPGMBOEBOENPSFUIBOCVJMEJOHTJTTVQQPSUFECZ&9*.#BOL
Malaysia.
Valued at:
£60 Million (USD96 Milllion)
Representatives:
"$.45SFOU1BSL4EO#IE
)JT3PZBM)JHIOFTT5VBOLV4ZFE'BJ[VEEJO1VUSB*COJ5VBOLV4ZFE4JSBKVEEJO+BNBMVMMBJMo3BKB.VEB1FSMJT
1SPG%BUP%S;BJOVEEJO8B[JSo&YFDVUJWF$IBJSNBOPG"$.45SFOU1BSL4EO#IEBOE1SFTJEFOUPG"6$.4
%BUP%S/PSEJO"INBEo"EWJTPSPG"6$.4
&9*.#BOL.BMBZTJB
%BUP"EJTTBEJLJO"MJo1SFTJEFOUBOE$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFSPG&9*.#BOL.BMBZTJB

IV. MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT (MOA) BETWEEN KFM HOLDINGS SDN. BHD
AND YDA INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET A.S
Brief Description:
5IF.FNPSBOEVNPG"HSFFNFOUJTGPSIFBMUIDBSFQVCMJDQSJWBUFQBSUOFSTIJQ 111 QSPKFDUTJO5VSLFZ XJUIB
WBMVFPG64%NJMMJPOEPMMBST5IJTNBSLTBUSVFQBSUOFSTIJQPGUXPDPVOUSJFTJOEFWFMPQJOHBEWBODFE TUBUFPG
UIFBSUIFBMUIDBSFGBDJMJUJFT:%" BOE,'.XJMMCFEFWFMPQJOHIFBMUIDBSFGBDJMJUJFTGPSUIF.JOJTUSZPG)FBMUI
JO5VSLFZ5IFQSPKFDUTBSF,BZTFSJ*OUFHSBUFE)FBMUI$BNQVT ,POZB*OUFHSBUFE)FBMUI$BNQVTBOE.BOJTB
Education and Research Hospital.
Valued at:
USD250 Million
Representatives:
,'.)PMEJOHT4EO#IE
/VSPMBNJO"CBT (SPVQ$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS ,'.)PMEJOHT4EO#IE
YDA INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET A.S
2. Mr Huseyin Arsalan, Chairman, YDA INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET A.S
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VI. COLLABORATION BETWEEN FGV AND CAMBRIDGE NANOSYSTEMS LIMITED TO
PRODUCE HIGH GRADE CARBON NANOTUBE AND GRAPHENE FROM CRUDE PALM
OIL AND PALM OIL WASTE
Brief Description:
5PQSPQPTF&RVJUZ"DRVJTJUJPOJO$BNCSJEHF/BOPTZTUFNT-JNJUFEGPS1SPEVDJOH)JHI(SBEF$BSCPO/BOPUVCFT
$/5 GSPN$SVEF1BMN0JMBOE1BMN0JM8BTUF'(7QBSUOFSTXJUI$BNCSJEHF/BOPTZTUFNT-JNJUFEBTQJOPVUPG
Cambridge University to become world’s ﬁrst to produce high grade carbon nanotubes from crude palm oil and
palm oil waste.
Valued at:
£16 Million (RM85 million) (USD26 Million)
Representatives:
'FMEB(MPCBM7FOUVSFT%PXOTUSFBN4EO#IE
&YDIBOHFCFUXFFO.PIE&NJS.BWBOJ"CEVMMBI(SPVQ1SFTJEFOUBOE$&0'(7
and
2. Dr Krzysztof Koizol Chairman of Cambridge Nanosystems Limited
5BO4SJ.PIE*TBCJO%BUP)K"CEVM4BNBE $IBJSNBO '(7 BOE
4JS3JDIBSE%FBSMPWF  ,$.( 0#& .BTUFSPG1FNCSPLF$PMMFHF $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ

VII. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN GLOBAL COALITION FOR
EFFICIENT LOGISTICS (GCEL) & ISLAMIC CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE
(ICDT)
Brief Description:
5IFMBOENBSL.06CFUXFFOUIF(MPCBM$PBMJUJPOGPS&GmDJFOU-PHJTUJDT ($&- BOEUIF*TMBNJD$FOUFSGPS
%FWFMPQNFOUPG5SBEF *$%5 BTVCTJEJBSZPG0SHBOJTBUJPOPG*TMBNJD$PPQFSBUJPO 0*$ JTFYFDVUFEUPNBSLB
tangible ﬁrst step to solidify OIC Countries’ participation in GCEL’s HumaWealth Program providing the tools
and the roadmap to empower the Digital Economy.
Valued at:
Powered by the Digital Economy Platform, GCEL’s global initiative provides the tools to improve the efﬁciency
and security of global trade therefore reducing annual trade costs by USD 75 billion in OIC Countries and
by USD 700 billion globally, increasing global trade by USD 1.2 trillion, creating a new USD 6 trillion service
NBSLFUPQQPSUVOJUZGPSmOBODF UFDIOPMPHZBOEJOTVSBODFmSNT UIVTHFOFSBUJOHNJMMJPOKPCT
In addition to the GCEL and ICDT MOU to empower the Digital Economy and provide the tools to improve the
efﬁciency of global trade therefore reducing annual trade costs by USD 75 billion in OIC Countries amongst
other global beneﬁts.
Representatives:
GCEL
)JT&YDFMMFODZ%S4VSJO1JUTVXBO ($&-&YFDVUJWF.FNCFS
2. Captain Samuel Salloum, Co-Chair of GCEL
5BO4SJ"CEVM3BINBO.BNBU ($&-&YFDVUJWF.FNCFS
ICDT
)JT&YDFMMFODZ%S&-)BTTBOF)[BJOF %JSFDUPS(FOFSBM*$%5

8 MOUs with a total value of USD1.06 Billion
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FORUM
PROGRAMME
The world is a fast changing place where new relationships have
emerged out of the various crises besetting the global economy. Old
economic models have failed to describe how the world works and
underestimated the human propensity to collaborate rather than
compete to survive in this ever turbulent 21st century. A search for a
new framework has already begun. Like never before, partnerships
are sprouting across borders, religions and cultures, all in the name
of peace and prosperity between nations. Of those partnerships, the
most crucial of all is in business and trade, which is bound to shape
relations between nations and economies in the near future.
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%": 0$50#&3t*$$"VEJUPSJVN-FWFM

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES
9.00am - 12.45pm
OPENING SESSION OF THE 9TH WIEF

)&"5*'&5&+")+"(" 1SFTJEFOUPGUIF3FQVCMJDPG
Kosovo
)&.%"#%6-)".*% 1SFTJEFOUPGUIF1FPQMFT
3FQVCMJDPG#BOHMBEFTI

Qur’an Recitation

)&"#%&-*-")#&/,*3"/& 1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG
Kingdom of Morocco

Welcome Remarks by the Hon. Tun Musa Hitam,
$IBJSNBOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPO

)&.6)".."%/"8";4)"3*' 1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG
UIF*TMBNJD3FQVCMJDPG1BLJTUBO

Remarks by H.E. Dr Ahmad Mohamed Ali, Honorary
'FMMPXPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE1SFTJEFOUPGUIF
*TMBNJD%FWFMPQNFOU#BOL

H.E. 130'%3#0&%*0/0, Vice President of
Indonesia

Opening Address by the Hon. Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib
5VO"CEVM3B[BL 1BUSPOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE
Prime Minister of Malaysia
SPECIAL ADDRESSES BY
).46-5"/)"+*)"44"/"-#0-,*")
.6*;;"%%*/8"%%"6-") 4VMUBOPG#SVOFJ
Darussalam
).,*/("#%6--")** ,JOHPGUIF)BTIFNJUF
Kingdom of Jordan

H.E. 4)&*,)4"-&."#%6-";*;"-4"6%"-
4"#"), Deputy Prime Minister of Kuwait
)&"-*#"#"$"/ %FQVUZ1SJNF.JOJTUFSPGUIF
3FQVCMJDPG5VSLFZ
H.E. DR ROWSCH NORI SHAWAYS, Deputy Prime
.JOJTUFSPG*SBR
H.E. ASSET ISSEKESHEV, Deputy Prime Minister of
UIF3FQVCMJDPG,B[BLITUBO
)&$3"*($"//0/*&3 1SFNJFSPG#FSNVEB

H.E. HAMID KARZAI, President of the Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan

H.E. DAVID CAMERON, Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom

)3)13*/$&4"-."/#*/)"."%#*/*4""-
,)"-*'" $SPXO1SJODFPGUIF,JOHEPNPG#BISBJO
)&#",*3*;&5#&(07*$ .FNCFSPGUIF1SFTJEFODZ
PG#PTOJBBOE)FS[FHPWJOB
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6.00pm - 9.30pm
9TH WIEF GALA DINNER

)&.BMMBN4BOVTJ-BNJEP4BOVTJ $0/ (PWFSOPS 
$FOUSBM#BOLPG/JHFSJB 'FEFSBM3FQVCMJDPG/JHFSJB

2.00pm - 3.30pm
MINISTERIAL PANEL: POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR
GROWTH

HOSTED BY:
5IF)PO%BUP4SJ.PIE/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL 
1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG.BMBZTJB1BUSPOPGUIF8*&'
'PVOEBUJPO

)&)BNPPE4BOHPVS"M;BEKBMJ 5IF&YFDVUJWF
1SFTJEFOU $FOUSBM#BOLPG0NBO 4VMUBOBUFPG0NBO

The Hon. Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed, Minister of
*OUFSOBUJPOBM5SBEF*OEVTUSZ .BMBZTJB

VENUE:
ICC Capital Hall

The Rt Hon. Lord Stephen Green, Minister of State for
Trade and Investment, United Kingdom

%": 0$50#&3t*$$"VEJUPSJVN-FWFM

12.45pm - 2.00pm
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
7FOVF*$$$BQJUBM)BMM

H.E. Kamal bin Ahmed, Minister of Transportation,
,JOHEPNPG#BISBJO
)&*CSBIJN4BJG .JOJTUFSPG1MBOOJOH*OUFSOBUJPOBM
Cooperation, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
H.E. Mehdi Jomaa, Minister of Industry, Republic of
Tunisia
Moderator:
.BSZBN/FNB[FF #SPBEDBTUFS+PVSOBMJTU 
United Kingdom
3.30pm - 5.00pm
CEO PANEL: DOING BUSINESS IN A CHANGING
WORLD
KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY:
5IF3U)PO#BSPOFTT8BSTJ 4FOJPS.JOJTUFSPG4UBUF 
'PSFJHO$PNNPOXFBMUI0GmDF 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
PANELLISTS
Khalid A. Alireza, Vice Chairman, Xenel Industries Ltd,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
5BO4SJ%BUP"[NBO#JO)K.PLIUBS .BOBHJOH
%JSFDUPS ,IB[BOBI/BTJPOBM#FSIBE .BMBZTJB
%S3BMG%4QFUI $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS +BHVBS-BOE
Rover, United Kingdom
"EBN*TNBJM&CSBIJN $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFSBOE
$IJFG*OWFTUNFOU0GmDFS 0BTJT$SFTDFOU 6, 4PVUI
Africa
Moderator:
+VMJFU.BOO #VTJOFTT$PSSFTQPOEFOU $// 6OJUFE
Kingdom
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SMART ECONOMIES
9.00am - 10.00am
FACE TO FACE: “SMART CITIES”
#PSJT+PIOTPO .BZPSPG-POEPO 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
Moderator:
Lauren Taylor, Presentor, Aljazeera English Channel,
United Kingdom

H.E. Sultan bin Nasser Al Suwaidi, Governor, Central
#BOLPGUIF6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT
Moderator:
%S4BZE'BSPPL1I% (MPCBM)FBE*TMBNJD$BQJUBM
.BSLFUT 5IPNTPO3FVUFST 6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT
1.00pm - 2.00pm
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
7FOVF*$$$BQJUBM)BMM
2.00pm - 3.30pm
BANKERS PANEL: INTERNATIONALISING ISLAMIC
FINANCE
.V[BGGBS)JTIBN $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS .BZCBOL
*TMBNJD)FBE .BZCBOL(SPVQ*TMBNJD#BOLJOH 
Malaysia

10.00am - 11.30am
DESIGNING THE FUTURE: WHY DO WE NEED SMART
CITIES?

"NS"M.FOIBMJ )FBEPG*TMBNJD#BOLJOH "CV%IBCJ
$PNNFSDJBM#BOL 6OJUFE"SBC&NJSBUFT

/FJM.%FOBSJ 'PVOEFS /FJM.%FOBSJ"SDIJUFDUT
Inc, United States of America

)BTBO"M+BCSJ $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 4&%$0
Capital, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

+FTTF)POTB $P'PVOEFS 0QFO6SCBO 3FQVCMJDPG
5VSLFZ

"CEVMLBEFS5IPNBT 1SFTJEFOU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
Ofﬁcer, SHAPE Knowledge Services, State of Kuwait

1SPG%S6XF,SVFHFS $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS "ULJOT
Plc, United Kingdom

Moderator:
4BKJE+BWJE 'JOBODJBM4FDSFUBSZUPUIF5SFBTVSZ 
United Kingdom

"CEFM8BIFE&M8BLJM "XBSE8JOOJOH"SDIJUFDU 
Republic of Egypt
Moderator:
)B[FN(BMBM 1BSUOFS 4UBUF-PDBM(PWFSONFOU
Sector, PricewaterhouseCoopers, State of Qatar
11.30am - 1.00pm
CENTRAL BANKERS PANEL: HARMONISING GLOBAL
STANDARDS ON ISLAMIC FINANCE

3.30pm - 5.00pm
CAPITALISING THE ONLINE MARKET
.PIBNFE(FSBMEF[ &OUSFQSFOFVS *OWFTUPS
.PUJWBUJPOBM4QFBLFS 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
/FEJN,BZB %FQVUZ$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
4BMBNXPSME 3FQVCMJDPG5VSLFZ

)&%S;FUJ"LIUBS"[J[ (PWFSOPS #BOL/FHBSB
.BMBZTJB 5IF$FOUSBM#BOLPG.BMBZTJB

Rabia Zargarpur, President and Creative Director,
"XBSEXJOOJOH'BTIJPO#SBOE 3BCJB; 6OJUFE"SBC
Emirates

1BVM'JTIFS %JSFDUPSPG.BSLFUT #BOLPG&OHMBOE 
United Kingdom

+FGG-ZOO $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 4FFEST 6OJUFE
Kingdom
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Moderator:
&CSBIJN1BUFM $IBJSNBO 8*&':PVOH-FBEFST
/FUXPSL
5.00pm - 6.00pm
DEVELOPING GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY THROUGH
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
#PC4DIVLBJ (MPCBM)FBEPG.PCJMF5FDIOPMPHZ 
Thomson Reuters, United States of America
%VODBO$MBSL0#& $IBJSNBO #%" $IJOB -JNJUFE
People’s Republic of China
%BUVL#BEMJTIBN(IB[BMJ $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
.VMUJNFEJB%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPO .%F$ 
Malaysia
Moderator:
1SPG%BWJE(BOO$#& 7JDF1SFTJEFOU %FWFMPQNFOU
BOE*OOPWBUJPO *NQFSJBM$PMMFHF-POEPO 6OJUFE
Kingdom
%": 0$50#&3t-POEPO4VJUF-FWFM

MASTERCLASS
9.00am - 10.00am
MASTERCLASS 1
YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND APPRENTICESHIP
7JTIOV4XBNJOBUIBO $PVOUSZ%JSFDUPS*OEJB
3FQSFTFOUBUJWF "TIPLB*OOPWBUPSTGPSUIF1VCMJD 
Republic of India

Sheila Majid, Award-winning Singer, Malaysia
;FZCB3BINBO 4FOJPS1SPHSBNNF0GmDFS %PSJT%VLF
'PVOEBUJPO 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
12.00pm - 1.00pm
MASTERCLASS 4
MEDIA STRATEGIES: COVERING THE
TRANSFORMING MENA REGION
Dr Hany El-Konayyesi, Manager of New Output,
Aljazeera English, State of Qatar
2.00pm - 3.30pm
MASTERCLASS 5
DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF HALAL TOURISM
'B[BM#BIBSEFFO $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Crescentrating, Republic of Singapore
Enver Cebi, General Manager, CrescentTours.com,
United Kingdom
3.30pm - 5.00pm
MASTERCLASS 6
GLOBAL PHILANTHROPY: INVESTING IN THE FUTURE
*RCBM/PPS"MJ 4FOJPS"EWJTPS "HB,IBO%FWFMPQNFOU
/FUXPSL 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
$MBSF8PPEDSBGU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS &NJSBUFT
'PVOEBUJPO'PS:PVUI%FWFMPQNFOU 6OJUFE"SBC
Emirates

ISLAMIC BANKING
3BKB5FI.BJNVOBI $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS )POH
-FPOH*TMBNJD#BOL .BMBZTJB

4BNJB#PVDIBSFC (FOFSBM.BOBHFS 5IF$PDB$PMB
&YQPSU$PSQPSBUJPO.PSPDDP&RVBUPSJBM"GSJDB 
Kingdom of Morocco

MICROFINANCE & SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Taa Wongbe, Managing Partner, The Khana Group for
West Africa, Republic of Liberia

1IJMJTJXF..UIFUIXB $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
/BUJPOBM&NQPXFSNFOU'VOE 3FQVCMJDPG4PVUI
Africa

TOURISM
'B[BM#BIBSEFFO $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Crescentrating, Republic of Singapore

Azeemeh Zaheer, Head of Institutional Relationships
7JDF1SFTJEFOU 8FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU (BUFIPVTF
#BOL 6OJUFE,JOHEPN

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
%VODBO$MBSL0#& $IBJSNBO #%" 1FPQMFT3FQVCMJD
of China

Moderator:
Dato’ Dr Norraesah Mohamad, Chairman,
8*&'#VTJOFTTXPNFO/FUXPSL

HALAL INDUSTRY

1.00pm - 2.00pm
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
7FOVF*$$$BQJUBM)BMM

EDUCATION
5JN(PSF %JSFDUPS (MPCBM/FUXPSLT$PNNVOJUJFT 
University of London, United Kingdom
9.45am - 10.00am
SPECIAL KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY
5IF)PO5VO"CEVMMBI)K"INBE#BEBXJ 'PVOEFS
1BUSPOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE'PSNFS1SJNF
Minister of Malaysia
10.00am - 11.30am
PROMOTING TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION
Ali Aslan Gümüsay, Doctoral Scholar, University of
0YGPSEBOE$IBJSNBOPG;BIOSÊEFS/FUXPSL (FSNBOZ

%": 0$50#&3t*$$"VEJUPSJVN-FWFM
4IBCJS3BOEBSFF$#& .PTBJD/BUJPOBM"EWJTPSZ
#PBSE 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
"OESFX8BSE %FWFMPQNFOU%JSFDUPS :PVUI#VTJOFTT
*OUFSOBUJPOBM :#* 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
10.00am - 11.00am
MASTERCLASS 2
FINANCING OPTIONS FOR START-UP BUSINESSES
%BUP/PSIBMJN#JO:VOVT $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Malaysian Technology Development Corporation
.5%$ .BMBZTJB
11.00am - 12.00pm
MASTERCLASS 3
TRANSFORMATIVE ARTS: PROMOTING A POSITIVE
IMAGE
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SMART SOCIETIES
8.00am - 9.45am
BUSINESS NETWORKING BREAKFAST (BNB)
ICC CAPITAL HALL
HEALTHCARE
%S:PVTFG4IBIJO $IJFG%JTFBTF1SFWFOUJPO$POUSPM
)FBMUI%FQBSUNFOU 6OJUFE/BUJPOT3FMJFGBOE8PSLT
"HFODZ 6/38" )BTIFNJUF,JOHEPNPG+PSEBO
INNOVATION
Dato’ Sri Dr Kamal Jit Singh, Special Advisor, National
Innovation Agency, Malaysia

Prof. Sultan T. Abu-Orabi, Secretary General,
Association of Arab Universities, Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan
4FISFFO/PPS"MJ )FBEPG#VTJOFTT%FWFMPQNFOU 
Noodle Education, United States of America
%BUVL%S*S;BJOJ6KBOH 4FDSFUBSZ(FOFSBM** .JOJTUSZ
of Education, Malaysia
Moderator:
5JN(PSF0#& %JSFDUPS (MPCBM/FUXPSLT
Communities, University of London, United Kingdom

2.00pm - 3.30pm
GLOBAL HEALTH CHALLENGES: STEMMING THE RISE
OF NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
%S4NJTIB"HBSXBM $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS (MPCBM
)FBMUI#SJEHF 6OJUFE4UBUFTPG"NFSJDB
%BUVL%S/PPS)JTIBN"CEVMMBI %JSFDUPS(FOFSBM 
Ministry of Health, Malaysia
Dr Omar Saleh, EHA Coordinator, World Health
0SHBOJ[BUPO 8)0 'FEFSBM3FQVCMJDPG4PNBMJB
%S:PVTFG4IBIJO $IJFG%JTFBTF1SFWFOUJPO$POUSPM 
)FBMUI%FQBSUNFOU 6OJUFE/BUJPOT3FMJFGBOE8PSLT
"HFODZ 6/38" )BTIFNJUF,JOHEPNPG+PSEBO
Moderator:
1SPG%BWJE8BMLFS %FQVUZ$IJFG.FEJDBM0GmDFS
England, Department of Health, United Kingdom
3.30pm - 5.00pm
EXPLORING MICROFINANCE IN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY:
5IF3U)PO-PSE#BUFT .FNCFSPG1BSMJBNFOUGPS
Langbaurgh, United Kingdom

11.30am - 1.00pm
WOMEN IN THE CORPORATE WORLD

Panellists:
Raheel Mohammed, Director, Maslaha, United
Kingdom

)FMFOB.PSSJTTFZ$#& $IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Newton Investment Management Ltd, United Kingdom

+BDRVFMJOF.VOB.VTJJUXB 'PVOEFSBOE.BOBHJOH
Partner, Hoja Law Group, Republic of Rwanda
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(PSJT.VTUBRJN 1SFTJEFOUBOE'PVOEFS "THBS.VEB
'PVOEBUJPO 3FQVCMJDPG*OEPOFTJB
Taa Wongbe, Managing Partner, The Khana Group for
West Africa, Republic of Liberia
Carlos Pierre, Portfolio Manager, Strategic Initiatives,
KIVA, United States of America
5.00pm - 6.00pm
FACE TO FACE
5BO4SJ5POZ'FSOBOEFT (SPVQ$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
0GmDFS "JS"TJBBOE'PVOEFSPG5VOF(SPVQ .BMBZTJB
/JTIB1JMMBJ /FXT"ODIPS ##$8PSME/FXT 6OJUFE
Kingdom
6.00pm - 6.30pm
CLOSING CEREMONY
UI8*&'-POEPO4UBUFNFOU
Special Address by Alan Duncan, Minister of State
for International Development, United Kingdom
Special AddressCZ)BNBE#VBNJN 1SFTJEFOU$&0
PG%VCBJ$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF*OEVTUSZ 6OJUFE
Arab Emirates
Vote of Thanks
5IF)PO5VO.VTB)JUBN $IBJSNBO 8*&'
'PVOEBUJPO
%": 0$50#&3t-POEPO4VJUF-FWFM

MASTERCLASS
10.00am - 11.30am
MASTERCLASS 7
ISLAMIC CAPITAL MARKET AND INFRASTRUCTURE

11.30am - 1.00pm
MASTERCLASS 8
ISLAMIC FINANCE AND EDUCATION
%BVE7JDBSZ"CEVMMBI 1SFTJEFOU$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
Ofﬁcer, International Centre for Education in Islamic
'JOBODF */$&*' .BMBZTJB
Prof. Dame Julia King, Vice Chancellor, Aston
University, United Kingdom
Prof. Dato’ Dr Azmi Omar, Director General, Islamic
3FTFBSDIBOE5SBJOJOH*OTUJUVUF *35* *TMBNJD
%FWFMPQNFOU#BOL ,JOHEPNPG4BVEJ"SBCJB
2.00pm - 3.00pm
MASTERCLASS 9
ISLAMIC FINANCE: EMPOWERING WOMEN IN
BUSINESS
/JHFM%FOJTPO %JSFDUPS )FBEPG.BSLFUTBOE8FBMUI
.BOBHFNFOU #BOLPG-POEPOBOEUIF.JEEMF&BTU
Plc, United Kingdom
3.00pm - 4.00pm
MASTERCLASS 10
SOCIAL MEDIA: OPENING BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN
Andrea Vahl, Social Media Consultant, www.
AndreaVahl.com, United States of America
4.00pm - 5.30pm
MASTERCLASS 11
PROMOTING GROWTH IN THE HALAL INDUSTRY
%S*NSBO,BVTBS 'PVOEFS )BMBM'PPE'FTUJWBM 6OJUFE
Kingdom
UK Prime Minister !/VNCFSHPWt0DU
1.XFMDPNFT8FJSFYQBOTJPOJO.BMBZTJBXJUI1./BKJC
$&0,FJUI$PDISBOFoBOPUIFSTJHOPG6,XJOOJOHJO
(MPCBM3BDFQJDUXJUUFSDPNB'V(DV70B%

%S.BTTPVE+BOFLFI %JSFDUPS )FBEPG*TMBNJD
$BQJUBM.BSLFUT #BOLPG-POEPOBOEUIF.JEEMF&BTU
Plc, United Kingdom
8BMJE4BSJFEEJOF "TTJTUBOU(FOFSBM.BOBHFS
)FBEPG*TMBNJD'JOBODF 4VNJUPNP.JUTVJ#BOLJOH
$PSQPSBUJPO&VSPQF-UE 4.#$& 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
(JMMJBO8BMNTMFZ )FBEPG'JYFE*ODPNF1SPEVDUT 
-POEPO4UPDL&YDIBOHF 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
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5IF#VTJOFTT/FUXPSLJOH#SFBLGBTU #/# XBTBUUFOEFECZPWFSQBSUJDJQBOUT
XIPSFHJTUFSFEUIFJSJOUFSFTUVOEFSUIFJOEVTUSZPSHBOJTBUJPOTFDUPSTJEFOUJmFECZ
UIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBTTFDUPSTPGJNQPSUBODFUPUIF.VTMJNDPNNVOJUJFT

INDUSTRY

FACILITATOR

Aimed at being an informal and social gathering, each cluster was headed by a
GBDJMJUBUPSXIPXBTQSFTFOUUPGBDJMJUBUFDPOWFSTBUJPOTBOENBLFJOUSPEVDUJPOTXIFSF
necessary.

Healthcare

Prof. David Walker,
Deputy Chief Medical Ofﬁcer,
Department of Health, United Kingdom

*OUSPEVDFEGPSUIFmSTUUJNFJOUIJTZFBSTFEJUJPOPGUIF8*&' UIF#VTJOFTT
.BUDINBLJOH4ZTUFNQSPWJEFEBOBMUFSOBUJWFQMBUGPSNGPSSFHJTUFSFEEFMFHBUFTUP
meet and connect online, with the ability to schedule appointments ahead of the
'PSVN

Innovation

Dato’ Sri Kamaljit Singh
Special Advisor,
"HFOTJ*OOPWBTJ.BMBZTJB "*.

Islamic Banking

Raja Teh Maimunah,
$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
)POH-FPOH*TMBNJD#BOL .BMBZTJB

Microﬁnance & Social Entreprise

Taa Wongbe
Managing Partner,
The Khana Group for West Africa, Republic
of Liberia

Tourism

Fazal Bahardeen
$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0GmDFS 
Crescentrating, Republic of Singapore

Digital Technology

Duncan Clark OBE
Chairman,
#%" 1FPQMFT3FQVCMJDPG$IJOB

The top 3 industrial representatives utilising the system were from the Islamic
#BOLJOH *OOPWBUJPOBOE)BMBMTFDUPST

BUSINESS
NETWORKING
BREAKFAST

Halal Industry

Education
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Tim Gore
Director,
(MPCBM/FUXPSLT$PNNVOJUJFT 6OJWFSTJUZ
of London, United Kingdom
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COMPLEMENTARY
PROGRAMMES
*ODPOKVODUJPOXJUIUIFUI8*&' 
several other complementary
programmes such as the sponsors,
special and investment programmes
XFSFPSHBOJTFEUPNBYJNJTF
OFUXPSLJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSBUUFOEJOH
delegates.
'PSUIPTFXIPXFSFTFFLJOHUPOFUXPSLGBDFUP
face and establish tangible business relationships
with corporations from speciﬁc industries, both
the sponsors and special programmes provided
UIFJEFBMQMBUGPSNGPSUIFTFFYDIBOHFT
Participating corporations
1. -BCVBO*#'$
2. 'FMEB(MPCBM7FOUVSFT
3. National Innovation Agency, Malaysia
4. Thomson-Reuters
5. .BZCBOL*TMBNJD
6. .VTMJN$PVODJMPG#SJUBJO
7. *TLBOEBS.BMBZTJB
8. UMLand
5PQPGmDJBMTGSPN#PTOJB)FS[FHPWJOB ,PTPWP 
.BMBZTJB "GHIBOJTUBOBOE1BLJTUBOBMTPUPPL
the opportunity to showcase various investments
opportunities in their respective countries at the
‘Invest’ Programme slots.
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BRITISH
BUSINESS
PAVILION
"MPOHTJEFUIFUI8*&' PO0DUPCFS6,
5SBEF*OWFTUNFOUIFMEBUXPEBZ#SJUJTI#VTJOFTT
1BWJMJPO ##1 CSJOHJOHUPHFUIFSEFDJTJPONBLFST
and solution providers from the Islamic World and
beyond to discuss the economic challenges of the
21st century.
5IF##1SFDFJWFEPWFSWJTJUPSTJODMVEJOH
senior foreign government ofﬁcials and industry
practitioners. MOUs were signed on education and
IFBMUIDBSFBOEDPNNFSDJBMEFBMTXPSUIJOFYDFTT
of £100 million to the UK were announced during the
8*&'
#VJMEJOHPO1SJNF.JOJTUFS%BWJE$BNFSPOT
BOOPVODFNFOUBUUIF8*&'UIBUUIF6,JOUFOETUP
JTTVFBTPWFSFJHO4VLVLXPSUIbNJMMJPOBOEUIF
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DSFBUJPOPGBOFX*TMBNJDJOEFYCZUIF-POEPO4UPDL
&YDIBOHF(SPVQ UIF##1TIPXDBTFEUIF6,T
HMPCBMFYQFSUJTFJO*TMBNJDmOBODFBOEUIFFYDJUJOH
investment opportunities offered by the development
of infrastructure in the UK.
5IF##1BMTPIJHIMJHIUFEIPXUIF6,T*$5 TNBSU
UFDIOPMPHZBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMFYQFSUJTFDBOVOEFSQJO
the creation of sustainable low carbon future cities.
5IFTFDPOEEBZPGUIF##1GPDVTFEPOUIFTLJMMT
development challenges of emerging economies in
areas including English teaching, special educational
needs, higher education partnerships and online
learning, and UK advances in the management of
non-communicable diseases such as diabetes and
cancer.
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PEOPLE
AND COLOURS
OF THE FORUM
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WELCOME
RECEPTION
The Lord Mayor of London, Alderman Roger Gifford, hosted a prestigious reception at London’s Guildhall on
28th October 2013, in the heart of the City of London, to ofﬁcially welcome the role players to the 9th World
*TMBNJD&DPOPNJD'PSVN

Hosted by the City of London Corporation in association with the Greater London Authority, the reception was
BUUFOEFECZPWFSHVFTUTJODMVEJOHUIF1BUSPOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOBOE1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG.BMBZTJB UIF
)POPVSBCMF%BUP4SJ.PIE/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL1SFTJEFOUPG,PTPWP )FS&YDFMMFODZ"UJGFUF+BIKBHB1SJNF
.JOJTUFSPG.PSPDDP )JT&YDFMMFODZ"CEFMJMBI#FOLJSBOFBOEUIF1SFNJFSPG#FSNVEB )JT&YDFMMFODZ$SBJH
Cannonier.
5IF8FMDPNJOH3FDFQUJPOJTBMPOHTUBOEJOHUSBEJUJPOPGUIF8*&'BTJUNBSLTUIFTUBSUPGUIFQSPDFFEJOHT
BOEJTJOUFOEFEUPQBZUSJCVUFUPUIPTFXIPQMBZBWJUBMSPMFBUUIF'PSVN JOUIFQSFTFODFPGQPMJUJDBMMFBEFST 
TQPOTPST TQFBLFST QPMJDZFYQFSUTBOENFEJBSFQSFTFOUBUJWFT
Over 200 prominent role players representing major business industries of the world converged to address
HMPCBMJTTVFTBOEDIBMMFOHFTUISPVHINFBOJOHGVMEJBMPHVFTBOEFOHBHFNFOUBUUIFUI8*&'
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GALA DINNER

MANAGE OUR
PLANET WISELY:
REMARKS FROM
HRH THE PRINCE
OF WALES

Heads of State and Government, global business leaders, international and local delegates attended the
TQFDUBDVMBSUI8*&'(BMB%JOOFS IFMEBU$BQJUBM)BMM &Y$F--POEPOPO%BZ0OFPGUIF8*&'
5IF(BMB%JOOFS IPTUFECZUIF)POPVSBCMF%BUP4SJ.PIE/BKJC5VO"CEVM3B[BL 1SJNF.JOJTUFSPG.BMBZTJB
BOE1BUSPOPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPO XBTHSBDFECZ)3)1SJODF$IBSMFT UIF1SJODFPG8BMFTXIPEFMJWFSFEB
special address to over 1,800 attending delegates.
"UUIF0GmDJBM3FDFQUJPOQSFDFEJOHUIF(BMB%JOOFS JOWJUFEHVFTUTXFSFQSFTFOUFEXJUIBOFYDMVTJWF
opportunity to meet and mingle with HRH The Prince of Wales, alongside other leading corporate ﬁgures.
%VSJOHEJOOFS HVFTUTXFSFUSFBUFEUPBGVTJPOFYUSBWBHBO[BPGCFBVUJGVMBOEDVMUVSBMQFSGPSNBODFTGSPNTJY
continents of the world; Europe, Africa, Middle East, Central Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia.
5IFNFEA8FTUNFFUT&BTU UIFQFSGPSNBODFFQJUPNJTFEUIF8*&'TKPVSOFZUISPVHIUIFDPOUJOFOUTXIJDIXBT
brought to life by a series of bridges connecting the plethora of cultural showcase from each continent; the
CSJEHFTSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFTUSPOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTUIBUUIF'PVOEBUJPOIBTIFMQFEUPCVJMEBSPVOEUIFXPSME
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%VSJOHUIFHBMBEJOOFSIFMEPOUIFPQFOJOHEBZPGUIF'PSVN )JT3PZBM)JHIOFTTUIF1SJODFPG8BMFTEFMJWFSFE
IJTBEESFTTUIBUGPDVTTFEPOBUPQJDDMPTFUPIJTIFBSUoUIFFOWJSPONFOU"GFSWFOUTVQQPSUFSPGBDUJPOPO
climate change, he called on big businesses to consider the health of the environment alongside their ﬁnancial
goals and to “establish new business models and ﬁnancial structures that incorporate the needs of the Earth.”
)FMFGUUIFBVEJFODFXJUIUXPDIBMMFOHFToUPIBWFJOQMBDFUIFTUSVDUVSFTBOEUPPMTUPFOBCMFUIFFGGFDUJWF
management of emerging environmental threats; and to actively consider how big businesses can use their
WBTUmOBODJBMSFTPVSDFTUPSFEVDFUIFTZTUFNJDSJTLTBOEEFMJWFSCFUUFSFEVDBUJPOBOEWPDBUJPOBMUSBJOJOHUP
create jobs and small enterprises.
#FMPXBSFFYDFSQUTGSPN)3)T4QFDJBM"EESFTT
“We are now grappling with all sorts of social and
economic challenges that have their roots in a
QSPCMFNOPUBDLOPXMFEHFE XIJDIIBTDPOUSJCVUFE
to so many of the conﬂicts around the world in
recent times. And that is the way nature’s capital
SFTFSWFTIBWFCFFOEFQMFUFEUIJOHTXFUBLFVUUFSMZ
GPSHSBOUFEMJLFXBUFSBOETPJMT*GUIFTFEFUFSJPSBUF
and are not managed on a sustainable basis, this can
cause direct impacts on food and energy security…

i5IFSFDFOU'JGUI"TTFTTNFOU3FQPSUGSPNUIF
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
DPOUBJOFEBOFYQMJDJUXBSOJOHPGXIBUDPVMEIBQQFO
if we don’t more effectively sustain our environment.
To do this, we must establish new business models
and ﬁnancial structures that incorporate the needs
of the Earth. These fundamental considerations
DBOOPUCFMFGUPVUPGUIFFDPOPNJDFRVBUJPO BTUIFZ
BSF JOUIFNBJO BUUIFNPNFOU4FFLJOHFDPOPNJD
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PQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSQSPmUBMPOF XJUIPVUUBLJOHBDDPVOU
PG BOENBOBHJOH GPSFTFFBCMFSJTLT BQQFBSTUPCFBO
increasingly unwise course of action…
i)PXFWFS UIFUSVUIJTUIBUGPSNBOZTFOJPSFYFDVUJWFT
UIFTFSJTLT UIFTUSBJOPOOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT 
seem hardly to register. This might be considered
surprising, given how we are still grappling with the
DPOTFRVFODFTPGUIFMBTUPDDBTJPOXIFOUIFmOBODJBM
DPNNVOJUZGBJMFEUPUBLFTFSJPVTMZNBOZXFMMGPVOEFE
XBSOJOHTPGTZTUFNJDSJTL#VU BTUIFXPSLPGNZ
Accounting for Sustainability Project has shown, as
long as natural capital is considered separate from,
rather than fundamental to, ﬁnancial capital, these
hazards will remain obscured.
i8IFSF UIFO NJHIUUIFTPMVUJPOTMJF *UJTDMFBS
GSPNUIF2VSBOBOE JOEFFE GSPNUIF#JCMFUPP 
that humanity has a sacred responsibility for the
stewardship of the Earth. The time has surely come
for our ﬁnancial institutions to recognise that the
Earth is not a limitless resource that can be plundered
at will, and to integrate that principle of stewardship
into our ﬁnancial structures. This is where I believe

UIF8PSME*TMBNJD&DPOPNJD'PSVNBOE*TMBNJDo
PSi"MUFSOBUJWFwo'JOBODFDBONBLFBTJHOJmDBOU
contribution. What interests me is that it is based on
WFSZJNQPSUBOUUFBDIJOHTBUUIFIFBSUPG*TMBNoUIF
OPUJPOTPGiVOJUZUISPVHIEJWFSTJUZ wPGFRVJUZBOE
DPNQBTTJPO BTXFMMBTUIFSFRVJSFNFOUGPSOBUVSBM
DBQJUBMUPCFQSPQFSMZBDLOPXMFEHFE
“The perils faced by ﬁnancial and business
organisations are not somehow ring-fenced from
the rest of the population, so it is surely a good
JEFBUPFYQMPSFIPXUIFTQJSJUJOIFSFOUJOUIFiNPSBM
economy” of Islam could enable a just and ethical
approach towards the management of systemic
SJTLJOFDPOPNJDT JOCVTJOFTTBOEmOBODFoUIF
XBZSJTLTIBSJOH JNQMJDJUJO.VTIBSBLB XPSLT GPS
FYBNQMF XJUIMFOEFSTTIBSJOHUIFCPSSPXFSTSJTL 
and the notion of Mudharabah, the sharing of proﬁt.
This is very different from the way that conventional
mOBODFUSBOTGFSTUIFSJTLRVJDLMZBOEGSFRVFOUMZPOUP
someone else with proﬁt going just one way.
“There is also a welcome emphasis implicit in
*TMBNJD'JOBODFPOUIFSFBMFDPOPNZ BOEUIFJEFB

that ﬁnance cannot be divorced from wider ethical
and moral codes. So, I wonder, is it possible to build
mOBODJBMBOECVTJOFTTNPEFMTUIBUTFFLUPTIBSF
SJTLNPSFGBJSMZ CFUXFFOPVSBOEGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOT 
between rich and poor and between ﬁnancial
PSHBOJTBUJPOTBOETPDJFUZ "TJUTUBOET *TVTQFDUUIBU
if the strict injunction of the Qur’an against Riba were
to be applied to the economic system that prevails
at the moment, then the debt we have effectively
incurred for future generations by the depletion of the
Earth’s natural capital would surely be found to be
usurious and profoundly unacceptable.
“This is why ﬁnancial and business organisations that
LFFQUPUIFQSJODJQMFTFNCFEEFEXJUIJO*TMBNDPVME
be helpful in forging a more ethical approach that
MFBETUPFRVJUBCMFPVUDPNFT JNQSPWJOHUIFQSPTQFDUT
for successful business and ﬁnancial stability as it
does so. In fact, scaled up, these ideas could help
the world achieve a very important realignment
whereby effective management of the many threats
OPXCFTFUUJOHVTSFTVMUTJONPSFTVDDFTTGVMoBOE 
crucially, more resilient organizations…
iy*DBOPOMZBQQMBVEZPVSFGGPSUTUIJTXFFLUPSFmOF
ideas and conceive strategies that will be good for
the future of business and ﬁnance, but at the same

time, surely, they must also be focussed on those
people and their communities that business and
mOBODFTFSWF"OETP XJUIUIBUJONJOE *XPVMEMJLF
UPMFBWFZPVXJUIUXPRVFTUJPOTJG*NBZ
“Given that the world’s already depleted natural
capital is subject to ever rising demand, I wonder,
ﬁrstly, whether you have the criteria in place,
the structures and tools, to enable the effective
management of the emerging threats I have
NFOUJPOFE "OE TFDPOEMZ DBOZPVBDUJWFMZ
consider how the vast ﬁnancial resources that
your organisations manage could best be deployed
UPSFEVDFUIFTZTUFNJDSJTLTBOEEFMJWFSCFUUFS
education and vocational training to create jobs and
TNBMMFOUFSQSJTFT 
“Ladies and Gentlemen, if I may say so, we are
obliged to succeed. To fail would be catastrophic.
It has been one of Islam’s great strengths over the
centuries that it is compelled to establish a just
society. Never has there been a greater need to raise
the level of that ambition to a global level. We each
have a sacred duty of care towards the Earth. It calls
VQPOVTUPTIPVMEFSUIJTXPSLUPHFUIFS:PVSNFFUJOH
here in London can, and indeed must, be a vital part
of this endeavour.”

“The time has surely come for our ﬁnancial institutions to recognise
that the Earth is not a limitless resource that can be plundered at
will, and to integrate that principle of stewardship into our ﬁnancial
structures. This is where I believe the World Islamic Economic
Forum and Islamic – or “Alternative” – Finance can make a
signiﬁcant contribution.”
)3)1SJODF$IBSMFT BUUIFUI8*&'(BMB%JOOFS
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WIEF
INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY PANEL
The bi-annual WIEF International Advisory Panel (IAP) Meeting was held on 28 October 2013.
The meeting held regularly in different parts of the world, was attended by the members of the panel, which
consist of heads of business, international and regional organisations and members of the community. The IAP
JTUIFBEWJTPSZCPEZPGUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOUIBUQSPWJEFTTUSBUFHJDJOQVUBOEJOUFMMFDUVBMDPOUFOUGPSUIFBOOVBM
8*&'BTXFMMBTJUTSFMBUFEJOJUJBUJWFTBOEQSPHSBNNFT
5IFNFFUJOHEJTDVTTFEUIF8*&''PVOEBUJPOTQSPHSFTTUIVTGBS EFWFMPQNFOUTPGGVUVSFQSPHSBNNFTUPCF
PSHBOJTFEVOEFSUIFSFTQFDUJWFJOJUJBUJWFTBOEUIFMPOHUFSNTUSBUFHJDEJSFDUJPOPGUIFBOOVBM'PSVN
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IN ACTION
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MEDIA
PARTNERS
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ABOUT THE
WIEF FOUNDATION

#PBSEPG5SVTUFFT

$IBJSQFSTPOTPG8*&'*OJUJBUJWFT

Chairman
TUN MUSA HITAM

8*&'&EVDBUJPO5SVTU 8&5
TAN SRI DR WAN MOHD ZAHID MOHD NOORDIN

Trustee
TAN SRI DR WAN MOHD ZAHID MOHD NOORDIN

8*&'#VTJOFTTXPNFO/FUXPSL 8#/
DATO’ DR NORRAESAH MOHAMAD

Trustee
DATO’ DR NORRAESAH MOHAMAD

8*&':PVOH-FBEFST/FUXPSL 8:/
EBRAHIM PATEL

5IF8PSME*TMBNJD&DPOPNJD'PSN 8*&' 'PVOEBUJPO FTUBCMJTIFEJO JTUIFPSHBOJTJOHCPEZPGUIFBOOVBM
8PSME*TMBNJD&DPOPNJD'PSVN5IF'PSVNTFSWFTBTBGPDBMQPJOUXIFSFDPVOUSZMFBEFST DBQUBJOTPGJOEVTUSZ 
FNFSHJOHFOUSFQSFOFVST BDBEFNJDTBOEPUIFSTUBLFIPMEFSTGSPNUIF.VTMJN8PSMEBOECFZPOE NFFUUPCVJME
CSJEHFTUISPVHICVTJOFTT5IF'PVOEBUJPOBMTPVOEFSUBLFTWBSJPVTDBQBDJUZCVJMEJOHQSPHSBNNFTVOEFSUIF8*&'
JOJUJBUJWFTPGUIF#VTJOFTTXPNFO/FUXPSL 8#/ :PVOH-FBEFST/FUXPSL 8:/ &EVDBUJPO5SVTU 8&5 BOE
Roundtable Series.

1BUSPO 'PVOEFS1BUSPOBOE)POPSBSZ.FNCFST
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'PVOEFS1BUSPO
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"MM%JTUJOHVJTIFE4QFBLFSTBOE.PEFSBUPSTGPSUIFJSJOWBMVBCMFUJNFBOEFGGPSUJOQSPWJEJOHSJDIEJTDVTTJPOBOE
for sharing their wealth of information for the beneﬁt of the delegates.
8FXPVMEBMTPMJLFUPBDLOPXMFEHFUIFNFNCFSTPGUIF$PPSEJOBUJOH$PNNJUUFFPGUIFUI8*&'GPSBMMUIFJS
IBSEXPSLBOEDPOUSJCVUJPOJONBLJOHUIJT'PSVNQPTTJCMF
FOREIGN & COMMONWEALTH OFFICE
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UK TRADE & INVESTMENT

GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY

HM TREASURY

LONDON & PARTNERS

DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BRITISH HIGH COMMISSION IN MALAYSIA
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“I would like to reiterate Pakistan’s strong
commitment to further expanding economic
and ﬁnancial cooperation between Islamic
states as well as their private sector business
and commercial enterprises through the WIEF.
The fraternal bonds that tie together Islamic
nations, our common values and perceptions,
and our shared aspirations and objectives should
certainly translate into greater progress and
prosperity for our people through the synergies
produced by collaboration between our
governments as well as our enterprises.”
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif
Prime Minister
1BLJTUBO

The WIEF Foundation and Dubai Chamber
of Commerce & Industry are pleased to
announce the 10th World Islamic Economic
Forum, to be held under the patronage of
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Vice President of the UAE and Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai, from 28-30 October
2014 at Madinat Jumeirah Conference Centre,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
28-30 OCTOBER 2014

INNOVATIVE
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Proudly hosting the WIEF’s 10th anniversary,
this year’s Forum in Dubai will bring three days
of thought-provoking discussions, plenary
sessions, one-to-one meetings and networking
opportunities, with distinct attendance from
Heads of State and Governors, top-level CEOs,
leaders and experts from the global economic
arena. Business prospects in the Muslim World
will also be showcased bringing a focus on the

www.10thwief.org

tourism, leisure, education and standardisation.
For further information and to register,
please visit www.10thwief.org
We look forward to welcoming you to the
10th World Islamic Economic Forum.
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“As we search for new and
more sustainable growth
models, there is one path that
can increase productivity,
improve corporate decision
making, and strengthen
economies. To take it, we
must confront one of the most
stubborn inequalities, one that
is holding back prosperity and
hindering development. It is
time to put women at the heart
of our global growth story. ”
Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib
5VO"CEVM3B[BL
Prime Minister
Malaysia
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World Islamic Economic Forum Foundation
A-9-1, Level 9, Hampshire Place Ofﬁce
157 Hampshire, No 1 Jalan Mayang Sari
50450 Kuala Lumpur,
MALAYSIA
5FM t'BY 
www.wief.org
'BDFCPPL World Islamic Economic Forum Foundation
5XJUUFS WIEF Foundation @WIEF_Foundation
*OTUBHSBN WIEF_Foundation
'MJDLS WIEF Foundation
:PVUVCF WIEF FoundationTV
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